Board of Directors
Public Meeting to be held on Monday 24th March 2014
At Delta House, Meeting Rooms 2 & 3
Commencing at 2.00pm
Agenda
1: Opening matters:
1.1 Declarations of Interest:
a: Amendments to registered interests
b: In any item on the agenda
1.2 Apologies for Absence
1.3 Chairman’s Communication
1.4 Minutes of meeting held on 29th January 2014
1.5 Matters arising:
(i) Delayed Transfers of Care: Learning Disabilities
Division
J Campbell
(ii) Analysis of Interest Payable
P Stefanoski
1.6 Declaration of any other urgent business to be transacted

Enc. 1.4
Enc. 1.5 (i)
Verbal

2: Items for Approval:
2.1 Annual Plan 2014/15 and 2015/16
2.2 Directors Registers of Interests and Hospitality
2.3 Board Assurance Framework
2.4 Insurance Arrangements
2.5 Use of the Trust Seal

P Stefanoski
A Green
A Green
A Green
A Green

Enc. 2.1
Enc. 2.2
Enc. 2.3
Enc. 2.4
Enc. 2.5

A Green
P Stefanoski/
C Oakes/
S C Marshall
S C Marshall
C Oakes
A Green
S C Marshall

Enc. 3.1
Enc. 3.2
Enc. 3.3
Enc. 3.4
Enc. 3.5
Enc. 3.6

K Dowman

Enc. 4.1

3: Items to Review and Monitor:
3.1 High Level Risk Register
3.2 Integrated Quality and Performance Report
3.3 Quality Assurance Walkthrough Summaries
3.4 Staff Survey 2013 Update and Action Plan
3.5 Responding to the Francis Report
3.6 Quality Risk Profile
4: Items to receive:
4.1 Report from the Chief Executive
4.2 Reports from Board Sub-Committees

(i) Governance Committee 6th February 2014
(ii) Audit Committee 18th February 2014

P Werhun
B Stock

Enc. 4.2(i)
Enc. 4.2 (ii)

5: Items for Information:
5.1 Minutes of Board sub-committees
(i) Governance Committee 5th December 2013
(ii) Audit Committee 21st January 2014

Enc. 5.1(i)
Enc. 5.1 (ii)

6: Any other urgent business:
As declared in the opening matters
7: Date and time of next meeting:
Board Meeting Wednesday 30th April 2014 at 2.00pm, Meeting Room 2 & 3, Delta House
“In accordance with Paragraph 30, of the Trust’s Constitution,
I now exclude the press and public from the meeting”

Enclosure
No: 1.4

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS PUBLIC MEETING
HELD ON WEDNESDAY 29th JANUARY AT 2.00PM
IN MEETING ROOMS 2 & 3, DELTA HOUSE
Present:
Mr Bob Piper
Mrs Vicky Harris
Mr Paul Riley
Mr Parmjit Sahota
Mrs Jackie Smart
Mr Bryan Stock
Mr John Campbell
Ms Karen Dowman
Mrs Susan C Marshall
Mr Paul Stefanoski

-

Chairman (Chair)
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Chief Operating Officer
Chief Executive Officer
Director of Nursing and Professional Practice
Director of Resources, Deputy Chief Executive

In Attendance:
Mr Andy Green
Mrs Natalie Grainger
Mr Chris Oakes

-

Company Secretary
Governance Support Manager
Director of Workforce and Learning

The public session of the Board Meeting commenced at 2.00pm
BCP/0104/001/1 DECLARATION OF INTEREST
4
No interests were declared.
BCP/0104/002/1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
4
Mrs Pauline Werhun
Dr Stephen Edwards
Ms Sue Marshall
-

Non Executive Director
Medical Director
Director of Children’s, Young People
and families

BCP/0104/003/1 CHAIRMAN’S COMMUNICATION
4
The Chairman advised of a change in the order of the agenda. It was
agreed that item 3.3 would be taken first on the agenda and item 5.2
would be taken at the beginning of section 3 of the agenda.
BCP/0104/004/1
4

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the previous meeting held on Wednesday 27th
November 2013 were received and approved as a true and accurate
record subject to the following amendments.
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Page 2, BCP/0104/166/13 Minutes of the previous meeting - Mr Sahota
referred to previously agreed amendments that had not been recorded.
The amendments were as follows:
Page 9, item BCP/0104/144/13, final paragraph to be included: Mr
Sahota welcomed the report and recommendations ,however asked if
the Audit Group would also consider the best practice that is used by
Local Authorities, ensuring the recruitment panel also include a
member from BME as a selection panel member. He also requested
the next report have actual figures and ratio analysis of the whole data
rather than of a specific post. This way a better analysis could be
reviewed for the period.
Page 3, BCP/0104/169/13, para 2, ‘Director of Nursing’ to be replaced
with ‘Chief Nurse for England’.
Page 5, BCP/0104/172/13, para 8, Mr Oakes reported ongoing issues
with vacancies which were at a consistently higher level than would
normally be expected. It was confirmed that an extensive recruitment
drive had taken place which should start to improve figures.
Page 5, BCP/0104/172/13, para 9, ‘attended’ to be replaced with
‘arranged’
Page 8, BCP/0104/176/13, para 4, ‘4 month’ to be replaced with ‘5
month’
BCP/0104/005/1
4

MATTERS ARISING
There were no matters arising.

BCP/0104/006/1
4

INTEGRATED QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE REPORT

Mr Stefanoski reported a surplus of £2.0m some £0.9m ahead of plan
as at the end of December 2013 which results in a continuity of service
rating of 4 and it was forecast that the surplus at the end of the year
was forecast at £0.07m above plan, with a continuity of service rating
of 4.
He reported that the split of achievement of cost improvement plan
(CIP) is 78% recurrent and 22% non recurrent based on the part year
effect of vacancy management saving being classed as recurrent. The
forecast overachievement of CIP’s was £0.4m.
Mr Stefanoski reported that as at the end of December 2013
performance against national targets was satisfactory and all targets
were being met.
Mr Riley commented that a number of delayed transfers of care had
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been picked up as part of the quality assurance walkthroughs,
especially in Learning Disability Services. Mr Campbell advised that
delays in learning disabilities had increased although numbers were
still low. It was agreed that a detailed breakdown of Learning Disability
figures would be presented at the March 2014 meeting.
Mr Stock asked why the interest payable figure for the Mental Health
Division was so high. Mr Stefanoski would provide a response
separately.
In response to a further question from Mr Stock, Mr Stefanoski
confirmed that there had been no improvement on ‘receivables’ over 90
days due to capacity within the Finance department.
Mr Riley commented on the upward trend of confidentiality issues and
asked whether this presented a risk of fines being issued by the
Information Commissioner. Mr Stefanoski confirmed that this was a
possibility and that the Information Commissioner would be carrying
out an Audit within the Trust. Mr Stefanoski advised that ongoing
training was being provided, particularly within the Children’s Young
People and Families Division.
Mr Riley highlighted the significant increase in medication errors. Mrs S
C Marshall stated that an increase would be expected as a lot of work
had been carried out due to previous concerns of under reporting.
Mr Oakes reported that sickness absence had decreased slightly to
5.4%, however long term sickness was a major issue and the
occupational health contract was currently being reviewed in order to
strengthen support to staff on long term sick and their return to work.
Mr Oakes confirmed that a detailed report on long term sickness would
be reported at a future meeting.
He also advised that the compliance rate for attendance at annual
mandatory training fell just short of target at 94.1%, and work was
being undertaken with discussions to address non-attendance. The
appraisal rate reported a slight dip, however robust management
processes are in place.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)
breakdown of Learning
Disabilities delayed transfers of care
to be presented at March 2014
meeting
(ii) an analysis of interest payable
within mental health division be
provided to Board members
(ii) detailed report on long term
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sickness to be presented at future
meeting
(iii) to note the report
BCP/0104/007/1
4

QUARTER 3 2013/14 SUBMISSION TO MONITOR
Mr Stefanoski presented the report which provided the detail of the
quarterly submission to Monitor.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the submission of the
Quarter 3 return to Monitor

BCP/0104/008/1
4

TERMS OF REFERENCE: GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Mr Green presented the report which proposed amended Governance
Committee terms of reference for approval by the Board. The
amendments were discussed and agreed at the meeting of the
Governance Committee on 5th December 2013.
Mr Piper requested recommendations from the quality assurance
walkthroughs be included as a duty of the committee under paragraph
8, which was agreed.
Mr Campbell suggested including CQC and Ofsted in section 8.2.4
which was agreed.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i)
to approve the terms of
reference
subject
to
agreed
amendments.

BCP/0104/009/1
4

WHISTLEBLOWING AND ANONYMOUS COMPLAINTS
Ms Dowman presented the report which provided detail of an
anonymous allegation received and outlined the action taken by
management to date.
In response to a question from Mrs Harris, Ms Dowman confirmed that
the individual concerned had been notified and trade unions had been
involved. To date no formal action had been taken.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
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BCP/0104/010/1
4

HIGH LEVEL RISK REGSTER
Mr Green presented the report and highlighted some typographical
errors to be noted.
Mr Green advised that in respect of risk C06 Integrated Heath and
Social Care, the risk lead had proposed that given other mitigating
actions and work programmes within the wider economy, the risk
should be removed.
It was reported that three new risks had been added to the register:
CS5 Trust Fire Safety Strategy
CS6 Co-ordinated approach to Health and Safety
DC2 Implementation of the Call to Action (Health Visitor Plan)
Mr Green advised that CS5 and CS6 had been referred back for further
review by the Executive Committee.
Mr Green advised that the Executive Committee was considering risk
C08, compliance with CQC/Ofsted standards as there is concern that
the risk may increase given the new inspection regime and the
potential need for additional resources to ensure preparedness.
It was agreed that a new risk relating to the new CQC inspection
regime be added to the register.
Mr Riley felt that a change in the Ofsted inspection regime could
potentially lead to a separate set of risks and mitigations and
suggested reporting Ofsted as a separate risk to CQC. This was
agreed by the Board.
Ms Dowman advised that three further risks relating to Children’s
division were raised at Executive Committee which were agreed to be
included in the risk register.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to approve the removal of risk
C06
(ii)
to approve additions of new
risks relating to inspection regimes
of CQC and Ofsted
(iii) to note additional risks arising in
Children’s Division

BCP/0104/011/1
4

INTERNAL
AUDIT
FRAMEWORK
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REPORT:

QUALITY

GOVERNANCE

The Chairman invited Mr Stock to feedback the views of the Audit
Committee on the matter.
Mr Stock advised that the Committee had received the report at its
meeting in January 2014.
Mr Stock advised that a detailed discussion took place and the
Committee struggled to comprehend the overall Internal Audit opinion
rating of Moderate Assurance along with a risk rating of Amber -Green.
It was confirmed by the Auditors to be Amber -Red.
Mr Stock advised that the committee had supported the
recommendations in principle but had raised concerns over the findings
of the report and requested management to update their responses
and show clearly progress to date along with an agreed timetable.
He then advised that the Trust Chairman led a discussion of the Trusts
overall position on governance and suggested engaging in a full
governance review. The Committee was most supportive of this
suggestion in principle and awaited for a more detailed proposal to
emerge .
On behalf of Ms Marshall, Mr Green referred to the report and the
proposal that the ‘Caring Counts’ strategy be adopted as the quality
strategy for the organisation and a separate Quality Governance
Strategy be developed to address the issues raised in the internal audit
review. It was planned that this would be presented at the March 2014
Board of Directors meeting.
Mr Campbell raised the importance of being clear about the
recommendations and how these would affect the work of the
Divisions, and their relationship with the Governance Assurance Unit.
It was agreed to note the report only, and for a more comprehensive
and robust report to be developed by the executive for internal review
at the February 2014 Strategy Day.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) for a more comprehensive and
robust report to be developed by the
executive for initial review at the
February Strategy Day.
BCP/0104/012/1
4

RISK AND GOVERNANCE REPORT
Mr Green presented the report on behalf of Ms Marshall, and advised
that there were 12 serious incidents reported during November and
December 2013, 11 for mental health and 1 for Children, Young People
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and Families. He advised that the commissioners were fully appraised
of the progress in reporting of reviews and had agreed those cases
where reports would be delayed.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
BCP/0104/013/1
4

UPDATE ON WOLVERHAMPTON MENTAL HEALTH STRATEGY
REVIEW
Mr Campbell presented the report which provides progress on the
review of the Mental Health Strategy.
It was proposed that Rubicon present emerging findings and
recommendations to the Board Strategy Day on 26th February 2014.
The final report with recommendations and proposed implementation
plan would be presented at the March 2014 Board for approval and at
a subsequent Assembly of Governors Meeting.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) to note the report
(ii) to agree the recommendations of
the report.

BCP/0104/014/1
4

SUMMARY REPORT OF QUALITY ASSURANCE WALKTHROUGHS
UNDERTAKEN BETWEEN SEPTEMBER AND NOVEMBER 2013
Mrs S C Marshall presented the report which provided a summary of
quality assurance walkthroughs from September to November 2013
and the key findings and challenges were outlined.
Ms Dowman advised that emphasis needs to be given to capital
investment at Hallam Street Hospital in order to address the issues
raised.
Mr Piper proposed the need to draw out areas for action to be
monitored by Governance Committee.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) areas for action to be monitored
by Governance Committee
(ii) note the report
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BCP/0104/015/1
4

REPORT FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Ms Dowman presented the report and highlighted the following points:
Strategic Review
Ms Dowman reported that the Sustainability Working Group had met
twice since the last Board meeting and with one minor slippage (delay
in appointing the Strategy Manager) is meeting the targets agreed at
the Board Strategy Day on the 11th December 2013.
The Sustainability Challenge “10 year Long Term Financial Model”
(LTFM) was sent to Monitor at the end of December as required; this
included the adjustments agreed by the Board at the above strategy
day.
The Trust is on target to include its sustainability gap in the Annual
Plan with its 2 year LTFM and issues regarding recurring and nonrecurring CIPs are being discussed in the Investment Committee.
Equality and Diversity
Ms Dowman confirmed that the Trust’s Equality Strategy (Play Fair) is
currently being implemented through all the Divisions and is being
highlighted in all Mandatory training and induction programmes. As the
Mandatory training levels are at 96%, the Board can be assured that
the majority of our staff have received equality and diversity training.
CQC
Ms Dowman reported that on Monday the 13th January 2014, CQC
undertook a compliance visit to Edward Street Hospital and assessed
standards 2, 4, 7, 14 and 16. Outcome 10 was not assessed due to
the significant works being undertaken as a result of the Lighthouse
Project. She was pleased to inform the Board that we were compliant
in all the areas assessed.
Bed Capacity
It was reported that there was still significant bed pressures in Adult
Inpatient Services with only one available female bed at the time of
writing the report. The issues with regard to children admissions have
lessened over the Christmas period and solutions have been presented
to the Investment Committee. It was noted that there is concern over
the increased pressure on staff and the ability to provide good
packages of care due to the exceptionally high levels of occupancy.
Risk Management Report Q2
Ms Dowman reported a slight increase again in falls from 77 in Q1 to
85. Mrs S C Marshall confirmed that a detailed piece of work on the
type of falls would be undertaken.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
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(i) to note the report

BCP/0104/016/1
4

SUMMARY OF THE NATIONAL QUALITY BOARD REPORT
Mrs S C Marshall presented the report and explained the ten
expectations that were included in the report.
The Board agreed to accept the recommendations of the report, but
requested a further report on the staffing prioritisation.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i) agree recommendations of the
report
(ii)
further report on staffing
prioritisation to be presented at a
future Board meeting.

BCP/0104/017/1
4

REPORTS FROM BOARD SUB-COMMITTEES
(I) GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 5TH DECEMBER 2013
Mrs Harris presented the report and highlighted the key areas
discussed.
•
The committee was advised that due to the increasing pressure
on adult mental health beds, which has also become a national issue,
minors will no longer be admitted to Hallam Street Hospital due to the
high risks to the service, and increased concerns about such
admissions by the CQC;
•
The new Quality Dashboard, Clinical Audit Plan and
Governance Assurance Quarterly Report were received and reviewed
by the committee, though it was noted that the Quality Dashboard had
been previously been reported directly to the Board.
•
Internal Audit presented its assurance review of the Quality
Governance Framework, but it was noted that the full report would be
presented at the Audit Committee in January 2014; Governance
Committee members made a commitment to attend the meeting of the
Audit Committee to enable wider discussion of the report.
•
The committee received the CQC tracker, outlining the position
regarding responses and actions following CQC visits, and it was noted
that all actions were completed within timescales or are on target.
•
Three in-depth presentations were received from the leads of
clinical audits, outlining key findings and consequent changes to
practice.
(II) AUDIT COMMITTEE 21ST JANUARY 2014
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Mr Stock highlighted the key areas of discussion:
•

•

•

•

As discussed earlier on the agenda, the committee received
and discussed the Internal Review: Quality Governance
Framework.
An update on progress regarding the procurement of goods at
an operational level was received. It was confirmed that reports
had also been presented to Investment Committee and
Executive Committee would receive quarterly updates.
An update was received on Information Governance Toolkit and
the committee raised concerns at the level of assurance
received for achieving level 2.
An update on clinical supervision was received which provided
details of the work plan of the Trust’s Supervision Network
Group following a review by Internal Audit.
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i).to note the update

BCP/0104/018/1
4

MINUTES OF BOARD SUB-COMMITTEES
(I) GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 3RD OCTOBER 2013
(II) AUDIT COMMITTEE 30TH OCTOBER 2013
IT WAS RESOLVED:
(i).the minutes were noted

BCP/0104/019/1
4

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business transacted.

BCP/0104/020/1
4

DATE & TIME OF NEXT MEETING
Board Strategy Day Wednesday 26th February 2014. Meeting Room 2
& 3, Delta House
Board Meeting Wednesday 26th March 2014 at 2.00pm, Meeting Room
2 & 3, Delta House
Meeting concluded at 4.50pm
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31/10/12

30/1/13

30/1/13

27/3/13

B1

B3

B4

B4

Meeting
Date

BCP/0104/031/13

BCP/0104/010/13

BCP/0104/010/13

BCP/0104/181/12

Item No.

Ms Marshall and Mr Green to report back to a future
meeting
30/1/13 – Pending outcomes of discussions with
regulators

To receive twice yearly updates

1

Staff Survey
• Board to receive 6 monthly update to provide assurance
on progress.

Establishment of Charitable Funds Committee
• Mr Green to consider delegation of responsibility of a
Trustee
• Board to consider Governors attending meetings

Wolverhampton Addiction Services
• Ms Dowman to write to Cluster Lead Chief Executive
detailing concerns

Quality Improvement Business Plan
• Whistleblowing Policy to be approved by Executive
Committee

•

Delivery of Patient Stories

•

Quality in the New Health System

Actions

ITEMS FOR ACTION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING (PUBLIC)

C Oakes

A Green
A Green

K Dowman

A Green

S C Marshall

S Marshall
A Green

Who/when

March 2014

Complete
Ongoing

Complete

Complete

May &
November

On Hold

Update to be
received

25/4/13

29/5/13

30/10/13

27/11/13

29/1/14

29/1/14

29/1/14

E1

B3

B1

B1

B1

B2

B4

Trust Visions, Value’s and Expected Behaviours
• Board to be advised of agreed ‘behaviour’s’ in support of
Trust values
Summary of Quality Assurance Visits
• Include environmental assessments in future visits

BCP/0104/014/14

BCP/0104/010/14

BCP/0104/006/14

Receive regular updates on implementation

•

•
•

2

Areas for action to be monitored by the Governance
Committee

Risk C06 to be removed
Additions of new risks relating to inspection regimes of CQC
and Ofsted to be included
Summary Report of Quality Assurance Walkthroughs

•

Breakdown of Learning Disabilities delayed transfers of care
be reported at March 2014 meeting
- included in the Integrated Performance Report
• Analysis of interest payable within Mental Health Division to be
provided to Board members
• Detailed report on long term sickness to be presented at future
meeting
High Level Risk Register

Integrated Quality and Performance Report

•

• Complaints and lessons learnt reported monthly to the Board
• Report on data trend to be reported 6 monthly
Nursing, AHP & Psychology Strategy

Committee Internal Assurance Report: Outcomes Summary

BCP/0104/169/13

Audit
4.2

BCP/0104/085/13

4.3

ITEMS FOR ACTION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING (PUBLIC)

S C Marshall

A Green
A Green

C Oakes

P Stefanoski

J Campbell

S C Marshall

S C Marshall
S C Marshall

S Marshall

K Dowman

Ongoing

March 2014
March 2014

April 2014

Complete

March 2014

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

May/July

Red
Amber
Green
No colour

29/1/14

Overdue
On agenda
Complete
Future item

BCP/0104/016/14
•

Item
Board Assurance Framework 2013/14
Board Self Assessment on Quality Governance

3

By Whom
A Green
S Marshall

TBC

Deferred To
Complete
February 2014
Strategy Day

S C Marshall

Due
October 2013
January
2014

Further report on staffing prioritisation to be presented at a
future Board meeting

Summary of the National Quality Board Report

Items scheduled as per the cycle of business that have been deferred

B5

ITEMS FOR ACTION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING (PUBLIC)

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

24th March 2014

Subject:

Delayed Transfers Of Care (DTOC)

Presented by:

John Campbell, Chief Operating Officer

Author:

John Campbell, Chief Operating Officer

Purpose:

For information and discussion

Agenda item no.: 1.5
Enclosure no.: 1.5(i)

Strategic & risk relationship:

Strategic objective:
High Level Risk:

All

Recommendation(s):

The current score on the high level risk register relating to Delayed Transfers Of Care
(DTOC) be increased from 12 to 16.
The Board considers whether there are other mitigations that should be implemented to
minimise DTOC.

Equality & Diversity implications:
There are no implications to consider

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:

Not applicable

1

Introduction

Delayed transfers of care (DTOC) are monitored monthly by the Board and form one of the key
performance and quality indicators for the Trust under the Monitor Compliance Framework.
At the Trust Board meeting in January 2014 it was highlighted that DTOC were increasing,
particularly in relation to learning disability services. It was agreed that a more detailed report on
learning disability delays be presented at the next Board meeting. Whilst delays in mental health
have been consistently well below the threshold (less than 5%), there can be delays above the
threshold within individual services, for example 3 delays in adult services at Penn Hospital which
currently result in DTOC of c.9% for this particular service. This report for completeness therefore
covers both learning disabilities and mental health services.
2

Definition of a Delay

A delayed transfer of care occurs when a patient is ready to leave care but is unable to be discharged.
A patient is ready for transfer when:
a.

A clinical decision has been made that patient is ready for transfer AND

b.

A multi-disciplinary team decision has been made that patient is ready for transfer AND

c.

The patient is safe to discharge/transfer.

A multi-disciplinary team in this context includes nursing and other health and social care professionals,
caring for that patient in an acute setting.
For 2010/11 and 2011/12, the Monitor target excluded social care delays and the Trust continually
remained below the 7.5% threshold. For 2012/13 onwards, Monitor changed the definition of the
indicator to include social care delays to bring it into line with how the CQC measure DTOC.
Based on this, and given the relatively low number of inpatients that the Trust manages, the 7.5%
threshold is more difficult to manage particularly in light of significant funding cuts that Local
Authorities have had to make.
3

Trend and Current Trust Position

The chart below shows the DTOC for 2012 / 13. The Trust was above the threshold for Q1 of
12/13 and reported non compliance to Monitor with the expectation of returning to compliance in
Q3. The Trust actually returned to compliance in Q2 however was right on the limit in Q4 of 12/13.

The table below shows delays for 2013/14 (to date) and in general shows that the mitigating
actions the Trust has implemented has kept the DTOC well below the 7.5% threshold.
10.0%
9.0%

8.7%
8.2%

7.3%

8.0%
7.0%

6.1%
5.6%

6.0%
4.9%

4.4%

5.0%

4.5% 4.3%
Series 1

3.4%

4.0%
2.9%

Series 2

3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

The above chart however disguises the fact that the ‘run rate’ for DTOC exceeded 7.5% for the last
2 weeks in February 2014 (8.2% and 8.1% respectively).
There is clearly a trend in Q4 / Q1 of each year where on a monthly basis the DTOC threshold is
often breached and jeopardises the Trust’s ability to meet its quarterly mandated target. This
coincides with funding pressures on commissioners, most notably Local Authorities.
The majority of delays are still social care related, but the Trust has seen an increase in NHS
funded and joint funded DTOC.
Agency
NHS
Social Care
Both

02-01

09-01

16-01

23-01

30-01

06-02

13-02

20-02

27-02

2
5
0

3
6
0

4
8
0

5
6
1

3
6
1

4
9
0

4
8
0

5
10
0

4
10
0

The common reasons for delays are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
4

Lack of appropriate funding from the Local Authority
Lack of appropriate community placements
Slow responses from external agencies
Non allocation of social workers
Awaiting community equipment and adaptations
Disputes between two sets of Local Authorities
Divisional Monitoring Arrangements

Mental Health - All delays are monitored and reviewed weekly and any outstanding issues are
progressed.

Weekly bed management meetings are held within Adult Mental Health, with Service Manager,
Unit Managers, Housing representatives (where appropriate) and the Business Performance
Manager. Discussion takes place to plan appropriate discharge strategy for all patients in situ at
both Hallam Street and Penn Hospital
Learning Disabilities - All delays are monitored and reviewed weekly by the LD Management
team at the Information Centre meeting, where outstanding issues are raised and progress is
discussed. Delays are also monitored at the monthly performance meeting and Divisional
Management Board.
5

Divisional position as at 28.02.14

Adult Mental Health – 6 delays in total
Patient Gender Date when
ID
clinically
ready for
discharge
1
2

F
M

17/02/2014
19/02/2014

1

M

14/02/2014

1

F

25/02/2013

2

F

10/12/2013

3

M

07/01/2014

Number
of days
delayed

Actions taken/current situation

Hallam Street Hospital
11
New delay – awaiting funding from Local Authority
9
New delay – awaiting decision from external provider
Macarthur PICU Unit
Assessed and accepted by external provider, now
awaiting bed availability approx. 3 weeks
Penn Hospital - Adult only
366
A previously identified placement was refused by
Commissioners on the basis of cost. Alternative
placements identified have not been suitable based on
the complex needs of this lady. Commissioners are fully
aware of this delay and Divisional Manager liaises with
Commissioners on a weekly basis as well as this issue
being raised at every contracting meeting.
80
Accepted by external provider, awaiting bed vacancy.
Bed should be available approx. 2 weeks
52
Funding agreed, awaiting update from Commissioners
re. placement with external provider

Older Adult Mental Health - There are currently no delays in Older Adults
Learning Disabilities – 7 delays in total
Patient Gender
ID

Date when
Number
Actions taken/current situation
clinically
of days
ready for
delayed
discharge
Penrose House - Assessment and Treatment Unit
1
F
11/12/2013
79
Social Worker cannot find a suitable placement (see
narrative below for actions taken)
2
M
08/07/2013
235
Patient commenced transition, however placement was
not suitable as the LA would not fund an appropriate
care package to support patient’s complex needs.
Social Worker is now trying to find another placement
(see narrative below for actions taken)

For both the delays above
1. Letters have been sent out as per the 16 week pathway process developed for LD
2. Divisional Manager and Service Manager have spoken to Divisional Director for Social Care
and Chief Officer at CCG.
3. Formal letter sent from Divisional Director escalating this. Issue raised at CQRM for several
months.
4. Further escalation meeting with Colin Marsh (from Sandwell MBC) and Shirley Mallon
(Sandwell CCG Commissioners) has been arranged for the 14th March to discuss this further
5. On Divisional and Trust HLRR.
3

F

11.02.2014

17

4

F

26.02.2014

2

Ridge Hill - Assessment and Treatment
1
M
18.02.2014
10

2

F

28.01.2014

31

Recent delay – waiting funding for an appropriate 24
hour care package. Letters sent out as per 16 week
pathway process
Recent delay – Will be returning to existing placement,
waiting for appropriate care package to be put in place.
Letters sent out as per 16 week pathway process
Local Authority funding issue where additional support
for his existing placement has been requested and
declined. MDT has escalated to local authority lead
manager, now awaiting response. Care Co-ordinator is
off sick, which may have additional impact on the
length of delay
Placement was identified by Local Authority and had
commenced visits to placement. However, at a funding
panel meeting, the LA lead refused to consider this
placement in the belief that the patient does not need
an LD placement but would need a dementia
placement. This is not agreed with by the Clinical team
as assessments do not show Dementia. Consultants
have written to LA lead to dispute the LA lead’s
decision.

Pond Lane – Assessment and Treatment Unit
1
F
06/01/2014
53
Placement and funding previously agreed and patient
commenced transition, however patient then refused to
go to this particular placement. Further placement now
identified, now waiting for placement staff to come and
assess patient (expected w/c 10.03.14). Unit Manager
is actively progressing this with the Social Worker.
There are currently no delays within Forensic Low Secure and Forensic Step Down services
6

Divisional Monitoring arrangements

Mental Health - All delays are monitored and reviewed weekly and any outstanding issues are
progressed.
Weekly bed management meetings are held within Adult Mental Health, with Service Manager,
Unit Managers, Housing representatives (where appropriate) and the Business Performance
Manager. Discussion takes place to plan appropriate discharge strategy for all patients in situ at
both Hallam Street and Penn Hospital
Learning Disabilities - All delays are monitored and reviewed weekly by the LD Management
team at the Information Centre meeting, where outstanding issues are raised and progress is
discussed. Delays are also monitored at the monthly performance meeting and Divisional
Management Board.

7

Consideration of Further Steps to manage DTOC

The separation of the pooled budget arrangements (for example for specialist learning disability
service placements in Sandwell), together with significant funding cuts appears to be leading to
more disputes between Commissioners as to whether placements should be health or social care
funded. This has also been evident in the Trust’s management of the mental health placement
budget in Sandwell. This leads to the Trust being ‘piggy in the middle’ with Commissioners
arguing about funding responsibility, whilst patients are not being seen in the most appropriate
setting.
It is proposed that Commissioners are formally asked to articulate the governance arrangements in
relation to their funding processes and be explicit how the Trust interfaces with these processes.
Escalation processes in the main are working as evidenced by the improved management of
delays in 2013/14 compared to the previous year, despite increased funding pressures and
separation of responsibilities. However, a process of resolution / arbitration needs to established
to address long-standing delays which are often due to Commissioners refusing to fund expensive
placements for complex patients. An escalation meeting has been arranged with Sandwell MBC
regarding specific delays on Penrose.
Unlike Acute Trusts, there is no national mechanism by which the Trust can financially penalise
Local Authorities for social care related DTOC. The NHS Standard Contract is very much
weighted in favour of Commissioners who are expected to include penalties and sanctions on
providers for non-delivery of service targets / performance. The Trust Board has discussed
previously the option of seeking to charge a differential bed day price for a DTOC in an attempt to
incentivise resolution of delays. This is however complicated by the fact that our contracts are
predominantly with CCG commissioners rather than Local Authorities to which most of our delays
relate.
The author has contacted other COOs with mental health and learning disability services in the
West Midlands to determine if there are other mitigations these providers use.
The Trust Board is asked to consider the above and any other further steps that can be taken to
manage DTOC.
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Strategic & risk relationship:
Strategic objective:
High Level Risk:
Recommendation(s):
To approve the Registers of Interests and Gifts and Hospitality for the year to 31st March 2014.

Equality & Diversity implications:
There are no implications to consider

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:
Due regard has been taken of the NHS Constitution

Not applicable

Executive Summary
In accordance with the Standing Orders of the Board of Directors, the Registers
of Interests and Gifts and Hospitality, as reported by Board members during the
year are attached for approval of the Board.

Unable to agree plan with
commissioner

Unable to deliver plan

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Develop Estate Transformation Plan for
long term estate development to support
transformational change

CYPF estate rationalisation into St James
Medical Centre

Development of Gerry Simon Clinic to
meet CQC requirements

We shall review and continue to
implement the Wolverhampton Mental
Health Strategy

We shall implement the Health Visitor
Action Plan

Children with Additional Needs service
review and implementation

Review of School Health Advisor Service

CAMHS and Young People service review

Implementation of lean care pathways

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Business case
Car parking arrangements to resolve

Delays in agreeing pathways with
other organisations / bodies

Contractual performance reports.
Reports to Transfroamtion Board

Contract review meetings.
Agreed specification via contract
variation

Unable to agree service specification
with commissioners

Reports to Transforamtion Board
Reports to Executive Committee
Investment Committee
New contracts in place

Contractual performance reports.
Reports to Transformation Board and
Exec Committee

Contract review meetings.
Agreed specification via contract
variation

Unable to agree service specification
with commissioners

New contracts in place

No contract penalties are incurred
Contracts in place

No contract penalties are incurred
Contracts in place

No contract penalties are incurred
Contracts in place

Unable to agree service specification
with commissioners

None

None

None

None

None

Income being received without penalty None

Service contracts in place

Established joint working
arrangements
Programme management

None

None

None

None

None

Contracts in place
Health Overview & Scrutiny agreement
External consultancy joint
appointment and report(March 2014) None

Contractual performance reports
Reports to Transformation Board and
Exec Committee

Transformation board
Executive Committee
Report to Board
Contracts in place

Contract review meetings.
Agreed specification via contract
variation

Programme management and funding
agreed
Transformation team supporting
divisions

Contracts awarded

No compliants received

Regular dialogue and negotiation with
commissioners & Strategic HA
Service contracts in place
Steering group & Programme
management
Agreed contract variations for
additional resources
Recruitment to new posts
Transformation Board
Training programmes in place
Service contracts in place

Unable to agree plan and approach
with commissioner

CQC Inspection
Commissioner Support and Contracts

Report to Exec Committee
No complaints received

Captial Expenditure account
Asset register

Reports to Transformation
Board, Executive Committee,
Board of Directors.
Asset Register

Health Records Sub Group
Transformation Programme

Infrastructure Strategy
Capital Programme
Business Cases

Bid funding approved by DoH (Nov
2013)

Reports to Transformation Board and
Executive Committee

Infrastructure strategy:
Approved Captial Programme
Capital Expenditure account

Reports to Transformation Board,
Executive Committee and Board of
Directors.
Capital Expenditure account

Infrastructure Strategy
Resources and finance to implement in Approved capital Programme
a timely fashion
Transformation Board

Lack of car parking capacity may stall
the programme

Capacity to develop plans

Cannot agree on design

2

Design electronic health record (HER)

2

Resources to finance and implement

1

Implementation of single IT network

1

Obj.
no.

Gaps in Controls
Key Controls
Assurance on Controls
Positive Assurance
Principal risks
(Where we are failing to
( What controls do we have in place (Where can we gain evidence that (We have evidence that shows we
Principal objectives in pursuance of this
Risk no. (What could prevent this objective
put controls in place/or
strategic objective.
to assist in securing the delivery of our controls/systems, on which we are reasonably managing our risks
being achieved?)
not making them
our objective?)
are placing reliance, are effective?) and objectives are being delivered)
effective)

Strategic Objective 1: We will improve access to a range of integrated services across the Black Country which are sustainable and responsive
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None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Gaps in Assurance
(We are failing to gain
evidence that our
controls/systems, on
which we place reliance,
are effective)

Risk Rating: Likelihood
4

2

4

4

4

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

Risk Rating: Consequence
3

3

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

Risk Score
12

6

12

12

16

12

9

12

12

12

9

9

Risk Rating: (H/M/L/VL)
R

R

Executive Lead
M

M

M

M

H

M

L

C

C

C

C

C

C

COO

COO/
M R

M R/C

M R

L

L

DC2

HLRR reference

Unable to agree commissions

Unable to identify suitable facilities

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

We shall develop the Referral Assessment
Service (Sandwell)

We shall support the safe transfer of
stable mental health patients back into
primary care

Develop low secure and step down
services for people with challenging
behaviour.

Reconfiguration of inpatient beds

Implementation of specialist community
multi-disciplinary team (Learning
Disabilities)

We shall continue to provide integrated
care where possible

Increase capacity throguh role design and
skill mix reviews

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Contract review meetings

Contract review meetings

Unable to deliver

Change management programme
HR Business Partner

Promote integrated pathways
Maintain close relationships with
commissioners
Local Authorities may seek to end S75 Ongoing engagement with CCG's to
Partnership Agreements
establish intentions

Lack of resources/finances to
implement

Contract review meetings
Lack of commissioner and stakeholder Transformation Programme, project
support
management arrangements

Estate strategy

Joint commissioning meetings

Patient database
Clinical records
Can't identify stable patients and can't Joint working with GP's
agree the transfer of care back with
Transformation team & project
GP's
management

We do not agree specification

None

Reports to Transformation Board &
Executive Committee
CIP achieved

Investment Committee

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Reports to Executive Committee and
Board
Contracts remain jointly commissioned
Partnership agreements in place
Partnership agreements in place

Contracts awarded

Contracts awarded

Agreed specification and contract
variation

Agreed contracts

Reports to Trust Board, Executive
Committee, Board of Directors
Agreed cotract variations
Activity reports to Divisional
Management Board

Agreed contracts.

Service user satisfaction survey

Contract awarded

Agrred contracts

Agreed specifications
Agreed contracts

Reports to Transformation Board &
Executive Committee
Service user satisfaction survey

Agreed specification and contract
variation

Agreed Mental Health Strategy
Staff and service user satisfaction
surveys

Agreed Mental Health Strategy
Reports to Board, Executive
Committee and Board of Directors
CIP achieved

Programme Management
Transformation Programme
Mental Health Strategy Review

Disjointed from Mental Health
Strategy review.
Fail to get support from stakeholders.

Community estate rationalisation in
Wolverhampton

Patient satisfaction surveys
CQC Inspections

Unable to resource and implement

15

Review of Hallam Street Hospital to
address identified risks

14

Reports to Trust Board, Executive
Committee and Board of Directors
Making a Difference Group
Acute Care Forum

Contracts awarded

Health Overview & Scrutiny

Programme management and project
in place
Transformation Board
Conract review with PFI provider

14

13

Reports to Trust Board, Executive
Committee, Board of Directors
Agreed cotract variations
Contracts awarded without reduction

Reduction of Inpatient beds and support
of £950k dementia bid at Edward Street
Hospital

Potential reduction in contract income
on recurring basis and reduced bed
Contract review meetings
availability, may impact on
Transformation Programme, project
community/ primary care services
management arrangements

13

12

Inability to agree specification/design. Transformation programme
Lack of funding and resources to
Contract review meetings
implement.
Consultation processes

Implementation of redesigned Sandwell
Adult and Older Adult Community Mental
Health Services

Agreed contract variation
Reports to Transformation Board,
Executive Committee and Board of
Directors
Reports on consultation
Health Overview & Scrutiny

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

3

4

3

3

3

3

4

3

3

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

9

16

9

9

12

12

12

9

9

8

9

9

L

H

L

L

M

M

M

L

L

L

L

L

COO

COO/
R C6

COO

COO

R

COO

COO

COO

COO

COO

COO

COO

25

26

27

Principal objectives in pursuance of
this strategic objective.

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Respecting and Involving people who use
our services".(Outcome 1)

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission: "Consent
to Care and Treatment". (Outcome 2)

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission: "Care and
Welfare of People who use our Services".
(Outcome 4)

Obj.
no.

23

24

25

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) inspections (2013);
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Internal Audit;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
Patient Stories to Board
Reviews by OSC (2012);
Board to Ward visits

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013)inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Patient Stories to Board;
Board to Ward Visits:
Internal Audit;
Service user surveys; (Q1 2013)
Reviews by OSC (2012);

Governance Committee;
Reports to Board & its sub committees
Making a Difference Groups;
Consent to Care and Treatment Policy Acure Care Forum;
Care Programme Approach
Carers Forum
Advocacy Services
Internal Audit;
Mental Capacity Act & DOLS training
Clinical Audit;
Incident Reporting System
Annual Report & Quality Report
Care Programme Approach;
Complaints and Concerns Policy;
Advocacy Services;
Emergency Planning policy;
Safeguarding Leads & Policies
"Together for Short Lives" policies and
procedures for children with life
limiting/threatening illnesses;
"MAPPA" training;
Incident reporting system
Governance Committee;
Reports to Board and its Sub
Committees;
Clinical Audit
Annual Report & Quality Report
Board to Ward visits;
Local Safeguarding Boards
Annual Safeguarding Reports

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) inspections (2013);
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Internal Audit;
External Audit;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
Patient Stories to Board
Reviews by OSC (2013);
Board to Ward visits
Changing our Lives Audits

Governance Committee
Reports to Board & its sub committees
Making a Difference Groups;
Acure Care Forum;
Carers Forum
Internal Audit;
External Audit;
Clinical Audit;
Annual Report & Quality Report

Care Programme Approach;
Equality & Diversity Programme
Dignity Champions
Complaints & Concerns Policy
Interpretation & Translation Services
Advocacy Services
Service User & Carer Involvement
Policy
Health Assessments Looked After
Children
Incident reporting system
Care Governance Committee

None

None

None

Gaps in Controls
Positive Assurance
(We
Key Controls
Assurance on Controls
Principal risks
(Where we are failing to
( What controls do we have in place (Where can we gain evidence that have evidence that shows we are
Risk no. (What could prevent this objective
put controls in place/or
to assist in securing the delivery of our controls/systems, on which we reasonably managing our risks and
being achieved?)
not making them
our objective?)
are placing reliance, are effective?)
objectives are being delivered)
effective)

Strategic Objective 2: Our local communities will value the contribution we make to improving peoples lives
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None

None

None

Gaps in Assurance
(We are failing to gain
evidence that our
controls/systems, on
which we place reliance,
are effective)

Risk Rating: Likelihood
3

2

2

Risk Rating: Consequence
5

5

5

Risk Score
15

10

10

Risk Rating: (H/M/L/VL)
M

M

M

Executive Lead
CEO

CEO

CEO

HLRR reference

Safeguarding lead & team
Safeguarding policy
External review of structure
We may have insufficient resources to Representation on partnership boards Report to Executive Committee
meet safeguarding requirements
Training programme in place
Safeguarding reviews

31

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Cleanliness and Infection Control".
(Outcome 8)

29

32

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

30

28

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

Infection Control Policy and
Procedures;
Infection Control Committee;
Cleaning standards and contract
specifications;
Medical Devices Policies and
Procedures;
Medical Devices Committee;
Waste Management arrangements;
Director for Infection Prevention and
Control;
Infection Control Nurse/Adviser;
Governance Committee
Reports to Board and is sub
committees;
PLACE Inspections;
Infection Control Audits;
Annual Infection Control Report;
Hand Hygiene Audits
CQC inspections

Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Clinical Audit;
LSCB reports;
Section 11 Audits & safeguarding
assurance framework;

Safeguarding Policy and Training;
Safeguarding advisers;
Care and Restraint Policy and Training;
Access to Advocacy services;
Local Safeguarding Children's Board
membership;
Incident Reporting Policy and
Procedures;
Complaints and Concerns Policy;
Training per intercollegiate document
on safeguarding;
Response protocols for safeguarding
incidents;
A & E and Domestic Abuse follow up
services;
Child Protection Advisers in School
Health;
Designated Nurse role;
Responding to vulnerable children
threshold documents;

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Safeguarding vulnerable people who use
the services". (Outcome 7)

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

29

27

Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Clinical Audit;
Information Governance Assessments;

Care Programme Approach;
Shared Care Protocols;
Information Sharing Agreements;
Complaints and Concerns Policy;
Agreed care Pathways

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Cooperating with other Providers".
(Outcome 6)

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

28

26

Governance Committee;
Acute Care Forum
Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Clinical Audit;
PLACE Reviews;

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission: "Meeting
Nutritional Needs". (Outcome 5)

Care Programme Approach;
Catering Service;
Dietetic Services;
Nutrition & Hydration Policy;
Speech & Language Therapy Services;
Food Hygiene Training;
"Together for Short Lives" policies and
procedures for children with life
limiting/threatening illnesses
"MUST" assessments

None

None

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Director Board to Ward Visits;
Patient Stories to Board;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
PEAT (PLACE) Inspections(Q1 2013)
Environmental Health Inspections;
Reviews by OSC/Healthwatchs;

None

Safeguarding reviews
No negative feedback from partner
organisations
Annual Safeguarding Reports
CQC inspections (2013)

None

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) inspections (2013);
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013);
Safeguarding Board Membership;
Ofsted Inspection (2013)

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Safeguarding Board membership;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Service user surveys ( Q1 2013)
Environmental Health Officer Reports;
PLACE reviews( Q1 2013)
None

None

None

None

None

None

3

4

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

5

15

20

15

15

15

M

H

M

M

M

CEO

N

CEO

CEO

CEO

C07

32

36

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission: "Safety,
availability and suitability of equipment".
(Outcome 11)

35

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

Medical Devices Policy and
Procedures;
Accredited maintenance service
provider and contracts;
Incident reporting policy
ICT procurement & maintenance policy
and procedures;
Equipment maintenance schedules;
Portable Appliance Testing
Programme;
Infection Control policy;
Capital Programme

Safety and quality of care
compromised because facilities not
suitable for admissions of minors to
adult wards

CQC Registration;
CQC inspections (2013);
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Board to Ward Visits;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
Staff satisfaction surveys (Q1 2013)
PLACE Inspections (Q1 2013)
Annual Fire Safety Certificates (Dec
2013);

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
PLACE Inspections ( Q1 2013)

None

None

Health & Safety Committee;
Care Governance Committee;
Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Internal Audit;
PLACE Inspections (Q1 2013);
Annual Capital Expenditure Account;
Incident reporting systems;
Fire safety certificates

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Board to Ward Visits;
Service user surveys(Q1 2013)
Staff satisfaction surveys;(Q1 2013)
PEAT (PLACE) Inspections (Q1 2013)
Environmental Health Inspections;
Reviews by OSC/LINks(2013);
Annual Fire Safety Certificate (Dec
2013);

None

Admissions of minors reported to CQC Admissions of minors reported to CQC Appropriate facilities for
Each admission subject to review
Each admission subject to review
minors

Case by case care arrangements in
place
Protocols agreed with commissioners
Plans for alternative facilities

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

31

34

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission: "Safety
and Suitability of Premises". (Outcome 10)

Health & Safety Committee
Care Governance Committee
Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Internal Audit;
Annual Health and Fire Safety Report;
Board to Ward visits
Annual Capital Expendiuture Account;
PLACE inspections (Q1 2013)
Infrastructure Strategy;
CQC Inspections

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

Planned Preventative Maintenance
Schedules in place;
Accredited maintenance service
providers appointed;
Estates adviser;
Health and Fire Safety Policy and
Procedures;
Health & Fire Safety Adviser;
Estate Terrier;
COSHH policy and procedures;
Waste management policy and
procedures;
Emergency planning arrangements;
Infrastructure Strategy
Capital Programme

33

30

Governance Committee;
Reports to Board and its Sub
committees;
Clinical Audit;

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Management of Medicines". (Outcome 9)

Medicines Management policies &
Procedures;
Drugs & Therapeutic Committee;
Pharmaceutical Adviser;
Prescribing & Dispensing Service;
Incident Reporting Policy and
Procedures;
Research & Development policy and
procedures;
Independent prescribers register;
Immunisation policy;
Administration of Drugs Policy;
Competency framework

None

None

None

None

3

5

3

3

5

4

5

5

15

20

15

15

M

H

M

M

CEO

COO
/C DA1

CEO

CEO

Quality Strategy;
Integrated Governance system,
policies and procedures;
Service User and Carer Involvement
Policy;
Complaints and Concerns Policy;
Incident Reporting Policy;

We may not meet the LSMS standard
for Lone Workers

41

42

36

CQC Registration;
CQC inspections (2013);
CQC (MHAC) visits;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Patient Stories to Board;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
Staff satisfaction surveys (Q1 2013)
PLACE Inspections(Q1 2013)

Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Quality Council;
Internal Audit;
Annual Report, Quality report and
Accounts;
Commissioner led "walk throughs;
External Audit;
Patient Stories at Board;
Board to Ward Visits;

Lone working policy
Lone working devices

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

40

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Assessing and monitoring the quality of
service provision". (Outcome 16)

NHSLA assessment (Jan 2013)

Incident reporting system
LSMS adviser

Training and Development Strategy,
policies & programmes;
Human Resource Business Partners
Staff appraisal policy;
Mandatory Training programme
Medical Revalidation Programme;

39

35

CQC Registration;
CQC inspections (2013);
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Board to Ward Visits;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
Staff satisfaction surveys(Q1 2013)

Workforce Development Group
Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Internal Audit;
Annual Report, Quality report and
Accounts;
Board to Ward visits;
CQC inspections

Medical staffing shortages in
Wolverhampton Early Intervention
Service may compromise quality of
service provision and incur penalties

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Supporting Workers". (Outcome 14)

Report to Executive Committee

Report to Executive Committee

Review of staffing requirements

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

38

34

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

Workforce Development Group
Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Internal Audit;
Annual Report, Quality report and
Accounts;
CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
Staff satisfaction surveys (Q1 2013)

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission: "Staffing".
(Outcome 13)

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

Human Resource Management policies
and procedures;
Human Resource Business Partners;
Workforce Strategy;
HV "Call To Action" Response;
Competency framework;
Medical Revalidation programme

37

33

CQC Registration;
CQC (MHAC) (2013) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
Board to Ward Visits;
Service user surveys; (Q1 2013)
Staff satisfaction surveys; (Q1 2013)

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Requirements relating to workers".
(Outcome 12)

Workforce Development Group
Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Human Resource Management policies Internal Audit;
and procedures;
Annual Report, Quality report and
HR "Managing Excellence" Training
Accounts;
Programme
Staff side Recognition Framework;
Human Resource Business Partners;
External Audit;

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

3

4

3

5

3

3

5

4

5

4

5

5

15

16

15

20

15

15

M

H

M

H

M

M

CEO

C

COO
/N

C

COO
/N

CEO

CS2

DC1

Estates & facilities management
Ward management

Environment and staffing issues at
Edward Street Hospital may
compromise patient safety

Review structure and terms of
reference for groups within division
establish new groups with specific
remit on quality improvement and
Governance arrangements within
safety and risk
Children's division have weaknesses
Ensure completion of outstanding
that may result in failure to meet CQC investigation actions
standards
Appoint new qulaity improvement lead

48

49

39

Quality Improvement Business Plan

We shall aim to maintain high standards of
care across all our services in accordance
with CQC requirements

We may not be able to maintain
compliance with CQC standards

46

47

Weekly reviews of associated incidents
Additional administartive staff
Reports to Executive Committee
Childrens services records systems
have weaknesses which could result in employed
Incident reporting procedures
Performance management system
harm to patients
Project working group established

45

Quality Improvement lead
New governance structure
Existing risk and performance
management systems
Reports to divisional board and sub
groups
Reports to Executive committee

Infection Control audit
Environmental audit

Internal Audit
CQC inspections
Governance Committee
Reports to Board & Sub Committees
CQC (MHAC) inspections
Board to Ward visits

Reports to Executive Committee
Governance Committee
Internal Audit

We may not adhere to Information
Governance policies and be in breach
of legislative and contractual
requirements
Information Governance Manager
Information Governance Training

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

44

38

Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Clinical Audit;
Internal Audit;
Information Governance Assessments;
Records audits;
Clinical Audit;

Records Management Strategy and
Policies;
Freedom of Information Act
Publication Scheme;
Information Governance Training;
Records Services Manager;
Information Governance Officer;
Health Records Group;

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Records". (Outcome 21)

We may be unable to maintain
compliance with the standard.

43

37

Complaints & Concerns Policy and
Procedures;
Complaints Manager;
Process for Lessons Learnt

We shall maintain compliance with the
Essential Standards of Quality and Safety
of the Care Quality Commission:
"Complaints". (Oucome 17)

Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Internal Audit;
Annual Report, Quality report and
Accounts;
Reviews by Service Commissioners

Reports to Board
CQC inspections
OFSTED inspections

Infection Control audit
Environmental audit
Board to Ward visits

Internal audit
CQC inspections (2013)

Reports to Governance Committee
Reports to Board
Information Commissioner Office
reviews

None

None

None

None

None

None

CQC Registration;
CQC Inspections (2013)
CQC (MHAC) inspections;
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
NHSLA accreditation (Q1 2013)
Board to Ward Visits;
Independent Clinical Coding Audit
(2012)
External Audit (Data Quality - 2013)

Internal Audit

None

CQC Registration;
CQC inspections (2013);
CQC Quality and Risk Profiles;
NHSLA assessment (Q1 2013);
Service user surveys (Q1 2013)
Reports of the Ombudsman;

None

None

Adequacy of the Quality
Governance arrangements

None

None

None

None

4

5

4

4

5

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

16

20

16

16

20

16

15

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

C5

COO DC4

COO
/N C9

COO
/C C8

COO DC3

R

C/R CS1

CEO

55

We shall reduce the number of patients
absconding from inpatient settings

We shall deliver agreed CQUIN schemes

44

45

56

54

53

52

51

We shall understand and improve the
experience of service users

We shall maintain compliance with our
license conditions

We shall maintain compliance with the
NHSLA Risk Management Standards

50

43

42

41

40

We shall meet requirements of the new
CQC and Ofsted inspection regime

We may fail to do so

We may fail to do so

We may fail to engage the service
users and carers

We may fail in meeting the target for
delayed transfers of care

NHSLA Assessment (Q1 2013);
CQC Registration;
Internal Audit (Head of Internal Audit
Opinion)(2013);
Internal Audit (2013)
Clinical Audit (2013)
CQC inspections (2013)
CQC (MHAC) inspections (2013)
NHSLA accreditation (Q1 2013)
External Audit (May 2013)

Reports to Board;
Audit Committee;
Governance Committee;
Assurance Framework;
High Level Risk Register;
Internal Audit;
Annual Governance Statement
Internal Audit
Clinical Audit
CQC inspections
CQC (MHAC) inspections
NHSLA accreditation (Q1 2013)
External Audit

Implementation plans;

Incident reporting system
Case reviews

Service user involvement in own care
planning
Service User & Carer Involvement
Policy
Making a Difference Group
Involvement of Service Users and
carers as Members
Complaints and Concerns Policy
Acute Care Forum
Quality Strategy;
CQUIN for CYPF services;

None

Reports to Executive Committee;
Reports to Board & its sub committees Income received to plan;

None

None

Quarterly risk management reports to
Executive and Governance Committees
Reports to Board
Reports to Board and sub committees None

None

Adequacy of the Quality
Governance arrangements

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Service user satisfaction surveys(Q1
2013);
Board to Ward Visits;
Changing our Lives Audits;
Reports of Parliamentary Ombudsman;
Reports from CQC (MHA monitoring)
Assembly of Governors;
Service User Survey Results (Q1 2013); None

CPA Audits;
Reports on Complaints/Concerns to
Board of Directors and sub
committees;
Service User satisfaction surveys;
Board to Ward Visits;
Making a Difference Group;
Changing our Lives Audits;
Involvement of Healthwatchs;
Patient Stories to Board;
Reports to Quality Council;
Reports to Board and its sub
committees

Internal Audit reviews (2013);
External Audit review (May 2013)

Report to Board

Report to Executive Committee

Monitoring systems in place;
Action plan to address;
Reports to board;
Close working with Commissioners and Internal Audit Reviews;
Local Authorities;
External Audit

Governance structures and process
Financial Governance arrangements
We may not be able to maintain
compliance with the license conditions Quality Governance Framework

We may not achieve minimum Risk
Management standards

Risk Management strategy & policies;
Organisational governance structure;
Risk management specialists in place;
Risk management systems;

Preparatory work programme with
divisions in q4 2013/14
Working group to be established to
We may not be prepared or resourced identify resources and processes
required
to meet requirements

2

3

2

5

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

12

8

20

16

8

16

L

M

L

H

H

L

H
C13

COO
/C

COO

COO
/C

COO C04

CEO C10

CEO

C

60

We shall deliver recurring cost
improvements

49

Inability to identify recurring cost
improvements without impairing
quality and safety of services

Inability to identify in year cost
improvements without impairing
quality and safety of services

61

62

CIP Monitoring and management
system
Transformation Board and associated
workstreams
Quality Impact Assessments
Service Line Reporting
Benchmarking Projections
Adoption of "LEAN"
Vacancy management
CIP Monitoring and management
system
Transformation Board and associated
workstreams
Quality Impact Assessments
Service Line Reporting
Benchmarking Projections
Adoption of "LEAN"

Arrangements for the management of
long stay patients monies and
appointeeship may pose financial and Patients monies procedures
reputational risk
Local Authority appointeeship unit

Investment Committee
Governance Committee
Reports to Board

Investment Committee
Governance Committee
Reports to Board

Report to Executive Committee
Internal Audit

None

None

Internal Audit;
External Audit;
External sustainability review (Sep
2013)

None

None

None

None

Internal Audit;
External Audit;
External sustainability review (Sept
2013)

Internal Audit (2013)

Internal Audit (2013/14);
External Audit (2013);

Systems and procedures are
inadequate

59

Competent staff in place;
Accredited systems in use
Standing Financial Instructions
Scheme of delegation

We shall maintain sound systems of
financial control

Reports to Board
Audit Committee
Investment Committee
Internal Audit
External Audit

48

Inability to promote

58

Membership engagement evidenced;
Website;
Social Media Pilot;
Partnership agreements in place

Reports to Board and its sub
committees;
Membership Strategy Steering Group;
Annual General Meeting and Members
meeting;

Marketing strategy;
Membership Development Strategy;
Communication bulletins;
Annual report;

We shall promote the Trust and its
services

Assembly of Governors;
Election results and turnout;

47

Unable to recruit and engage
representative membership

57

We shall implement our Membership
Development Strategy

46

Membership reports to Board;
Annual report;
Annual plan;
Elections;

Membership Strategy Steering Group
Membership Development Strategy;
Volunteer Policy;
Membership Support Manager;

None

None

None

None

None

None

5

4

5

2

2

2

4

5

5

5

3

4

20

25

20

10

6

8

H

H

H

M

L

L

CEO C1b

CEO Cia

COO
/R DL1

R

COO

S

68

69

Reports to Investment Committee

Termination of S75 Agreement with
SMBC may impair quality of service
provision and result in financial losses S75 Agreement Working Group
for the Trust
Transition plan

67

Performance and clinical reporting
systems in childrens services have
weaknesses that may result in
contractual penalties

Reports to Investment Committee

Staffing shortages in corporate
contract & performance monitoring
function may result in non submission Recruitment into vacant posts
of contract data sets and consequent Interim arrangements with senior staff
at contract review meetings
Reports to Executive Committee
financial penalties/non-payment

66

Trust wide group to review systems
and access via 3rd parties
Renegitiation of contractual tagets
Ensure teams using correct data
capture systems

Contracts remain in place

Service Line Reporting
Benchmarking
Marketing Strategy
Partnership Working

Competition from private and 3rd
sectors could result in loss of services
and associated income

65

Reports to Executive Committee

Reports to Executive Committee

Reports to Investment Committee
Market mapping analysis

Income levels maintained

Absence of and/or inadequately
funded commissioning strategies and Engage with commissioners in strategy
/or intentions may impair our ability to development;
Reports to Board;
develop services
Contractual review processes
Contract for services

None

None

Commercial development
evaluation model

None

None

None

Reports to Trust Board
No contractual penalties or associated
income reductions
None

Income levels not impaired;

64

We shall look to maintain existing and
generate additional income streams

51

Implement national Care Pathways
and Clusters programme for
development of tariff;
Investment Committee;
Agreement of commissioners to adopt Reports to Board;
emerging tariff;
Contracts with new tariffs included;

The absence of a tariff (Payment by
Results) for our services may result in
commissioners "squeezing" funding
out of our contracts

Estate becomes unsuitable and
uneconomic

63

We shall ensure the estate is suitable and
efficient

CQC Registration;
Service User Survey (Q1 2013);
Business Transfer Agreements (Q1
2013)

50

CQC Inspections;
Reports to Board;
Complaints & Concerns;
Service User Survey

Infrastructure strategy;
Planned Preventive Maintenance
Schedule;
Capital programme;
Estate Service Contracts;

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

4 16

16

16

16

16

16

15

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

CS3

C11

C3

C2

COO DC5

COO C12

R

R

R

R

CEO

73

74

Pilot flexible working approaches with a
view to roll out across the Trust

53

54

Reports to Transformation Board
Reports to Executive Committee

Reports to Transformation Board
Reports to Executive Committee

Inability to agree which parts of
workforce should be in the pilot. Unable
to agree processes and procedures and Transformation Programme
additional resource for the pilot.
Project Managers

72

Transformation Programme
Requirements are unaffordable and/or HR Business Partners
cannot be delivered in a timely fashion Workforce Development Group

Shortage of appropriately skilled and
tarined bank workforce may lead to
reduced qulaity in service provision and Training for bank staff
breach of regulatory standards
Bank deployment upon risk assessment Reports to Executive Committee

71

We shall review capacity and skills
requirements to deliver the Infrastructure
Strategy, including IT development,
business intelligence and benchmarking
capabilities

Reports to Board & its sub committees Staff satisfaction survey (Q1 2013)

The current workforce may not be
Workforce strategy;
flexible enough to meet the demands of Learning & Development Strategy;
the emerging service models
Transformation Board

Reports to Transformation Board
Reports to Executive Committee

Reports to Transformation Board
Reports to Executive Committee;
Reports to Board

CQC Inspections (2013)

Reports to Board & its sub committees Staff satisfaction survey (Q1 2013)

Positive Assurance
(We have evidence that shows we
are reasonably managing our risks
and objectives are being delivered)

70

Key Controls
Assurance on Controls
( What controls do we have in place (Where can we gain evidence that
to assist in securing the delivery of our controls/systems, on which we
our objective?)
are placing reliance, are effective?)

Workforce Strategy
Workforce Development Group
We may not have appropriate human Human Resource policies
resource strategies and policies in place Staff Forum

We shall recruit and retain a capable
workforce

Principal objectives in pursuance of
this strategic objective.

52

Obj.
no.

Principal risks
Risk no. (What could prevent this objective
being achieved?)

Strategic Objective 3: We will attract, retain and develop a capable and flexible workforce

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 2013/14

BLACK COUNTRY PARTNERSHIP FOUNDATION TRUST

None

None

None

None

None

Gaps in Controls
(Where we are failing to
put controls in place/or
not making them
effective)

None

None

None

None

None

Gaps in Assurance
(We are failing to gain
evidence that our
controls/systems, on
which we place reliance,
are effective)

Risk Rating: Likelihood
3

3

4

2

2

Risk Rating: Consequence
3

4

4

4

5

Risk Score
9

12

16

8

10

Risk Rating: (H/M/L/VL)

W

W

W

Executive Lead
L

COO
/R/
W

M W/R

H

L

M

CS4

HLRR reference

Agenda item no.: 2
Enclosure no.: 2.4

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

24th March 2014

Subject:

Insurance arrangements

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approval

Strategic and risk relationship:
Strategic objective: All
High Level Risk: All
Recommendations:
To approve the insurance arrangements for 2014/15

Equality and diversity implications:
There are no specific implications to consider.

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:
Not applicable

Executive Summary
The majority of insurance cover for NHS bodies is provided through risk pooling
schemes managed by the NHS Litigation Authority.
There are two primary schemes; the Clinical Negligence scheme and the general
Risk Pooling Scheme. These provide cover for a range of liabilities associated
with NHS service provision.
Both schemes are subject to annual actuarial revaluation to ensure contributions
from members cover anticipated costs.
Contributions are based on a number of factors including claims history and
organisation specific details.
Contributions for the year 2014/15 have increased primarily due to actuarial
revaluation.
Commercial insurance is also in place for identified income generation and
charitable fund raising activities.

Detail
Introduction
The reforms of the NHS in 1990 introduced the concept of risk pooling for the first time, under
which a national body, the NHS Litigation Authority (NHSLA) was created with a role to more
effectively manage the then spiralling costs of litigation facing NHS bodies, and to develop
risk management standards against which NHS bodies would be regularly assessed.
All NHS bodies had to contribute to this “pooling schemes”, which provide insurance cover for
liabilities associated with the provision of NHS commissioned services only. Services provided
by NHS bodies but not related to NHS service provision, (termed “income generation
activities”) for example the provision of catering services to the general public, would be
covered by separately procured commercial insurance.
There are reportedly very few large acute NHS Foundation Trusts who have opted out of the
NHSLA insurance arrangements, with the overwhelming majority opting to remain within.
This report outlines the nature of insurance cover to the Trust for the coming financial year.
NHSLA cover:
As mentioned above the majority of our insurance cover is provided through the “risk pooling
schemes” managed by the NHSLA. There are two schemes; the “Clinical Negligence Scheme
for Trusts” (CNST) and the more general “Risk Pooling Scheme for Trusts” (RPST), though
the latter comprises the “Liabilities to third parties scheme” (LTPS) and the “Property
expenses scheme” (PES).
The CNST relates to breaches in duty of care in connection with diagnosis, care and
treatment of patients, whereas the RPST is concerned with buildings, contents, public and
product liability, employers liability, professional indemnity and directors and officers liability.
(Details of each scheme can be provided on request.)
Both schemes are assessed actuarially each year, and the total amount collected into the
pool is set to equal anticipated expenditure (i.e. cost of claims) in the forthcoming year.
Contributions to the schemes are determined by claims history, especially in relation to CNST,
and other factors including nature of service provision (maternity services are recognised as
being exposed to more risks of claims than psychiatry), activity levels, turnover, estate value,
and workforce headcount.
Discounts may be applied to contributions dependent on satisfactory assessment of
compliance with the higher level risk management standards (0 to 3). At present, the Trust is
assessed at level 1, and is not therefore eligible for a discount.
Excess levels do not apply to the CNST but do apply to elements of the RPST, the maximum
being £10k for each Employers Liability claim, which are the most commonly incurred.

The RPST also has prescribed limits of cover, determined by turnover. Under the PES, the
cover is limited to £1m per claim; the board is reminded that additional commercial insurance
is in the process of being procured in order to provide more adequate cover for certain Trust
buildings.
The premiums for 2014/15 were notified to the Trust in December 2013 and are shown below
in comparison to the current year.

CNST
PES
LTPS

2014/15
£
115,789
4.461
112,685

Current
£
107,516
3,946
90,395

The increase is premium is believed to be mainly due to actuarial revaluation of the total
scheme, rather than factors directly relevant to the Trust.
Commercial insurance cover
As mentioned earlier, where the Trust has “income generation activities”, commercial
insurance has to be procured.
Within the Trust both catering and hairdressing activities have been identified and commercial
insurance has been procured via Willis Ltd acting as advisers and brokers, from “Travelers
Insurance Company Limited”. This provides £5m cover per public and product liability claim.
In addition the Trust has commercial insurance to cover charitable fundraising activities that
occur across the Trust, provided by Events Insurance Services Limited, which is due for
renewal in August 2014.

Agenda item no.: 2
Enclosure no.: 2.5

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

24th March 2014

Subject:

Register of Trust Seal

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Natalie Grainger, Governance Support Manager

Purpose:

For information

Strategic & risk relationship:
Strategic objective: N/A
High Level Risk: N/A
Recommendation(s):
To note the report.

Equality & Diversity implications:
There are no implications to consider

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:
Not applicable

Executive Summary

The Trust Seal was used once in the period 1st April 2013 to 11th March 2014, as
follows:
24th June 2013

Employee Reference for Financial institution

This is not an appropriate use of the seal and access and control arrangements
are being reviewed to avoid such use in the future.

Agenda item no.: 3
Enclosure no.: 3.1

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

24th March 2014

Subject:

High Level Risk Register

Presented by:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Andy Green, Company Secretary

Purpose:

Approval

Strategic and risk relationship:
Strategic objective: All
High Level Risk: All
Recommendations:
To review the register and confirm both the assessments and adequacy of
mitigation plans.

Equality and diversity implications:
There are no specific implications to consider.

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:
Not applicable

Executive Summary

The high level risk register (HLRR) and status tracker are attached.
The register has been updated following review by the Executive
Committee in February 2014.
Potential risks relating to Health and Fire Safety, as previously included on
the register have been removed, following clarification that the level of
assessed risk was inaccurate; it is now correctly recorded as moderate,
rather than high.
There are three new risks added to the register relating to Children’s
division being:
-

DC3 Clinical Records Systems
DC4 Governance infrastructure
DC5 Performance and Clinical Reporting Systems.

Members will note that the format of the register has been extended to
include the correlating references for each risk from the Board Assurance
Framework.
The Board is recommended to review the register and adequacy of the
assessments and mitigation plans within.

Cost Improvement Plans: Short term (< 1 year)
Inability to achieve in year CIP targets and without impairing quality
and safety of service provision

Cost Improvement Plans
Inability to identify, plan and deliver recurring cost improvements
without impairing quality and safety of service provision

Absence of National Tariff ("Payment by Results")
The absence of a tariff system for mental health services may result
in Commissioners seeking to "squeeze" funding available to service
contracts and planned developments

C01b

C02

Description

C01a

Ref.no.

4

5

4

Likelihood

Risk

Assessed

4

5

5

Consequence

Risk Details
Score

Ensure on-going commitment to development of outputs/tariff
from Commissioners
Mapping of PbR cluster costs to Service Lines
Use of Block Contracts to provide stability

16 Maintain implementation of the Care Pathway Model
programme, and ensure outputs are reviewed within the Trust

Acting on the analysis provided by Service Line Management
Identification of additional business opportunities
Establish greater link between corporate and overhead costs
to service lines
Regularly review and update downside scenario plans
Establish benchmarking projects
Implement "Lean " Practices

Use of quality impact assessments for planned disinvestment

25 Transformation Programme and PMO approach to large scale
change

Embed revised arrangements for management and monitoring
of CIP
Full introduction of service line management
Regularly review and update downside scenario plans
Maintenance of vacancy controls
Use of non recurrent funding from Wolverhampton PCT (TCS
agreement)

20 Use of Quality Impact Assessments for planned disinvestment

Mitigation Actions

March 2014

On-going

On-going

On-going

Lead Director
R

CEO

CEO

Target
Residual Risk

3

3

2

Likelihood

Board of Directors

3

5

5

Score
9

15

10

Current
Residual Risk

3

5

3

Likelihood

High Level Risk Register

Consequence

APPENDIX 1

4

5

4

Consequence

Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust

Score
12

25

12

Committee Reviewing
&/or Assuring
I

I

I

51/64

49/62

49/61

BAF ref (objective/risk)

Target Completion
Date

C05

C04

C03

Ref.no.

Risk Details

Information Governance
Practice within the Trust may not be in accordance with stated
policy and the Trust may not reach required level of compliance
with national standards legal or contractual requirements.

The Trust may not be able to comply with the performance target
for Delayed transfers of care due to high levels of delays caused by
Social Inclusion. These delays will impair both the quality and
efficiency of service provision

Compliance Regime: Delayed Transfers of Care

We need to know the true cost of services we are providing in the
absence of commissioning intentions so we know what to protect.

Lack of clear and consistent commissioning intentions

Description

Likelihood

4

4

4

Assessed

5

5

4

There is a plan in place to improve on the 2012/13 score.

20 Permanent information governacne structure is being
implented.

Ensure the Board regularly receives and reviews performance
against compliance requirements
Process of escalation to be adopted (similar to CPA 7 day
follow up)
Review management of Placement Budget (update: part of the
s75 review)
High level discussions with PCTs / Local Authorities to take
place
Seek mitigation through on-going contracting negotiations in
terms of contractual responsibilities and compensation.

20 Ensure plans are in place to meet the target levels by Q2
2013/14 - (update: managed to achieve compliance in Q1 and
just under threshold for Q2. and current rate in Q3 of c.5.2%)

Review and as necessary (re)negotiate appropriate
indemnities into contracts
Develop the clinical engagement strategy with Black Country
CCGs so the Trust is involved in the development of new
strategies for care delivery.
Service line evaluation project initiated as part of the
sustainability review.

Mar 2014

Ensure Commissioners are aware of costs profile and
potential adverse impacts of loss/under pricing of tender
Obtain clarity of service contract specification and evaluate
Ensure adherence to national contract conditions

Target Completion
Date
March 2014
Updated Jan 2014

Oct 2013

Ongoing

Updated Jan 2014

Nov 2013

Score

16 Critically review service line costs, including indirect and
overhead costs with a view to managing these costs down

Mitigation Actions

Lead Director
R

COO

R

2

3

2

Likelihood

Residual Risk

Target

4

4

3

Consequence

Risk
Consequence

Target

Score
8

12

6

Current
Residual Risk

4

4

4

Current

4

3

3

Likelihood

Assessed

Consequence

Risk Details
Score
16

12

12

Committee
Reviewing &/or
Assuring
G

G

I

38/45

42/53

51/65

BAF ref (objective/risk)

Patient Safety: Safeguarding Adults at Risk
May have insufficient resources across the Trust for the safe
management of adults at risk

Compliance with CQC standards
The Trust may not be able to maintain compliance with CQC
standards across all its services and /or the new inspection regime

Edward Street Hospital Inpatient Care
Environmental and staffing issues may compromise patient safety

C08

C09

Integrated care pathways may be jeopardised as Local Authorities
seek to retract from partnership arrangements and competitively
tender current service provision

Integrated Health and Social Care

Description

C07

C06

Ref.no.

Likelihood

5

4

4

4

Consequence

4

4

5

4

Score

On-going

updated Jan 2014

Jan 2014

(updated Jan 2014)

Mar 2014

Elements of the Lighthouse Project will support improvements
to environment
Environmental audits in place
Full delivery of plan due March 2014

Jan 2014

Maintenance Plan in place
PLACE Assessment satisfactory

20 Consolidation of wards (three to two) and Immediate
environmental matters addressed

Target Completion Date
Updated Jan 2014:
removed from
register

Nov 2013

During quarter 4 of 2013/14 there will be a presentation to the
divisions on the new inspection reglmes, to highlight key points
and framework to staff
Need to establish a working group to identify resources and
Updated January
processes in place to ensure we are fully ready for the new
2014
inspection regime.

16 Maintain high profile of CQC requirements and performance
management and assurance arrangements.

Representation on external partnership boards and
involvement in LGA reviews.
Training for staff under review - a training package has been
developed .
Interim post agreed internally

Safeguarding Steering Group in place.

20 There is now a full team in place.

Review service line costs to identify potential impact on
revenue
Review service line costs to identify potential impact on
revenue

Engage early with shadow CCG's to promote on-going
partnership arrangements

16 Continue to promote integrated care pathways
Maintain close working relationships with joint commissioners

Mitigation Actions

Lead Director
COO/N

COO/C

N

R

Likelihood
2

2

1

4

4

4

5

3

Consequence

Residual Risk
Score
8

8

5

12

Residual Risk

3

2

2

4

Likelihood

Risk

4

4

5

4

Consequence

Risk Details
Score
12

8

10

16

Committee Reviewing
&/or Assuring
G

G

G

G/I

39/48

39/47

28/31

21/23

BAF ref (objective/risk)

Compliance with Licence Conditions
The Trust may not meet the licence conditions the NHS as
prescribed by "Monitor", the health sector regulator.

Competition
Services we provide are being put out to tender and we could loose
services.

Section75 Partnership Agreement with Sandwell MBC
The termination of the current partnership agreement with Sandwell
MBC (by May 2014) may impair the quality of service provision and
incur significant costs

New CQC and Ofsted Inspection Regime
The Trust may not be prepared for nor able to meet the
requirements of the new inspection regime

Health Records
The Trust may not be able to demonstrate compliance against CQC
core standards

C11

C12

C13

CS1

Description

C10

Ref.no.

Likelihood

4

4

4

4

4

Consequence

4

4

4

4

4

Score

Ensure continual monitoring and review of practices to make
certain that they are embedded and maintained

Ensure that the agreed records structure and processes are
embedded and maintained throughout the Trust.

16 The presentation referred to at C08 will also ensure staff are
aware of the new requirements.
Trust wide review to identify, plan and manage the associated
risks through effective procedures linked to the accuracy of the
content of the information to ensure that the records about care,
treatment and support are clear, factual, accurate and are updated as soon as practical, maintaining the dignity and
confidentiality of the patient.

16 During quarter 4 of 2013/14 there will be a presentation to the
divisions on the new inspection reglmes, to highlight key points
and framework to staff
A working group to be established to identify resources and
processes in place to ensure we are fully ready for the new
inspection regime.

Project group to oversee and negotiate with SMBC

16 Update reports to Executive Committee. Due Diligence
information requested off MBC for seconded Social Care staff potential employment liabilities need to be considered /
mitigated in options appraisal

16 Service Line Evaluation Project .
Greater engagement with commissioners in their planning
processess.
Benchmarking where possilbe to understand the market
position.

16 Systems and procedures updated to ensure data capture and
reporting. Data quality procedures to be updated.
Measures to ensure a sustainable position put in place,
including : Audit Committee review of regulatory submissions;
Strategic planning review and action plan; Audit of Quality
Governance Framework”
Quality
Governance improvement action plan in place to be reviewed by
Board at extra ordinary meeting in March 2014
Independent Governance review to be commissioned - ITT
issues 12/3/2014, with completion date of 31/5/2014

Mitigation Actions

Target Completion Date
Updated Jan 2014

Ongoing

Aug 2013

May 2014

Dec 2013 (updated
Nov 2013)

Nov 2013
Ongoing
Updated Jan 2014

Updated Jan 2014
Updated Feb 2014
Updated March
2014

On-going

Lead Director
C/R

C

COO

R

CEO

2

2

4

2

1

Likelihood

Target
Residual Risk

4

4

1

4

4

Consequence

Risk
Score
8

8

4

8

4

Current
Residual Risk

4

4

4

4

4

Likelihood

Assessed

4

4

4

4

4

Consequence

Risk Details
Score
16

16

16

16

16

Committee Reviewing
&/or Assuring
G

G

I

I

A/B

38/44

41/51

51/68

51/66

42/52

BAF ref (objective/risk)

Ensure that resources are available to maintain on-going
Full implementation
compliance with the regulations.
of EHR 2016
Paper record auditing is now ongoing.
Funding has been secured from DoH for electronic record
system, with first release expected April 2015; this will ensure all
issues addressed routinely

Lone Worker Devices
The Trust is not compliant with the new LSMS Standards in relation
to safety of staff - Lone Working

Contract & Performance Monitoring
Current lack of capacity in the corporate contract and performance
monitoring function may result in information and data sets not
being published which could lead to non achievement of targets,
inefficiencies and financial penalties

Temporary (Bank) Staff
Ability to provide essential staff cover is compromised because of a
shortage of appropriately skilled and trained bank workforce, which
could lead to reduced quality of services and breach of regulatory
standards

CS3

CS4

Description

CS2

Ref.no.

Likelihood

4

4

4

Consequence

4

4

4

Score

Recruitment drive for new bank staff completed and
embedded into an on-going recruitment process.

16 Additional MAPA training sessions for existing bank staff. The
plan will be in place Jan 14 with a view to resolving the issue
March 14.

16 Revised performance/conttract monitoring structure in place.
Development of real time monitoring in prgress.
Move to sinlge information systems wehre possible.

Develop and implement policies and procedures
Ensure equipment/ resources are available for all staff who
require Lone Working Devices whilst carrying out their duties
whilst employed by the Trust
New contract to be awarded for supply of devices, subject to
staff side/HR agreement

16 Ensure arrangements are in place to meet the requirements of
the LSMS new Standards that are linked to the CQC

Mitigation Actions

Target Completion Date
Updated Mar 2014

Nov 2013
Jan 2014
Mar 2014

June 2014

Dec 2013

Updated Mar 2014

Updated Jan 2014

Mar 2013

W

R

C

1

1

3

Likelihood

Target
Residual Risk

4

4

4

Consequence

Risk
Score
4

4

12

Current
Residual Risk

4

3

4

Likelihood

Assessed

4

4

4

Consequence

Risk Details
Score
16

12

16

Committee Reviewing
&/or Assuring
G

G

G

52/72

51/67

35/41

BAF ref (objective/risk)

Lead Director

DC2

Early Intervention Services

DC1

Likelihood

Oct 2012

Updated Nov 2013

Sep 2013

Target Completion Date

A recruitment process is in place .
Training programmes are planned and will be delivered in the
new
year Director/Divisional Manager and Service Manager
Divisional
are convening high level meetings to manage a Divisional
approach.
Meetings have taken place and work in the best interests of
each patient is commenced.

16 Key leads have been identified for each work stream

A steering group is in place and an implemtation plan
developed
Mar 2014

Review of medical staff input in progress and confirmation that Updated Apr 2013
existing medical cover arrangements remain in place.
A workshop is planned for the new year to undertake this.
Updated Jan 2014

20 Recruitment to other vacancies commenced
Team re- building exercise planned

Currently assessing a local interim CAMHC Tier 4 solution.

SWBHT has been contacted seeking its support for the usage
of the Oak Unit on an interim basis.
Admission of minors to Hallam St discontinued from Nov 13.

Continue to raise concerns with Commissioners

20 Adhoc adjustments put in place for each admission.

Mitigation Actions

degree of uncertainty regarding the future commissioning
service

4

4

4

Consequence

External consultant providing support.
There is regular correspondence with the CCG and LAT.

4

5

5

Score

training programmes need to be delivered, a difference of opinion
with the CCG regarding the Model of Delivery and a

The Trust may not be in a position to deliver the requirements of
the call to Action due to a number of staff not being in post,

Inability to deliver the Implementation of the to Call to Action
(Health Visiting) Plan

Lack of dedicated medical input into early intervention services and
may result in financial penalties and reputational damage to the
Trust

Admissions of Minors to Adult Wards
Minors are having to be admitted to adult wards due to lack of
appropriate commissioned facilities, which may result in safety and
quality of care being compromised.

Description

DA 1

Ref.no.

Lead Director
N

C/COO

COO/C

Likelihood
1

2

2

4

4

4

Consequence

Target
Residual Risk
Score
4

8

8

Current
Residual Risk

4

3

5

Likelihood

Assessed
Risk

4

4

4

Consequence

Risk Details
Score
16

12

20

Committee Reviewing &/or
Assuring
G

G

G

7/8

34/39

31/35

BAF ref (objective/risk)

Divisional Governance infrastructure
Inability to manage divisional governance activities may result in
CQC registration withdrawal and/or contract loss

Performance and Clinical Reporting systems
Inability of systems to provide accurate information and reliance on
3rd party for access may result in non reporting of datasets to
commissioners and resultant fines or potential decommission of
services

Appointeeship for long stay patients in Sandwell.

DC4

DC5

DL1

Historically, the Service Manager was appointee and this presents
some risk to the Trust. The situation requires review to safeguard
interests of patients/service users and staff. There is an associated
risk of non-maximising of benefits and monies not returned to
patients on discharge or post-discharge.

Childens Clinical Records Systems
Current system does not provide for risk of loss of records,
particularly through service transistion, which may cause harm to
patients

Description

DC3

Ref.no.

Likelihood

5

4

4

5

Risk

4

4

4

4

Score

Divisional Director/Divisional Manager and Service Manager
are convening high level meetings to manage a Divisional
approach. Meetings have taken place and work in the best
interests of each patient is commenced.

Patient Monies Group informed and Director for Social Care
within the Trust of the divisional position and finance
colleagues involved and asked to advise. Governance
support is also in place for a critical incident review/route
cause analysis.
Trust staff will no longer be Appointee.

20 Situation escalated suitably within corporate services BCP.
Immediate issues affecting patients/service users directly
being dealt with by the divisional team working with Local
Authority staff and the appointeeship unit.

16 Membership of Trust wide group reviewing data access
arrangements with 3rd party suppliers
Renegotiate contractual targets and quality measures with
commissioners
Ensure teams using correct sdystems for data collection

16 Review Divisional Care Governance committee terms of
reference and membership
Establish two new sub groups, re Risk and Safety and Quality
Improvement
Review outstanding actions from investigations to ensure
completed
Appoint new quality improvement lead from April 2014

20 Weekly review of incidents by senior management
Additional administrative staff employed to assist
Working group established to oversee defined project to
address

Mitigation Actions

Target Completion Date
Updated Oct 2013

June 2014

May 2014

Intermediate review
in June 2014
October 2014

Lead Director
COO/R

COO

COO

COO

Likelihood
1

0

1

2

2

0

0

2

Consequence
Score
2

0

0

4

Current
Residual Risk

2

4

4

5

Likelihood

Target
Residual Risk

3

4

4

4

Consequence

Assessed

Consequence

Risk Details
Score
6

16

16

20

Committee Reviewing
&/or Assuring
G

E

E

G

47/57

51/68

39/49

38/46

BAF ref (objective/risk)

BLACK COUNTRY PARTNERSHIP NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
HIGH LEVEL RISK REGISTER
Key:
Risk Reference:
Prefix
C
CS
DA
DC
DL

Source
Board level
Corporate Services
Adult Division
Children's Division
LD Division

Risk Grading
Score
Range
0-5
6-9
10 - 15
16 - 25
Lead Director
Abbreviation
C
CEO
COO
M
N
R
W

Type
Very Low
Low
Moderate
High

Colour
Blue
Green
Amber
Red

Role
Children's
Chief Executive
Chief Operating Officer
Medical
Nursing
Resources
Workforce

Committee Reviewing/Assuring:
Abbreviation
Name
B
Board
G
Governance
Investment
I
N
Nominations
A
Audit
R
Remuneration

RISK DETAILS
DESCRIPTION

Cost Improvement Plans: Short term (<1 year)
Cost Improvement Plans
Absence of National Tariff ("Payment by Results")
Lack of clear commissioning intentions
Compliance Regime: Delayed Transfers of Care
Information Governance
Integrated Health and Social Care
Patient Safety: Safeguarding Adults
Compliance with CQC standards
Edward Street Hospital inpatient care
Compliance with Licence Conditions
Competition
Partnership Agreement with Sandwell MBC
New CQC and Ofsted Inspection Regime
Health Records
Lone Worker Devices
Contract & Performance Monitoring
Temporary (Bank) Staff
Admissions of Minors to Adult Wards
Early Intervention Services
Delivery of the Call to Action (Health Visiting)Plan
Childens Clinical Records Systems
Divisional Governance infrastructure
Performance and Clkinical Reporting systems
Appointeeship for long stay Sandwell patients

REF. NO

C01a
C01b
C02
C03
C04
C05
C06
C07
C08
C09
C10
C11
C12
C13
CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4
DA1
DC1
DC2
DC3
DC4
DC5
DL1
16

6

6

6

6

16

12

20

20

16

12

20

16
16

12

20

16

12

16

16
16

12

20

16

12

16

16

16

16

16
-

12

20

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

20

-

12

20

16

16

16

16

16

16

12

8
12

16
2

-

20

-

-

16

16

-

16

12

12

12

20

16

-

20

-

-

16

16

-

16

12

15

12

10

8

-

-

16

16

-

16

12

16

12

10

-

8

-

-

16

16

-

16

12

16

12

15

16

16

20

4

16

16

12

16

12

15

12

16

12

20

8

16

12

16

12

15

16

16

12

12

12

4

4

16

16

12

15

16

16

12

16

12

16

8

20

15

16

16

12

16

12

25

12

4

8

16

15

16

16

12

16

12

25

12

12

5

20

16

16

12

16

12

25

12

16

12

16

16

16

16

12

25

12

16

8
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16
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12
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12

25

12

8

6
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25
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FEB
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APPENDIX 2

Agenda item no.: 3
Enclosure no.: 3.2

Meeting of:

Board of Directors

Date:

24th March 2014

Subject:

Integrated Performance Report

Presented by:

Paul Stefanoski, Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Resources;
Chris Oakes, Director of Workforce & Learning

Author:

Joanne Billingham – Finance & Business Manager
Lindsay Clarke – Head of Financial Accounts
Julie Darby – Head of Workforce
Diane Povey – Interim Head of Performance

Purpose:

Information

Strategic
Strategic&objective:
risk relationship:
We will improve access to a range of integrated services
across the Black Country which are sustainable and responsive
High Level Risk: Failure to meet financial and key performance indicators
Recommendation(s):
That the Board note the contents of this report

Equality & Diversity implications:
There are no implications to consider

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:
Due regard has been taken of the NHS Constitution

Not applicable

Executive Summary
Financial, Information Performance and Workforce performance for the period ending
28th February 2014.
Finance:
As at the end of February 2014 the Trust is has a favourable variance to plan of £0.6m
which results in a continuity of service rating of 4.
It is anticipated that the Trust will continue to achieve the planned continuity of service
rating of a 4 throughout the financial year with a forecast of a favourable variance to
plan at year end of £0.03m before the impairment of the Trust’s assets in line with the
District Valuation Report. The impairment results in a £1.6m reduction in asset base
which results in a forecast deficit of £0.03m.
The forecast includes overachievement of CIP’s by £0.4m.
Split of achievement is forecasted to be 79% recurrent 21% non-recurrent based on the
part year effect saving with the vacancy management saving being classed as
recurrent.
Performance:
All monitor performance indicators are within target for month 11
Numbers of Delayed transfers of care are rising; a report has been prepared for Trust
Board outlining the actions taken. There is seasonal trend of increasing delays around
the end and beginning of the financial year. Close attention will be required during
March to avoid breaching the =<7.5% target
The trend for achievement of 7 day follow ups is also declining this will need additional
focus during March to avoid a breach of the target of 95% for the quarter
There will also be a need for increased activity in 12 Month formal reviews in order to
attain the 95% target
Workforce:

The Trust’s appraisal period is February to May. As a result, the appraisal monitoring
compliance rate has been re-set to zero with the target being 95% by the end of May.
The Trust’s Sickness rate is at 5.2% which is above the Trust’s target.
The compliance rate for the Annual Mandatory Training has further reduced to below
90%. A new approach to managing DNA’s and non-attendance has been developed
and agreed with the Workforce Development Group.

FINANCIAL DASHBOARD - February 2014
Trust Year to Date Financial Risk Rating

Trust Year to Date Continuity of Service Risk Rating

Current
YTD

Plan YTD

4.00

4.00

Continuity of Service Risk Ratings
Risk Rating

Year to Date

Previous
Month

Plan

Variance to
Plan

Debt Service Cover

4.30

4.59

3.80

0.50

-0.29

Liquidity Rating

12.83

14.13

7.36

0.00

-1.30

Year to Date
FRR

Previous
Month FRR

Plan YTD FRR

↓

4

4

4

↓

4

4

4

4

4

4

Year to Date
FRR

Previous
Month FRR

Plan YTD FRR

Change in Month

Weighted Continuity of Service

Financial Risk Rating Compared to Annual Plan
Risk Rating

Year to Date

Previous
Month

Plan

Variance to
Plan

Achievement of Plan
(EBITDA achieved as % of plan)

110.71%

119.41%

110.90%

(0.19%)

(8.70%)

↓

5

5

5

Underlying Performance
(EBITDA Margin %)

4.69%

5.03%

4.31%

0.39%

(0.34%)

↓

2

3

2

Financial Efficiency 1
Net Return After Financing %

5.13%

5.82%

3.88%

1.25%

(0.69%)

↓

5

5

5

Financial Efficiency 2
I&E Surplus Margin %

2.16%

2.46%

1.59%

0.57%

(0.30%)

↓

4

4

3

Liquidity Ratio (Days)

43

44

38

4

(1)

↓

4

4

4

3.80

4.05

3.60

3.00

-

3.00

Change in Month

Weighted Year to Date Financial Risk Rating
Over riding rating

Year to Date Position Compared to Annual Plan

Year to Date Financial Position (£,000)

Year to Date
Actual

YTD Plan

Variance to
Plan

% Variance
to Plan

Previous
Variance to
Plan

Healthcare Revenue

89,954

88,976

979

1.10%

565

414

↑

Other Revenue

3,621

3,174

447

14.09%

369

78

↑

Employee Expense

(70,408)

(70,247)

(161)

(0.23%)

699

(859)

↓

Non Pay Expense

(18,775)

(17,935)

(840)

(4.68%)

(939)

99

↑

EBITDA

4,393

3,968

425

10.71%

693

(268)

↓

Operating Expenses Excluded from EBITDA

(1,525)

(1,637)

112

6.84%

73

39

↑

Surplus / (Deficit) From Operations

2,867

2,330

537

23.05%

766

(229)

↓

Non Operating Income & Expense

(835)

(868)

33

3.78%

30

3

↑

Surplus / (Deficit)

2,032

1,462

570

38.97%

796

(227)

↓

Impairment Losses & Gains / Losses on Disposal

(9)

0

(9)

0.00%

(9)

0

↓

Surplus / (Deficit) for FRR

2,023

1,462

561

38.34%

787

(227)

↓

Change in Variance

Comments:
Additional £1,426k of revenue received year to date. £304k is in relation to the Nacro drug recharge which offsets increased drug expenditure within non pay supplies of £228k. The Trust has also
received an additional £441k of revenue for Education and Training services provided which offsets with increase pay and non pay expenditure. Also in January the Trust received £100k funding from
Dudley and Walsall Mental Health Trust to pay for Oasis support costs which we paid on there behalf also in January (see non clinical supplies) . £491k contract variation with Sandwell and West
Birmingham CCG.
Employee expenses is £161k below plan due to vacancies that have occurred across all divisions during the financial year and the benefit of the Trust not having to pay out claims for employment
tribunal cases that were in review at the end of 2012/13. These benefits are offset by an increase in pension contributions, unforeseen redundancies within Corporate and Mental Health Service,
increased education and training programme as discussed in the above revenue comment and the requirement to use bank and agency staff across the Trust to support capacity requirements.

Non Pay expense is above plan by £840k the three main reasons for this is due to increase drug expenditure for Nacro recharge £228k (see revenue comment above), £274k delay in reducing the
Trusts outstanding receivables balances with customers . Non clinical supplies expenditure is greater then plan by £158k this is due to payment of Oasis support (see revenue comment above) ,
slippage in savings for procurement and Mental Health Complex care estate and increase in legal costs in relation to a number of employment tribunals on-going currently.
Key
Significantly below plan
Red / Amber / Green relates to achievement
against plan

Marginally below plan
Meets plan or greater

Arrow relates to movement between months

↑

Improvement

-

No movement

↓

Decline

FINANCIAL DASHBOARD - February 2014
Trust Year to Date Position

Year to Date Surplus
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Forecast Financial Risk Rating
Trust Forecast Continuity of Service Risk Rating

Forecast

Plan

4.00

4.00

Continuity of Service Risk Ratings
Risk Rating

Forecast

Previous
Month

Plan

Variance to
Plan

Debt Service Cover

3.82

4.21

3.84

(0.02)

(0.39)

Liquidity Rating

11.76

11.22

5.94

5.82

0.54

Forecast FRR

Previous
Forecast FRR

Plan FRR

↓

4

4

4

↓

4

4

4

4

4

4

Forecast FRR

Previous
Forecast FRR

Plan FRR

Change in Month

Continuity of Service

Forecast Financial Risk Rating Compared to Annual Plan
Risk Rating

Forecast

Previous
Month

Plan

Variance to
Plan

Achievement of Plan
(EBITDA achieved as % of plan)

97.40%

107.35%

110.90%

(13.50%)

(9.95%)

↓

4

5

5

Underlying Performance
(EBITDA Margin %)

4.16%

4.61%

4.34%

(0.19%)

(0.45%)

↓

2

2

2

Financial Efficiency 1
Net Return After Financing %

3.54%

5.04%

3.98%

(0.44%)

(1.50%)

↓

5

5

5

Financial Efficiency 2
I&E Surplus Margin %

1.61%

2.05%

1.62%

(0.01%)

(0.44%)

↓

3

4

3

Liquidity Ratio (Days)

42

41

37

5

1

↓

4

4

4

3.50

3.30

3.60

3.00

3.00

3.00

Change in Month

Weighted Year to Date Financial Risk Rating
Over riding rating

Forecast Position Compared to Annual Plan

Year to Date Financial Position (£,000)

Forecast Actual

Plan

Variance to
Plan

% Variance to
Plan

Previous Variance
to Plan

Healthcare Revenue

98,459

97,062

1,398

1.44%

888

509

↑

Other Revenue

3,889

3,462

427

12.34%

369

58

↑

Employee Expense

(77,363)

(76,639)

(723)

(0.94%)

368

(1,091)

↓

Non Pay Expense

(20,733)

(19,518)

(1,215)

(6.23%)

(1,304)

89

↑

EBITDA

4,253

4,366

(113)

(2.60%)

321

(434)

↓

Operating Expenses Excluded from EBITDA

(1,685)

(1,791)

106

5.92%

110

(4)

↓

Surplus / (Deficit) From Operations

2,568

2,575

(7)

(0.28%)

431

(438)

↓

Non Operating Income & Expense

(911)

(947)

36

3.78%

36

0

↓

Surplus / (Deficit)

1,657

1,628

28

1.75%

467

(438)

↓

Impairment Losses & Gains / Losses on Disposal

(1,690)

0

(1,690)

-

(9)

(1,681)

↓

Surplus / (Deficit) for FRR

(33)

1,628

(1,662)

(102.05%)

458

(2,119)

↓

Change in Variance

Comments:
Revenue forecast is 1.78% greater then plan, this is due to the following reasons: Education and Training £434k to support increase in student numbers on programmes within the Trust, £309k Nacro drug recharge, £103k
for an A&E Liaison pilot project , £289k for recharging of increased observation levels on units within Mental Health Services, £100k funding of Oasis support and £491k for contract variation with Sandwell & West
Birmingham CCG
Employee Expense is forecasted to be 0.94% above plan this change is driven by the provision of redundancy costs and employment tribunal cases.
Non Pay expense is forecasted to be 6.23% greater then plan this is due to: £228k increase in drugs expenditure due to Nacro recharge, £350k delay in reducing outstanding debt, Increase in legal and insurance costs
£173k, Rubicon Consultancy bought in to support sustainability review work £58k and a £95k variance to plan on PFI expenditure model due to inflation pressures. £100k Oasis support invoice with income to offset
Operating Expenses excluded from EBITDA - Depreciation is forecasted to be 3.78% lower then plan due to asset value for the buildings that have transferred to the Trusts ownership this financial year was lower then
expected.
Impairment Losses & Gains / Losses on Disposal - as per the District Valuers report on the Trusts assets an impairment will be processed at month 12 in relation to works carried out at Penn Hospital.
Key
Significantly below plan
Red / Amber / Green relates to achievement
against plan

Marginally below plan
Meets plan or greater

Arrow relates to movement between months

↑

Improvement

-

No movement

↓

Decline

FINANCIAL DASHBOARD - February 2014
Trust Cost Improvement Plan - Cost Type
Vacancy management savings classed as recurrent
Year to Date
Actual

YTD Plan

Variance to
Plan

% Variance
to Plan

5,166

4,526

640

14.13%

5,655

4,935

720

114.59%

Drugs

62

78

(16)

(20.55%)

50

85

(35)

59.35%

Clinical Supplies

0

45

(45)

(100.00%)

23

53

(31)

42.29%

Non Clinical Supplies

1,485

1,442

43

2.95%

1,435

1,643

(208)

87.36%

Total

6,712

6,091

621

10.20%

7,163

6,716

447

106.65%

Recurrent (PYE)

5,163

4,783

379

7.93%

5,628

5,343

285

105.34%

Non Recurrent

1,550

1,308

242

18.50%

1,535

1,373

162

111.78%

Total

6,712

6,091

621

10.20%

7,163

6,716

447

106.65%

% of Operating Expenditure

7.53%

6.91%

0.62%

8.97%

7.30%

6.98%

0.32%

104.55%

Pay

Forecast
Over / (under)
Annual Plan
RAG Rating
Achivement
achievement

Trust Cost Improvement Plan - Scheme
Year to Date
Actual

YTD Plan

Variance to
Plan

% Variance
to Plan

575

406

169

41.77%

672

444

228

151.24%

Financial & Budgetary Controls

4,505

3,401

1,104

32.46%

4,762

3,679

1,083

129.45%

Infrastructure & Procurement

502

1,129

(627)

(55.54%)

543

1,320

(777)

41.15%

Service redesign & Transformation

854

1,109

(255)

(23.02%)

871

1,224

(353)

71.19%

Productivity & Service Line Management

276

46

230

502.18%

308

50

258

616.00%

6,712

6,091

621

10.20%

7,156

6,716

440

106.55%

Workforce, Pay & Conditions

Total

Forecast
Over / (under)
Annual Plan
RAG Rating
Achivement
achievement

CIP Achievement Non Recurrent

CIP Achievement

CIP Achievement Recurrent

£,000
7000

CIP Plan

6000
5000
4000

3000
2000

1000
0

Apr-13

May-13

Jun-13

Jul-13

Aug-13

Sep-13

Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Mar-14

FINANCIAL DASHBOARD - February 2014
Service Line Reporting

Learning
Disabilities

Mental
Health

CYP&F

Total

Income

18,352

55,393

19,831

93,576

Direct Costs

13,329

39,726

15,146

68,200

Indirect Costs

2,772

5,503

2,122

10,396

16,101

45,228

17,267

78,596

Contribution

2,251

10,164

2,564

14,979

Overheads

2,120

6,126

2,340

10,587

EBITDA

131

4,038

223

4,393

EBITDA Margin%

0.7%

7.3%

1.1%

4.7%

Depreciation

236

1,203

87

1,525

Dividend on PDC

72

281

12

365

Interest Receivable

(7)

(20)

(8)

(35)

Interest Payable

46

458

1

505

Profit/Loss on Fixed Assets

1,850

5,291

2,017

9,158

Surplus/(Deficit)

(217)

2,111

129

2,023

Surplus/(Deficit)%

-1.2%

3.8%

0.7%

2.2%

Division

Total Direct&Indirect Costs

FINANCIAL DASHBOARD - February 2014
Risks to Financial Position

Current Forecast EBITDA

Division

Risk

Trust wide Pension Auto Enrolment
Facilities

Prop Co & NHS Community rental higher
then plan

Value of Risk
13/14 £000's

Likelihood of Probability Value of Probable
occurrence
%
risk £000's

4,253

Included
within
Forecast

Risk
adjusted
additional
risk

579

High

45%

258

Yes

0

3,616

Low

5%

181

No

181

Corp

Redundancy (phase 1)

462

Medium

100%

462

Yes

0

Corp

Redundancy (phase 2)

350

Medium

100%

350

Yes

0

Corp

Appointeeship SMBC

18

High

100%

18

Yes

0

MH

Positive Choices Redundancy X 1 (LD)

27

High

100%

27

Yes

0

MH

Employment Tribunal x 1 (JT)

173

High

100%

173

Yes

0

MH

Employment Tribunal x 1 (ZB)

173

High

100%

173

Yes

0

MH

Employment Tribunal x 1 (KP)

64

High

100%

64

Yes

0

MH

Bad Debts / Income Risk - High Obs - Penn

30

High

100%

30

Yes

0

MH

Bad Debts / Income Risk - High Obs - PICU

30

High

100%

30

Yes

0

MH

Bad Debts / Income Risk - SSA SMBC

186

Medium

50%

93

Yes

0

CYPF

Medical Cover - locum

70

High

60%

42

Yes

0

Income risk- Walsall MBC - Contract
Unsigned

127

Medium

50%

64

No

64

LD

5,905

1,964

244

Revised Forecast EBITDA
Revised Risk Ratings For Risk Adjusted Forecast
Risk Rating

Revised Forecast

Plan

Variance

Forecast FRR

FRR Plan

Achievement of Plan
(EBITDA achieved as % of plan)

92.00%

110.90%

(18.90%)

4

5

Underlying Performance
(EBITDA Margin %)

3.92%

4.34%

(0.42%)

2

2

Financial Efficiency 1
Net Return After Financing %

3.02%

3.98%

(0.96%)

5

5

Financial Efficiency 2
I&E Surplus Margin %

1.37%

1.62%

(0.25%)

3

3

Liquidity Ratio (Days)

41

37

4

4

4

Weighted Year to Date Financial Risk Rating

2.75

3.60

Over riding rating

3.00

3.00

Risk Rating

Revised Forecast

Plan

Variance

Forecast FRR

FRR Plan

Debt Service Cover

3.60

3.84

(0.24)

4

4

Liquidity Rating

10.84

5.94

4.90

4

4

4

4

Weighted Continuity of Service

Headroom remaining to maintain CosRR of 4

£1,400k

4,009
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Trust Year to Date Statement of Financial Position
Trust Year to Date SoFP Performance

Actual Statement of Financial Position to Annual Plan
Change in Month
Increase/(Decrease)

Current Month

Previous Month

Plan

Variance to
Plan

£m

£m

£m

%

%

Property, Plant & Equipment

53.77

53.40

50.77

(5.57%)

0.68%

↑

Cash

12.32

12.67

11.02

10.57%

(2.77%)

↓

Receivables

7.84

6.22

4.76

39.34%

26.03%

↑

Payables

16.69

15.10

13.81

17.28%

10.52%

↑

Forecast Statement of Financial Position

Annual Plan

Forecast M12

£m

£m

Variance
%

Property, Plant & Equipment

51.33

61.10

19.04%

Cash

11.54

12.10

4.84%

Receivables

4.75

6.28

32.38%

Payables

14.70

15.24

3.64%

Key Performance Indicators

Level of Receivables > 90 days past due date
a % of Total Receivables)

(as

Current Month

Previous Month

Change in Month
Favourable/(Adverse)

32.03%

30.61%

(1.42%)

↑

Level of Payables > 90 days past due date
(as a % of Total Payables)

3.02%

0.41%

(2.61%)

↑

Provision for Bad Debt

£0.67m

£0.72m

6.94%

↓

Forecast Capital and Cash Graphs

Trustwide Performance Report - February 2014
National Priorities and Targets

Notes:
- CPA 12 month Formal Review: Quarter 4 Performance to date is 92.3% against a target of 95%. This is low when compared to similar
periods and remedial action will be required during March to meet the target of 95%
-CPA 7 Day Follow up= Quarter 4 Performance to date is 96.6% against a target of 95%- 3 fails for were recorded in the month of February
(2 Wolverhampton, 1 Sandwell) and close monitoring will be required in March to ensure the quarter target is met
-Delayed Transfers of Care - Quarter 4 Performance to date is 7.3% against a target of <=7.5, data does show a pattern of increasing delays
at this time of year beginning to reduce during Q1 of the following year. Although this does meet the target of =<7.5% the level of delays is
increasing, mainly due to LD patients. A report has been prepared for Trust Board outlining actions taken
-Early Intervention new cases YTD are currently 98 resulting in performance against target of 110.6%. The target of 97 has already been
reached for this year

WORKFORCE INFORMATION
February 2014
Sickness
Turnover
Annual Mandatory Tng
Appraisal compliance
Staff In Post

5.2%
14.9%
89.9%
8.55%
90.5%

>5.00%
<8% or >18%
<75%
<75%
>90%

4.51 – 5.00%
8-10% or 15-18%
75 – 95%
75 – 95%
90 – 92%

<4.50%
10 – 15%
>95%
>95%
92 – 100%

Highlights:-Trust Wide
The sickness absence rate rose slightly with the rate for January being 5.2%. Absence Management
Training for Managers continues, with the aim of developing skills and confidence in the management
of sickness absence. A further review of the Sickness Absence Policy is being undertaken.
During January the rolling 12 month compliance rate for the annual mandatory training day fell further
below the 95% target to 89.9%. Concerns have been raised in relation to the continued high levels of
non attendance and a workshop with mangers took place in January to explore this further. From the
workshop, a new approach for addressing and preventing non-attendance was proposed and agreed
by the Workforce Development Group, and implementation is now underway. Key aspects of this
proposal include all apologies and DNAs within a month of the training taking place being reported and
followed up as non-attendances; weekly non-attendance information going to managers for follow up;
and quarterly review and active follow up of multiple non-attenders.
With the implementation of centralised booking two figures for Specialist Mandatory Training are
being reported:
o Annual Specialist Mandatory Training
o Three Yearly Specialist Mandatory Training
Both have a 95% target, however for the annual training the deadline is the end of November 2014 and
for the three yearly training the deadline is the end of November 2016.
The compliance figure for staff who attended the Annual Specialist Mandatory training at the end of
January 2014 was 53.1% and for Three Yearly Mandatory training it was 64.7%. There is a slight fall in
the annual specialist mandatory compliance figure, which was expected initially due to prioritising the
booking of staff most significantly out of date. However, further analysis is being undertaken around
this.
The Trust’s appraisal period is February to May. For monitoring purposes, the percentage compliance
rate has been re-set at zero with the target being 95% by the end of May. During the first month it
might be expected that 23.75% of appraisals would have been completed, however the Trust’s current
compliance rate is 8.55% - which is similar to last year’s compliance figure at this point. Divisions and
Corporate have plans in place to ensure appraisals are completed within the timescale.
The vacancy rate as a % of the budgeted establishment continues to be just below 10% at 9.5%.
Significant recruitment activity continues to help reduce this.
Total bank and agency spend in February was £676,958, £440,292 of this being on agency. Agency
spend continues to be high, with £96,014 (21.8%) of the spend being in Corporate, and £111,500
(25.3%) being on Medical.
Corporate Directorates and Operational Divisions
In January sickness absence was above the 4.5% target in all Divisions except for the Medical Division.
There has been a drop in the annual mandatory training day compliance rate in February with all
Divisions failing to achieve the 95% compliance rate.
57% (£250,960) of all Agency spend was in the Mental Health Division with £111,511 of this being on
Medical Staff. 21.8% (£96,014) of all Agency spend was in Corporate Division.

February 2014 Trust KPI Information

% of Total Workforce Turnover (excluding
training grade medics)

% Sickness Absence
7.0%
6.0%

19.00%
17.00%

5.0%

15.00%

4.0%

13.00%
3.0%

11.00%

2.0%

9.00%

1.0%

7.00%
5.00%

0.0%
Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

3.00%
1.00%

Short Term

Long Term

Previous Year

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

% of Staff Appraised Since 1st February 2014

% of Staff Compliant - Annual Mandatory
Training Day
Target

100%
100%

90%

90%

80%

80%

70%

70%
60%
60%
50%

Target

40%

50%
40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

% of Staff Compliant - Specialist Mandatory
Training - Annual

% of Staff Compliant - Specialist Mandatory
Training - 3 Yearly

100%

100%

90%

90%

80%

80%

70%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Target

Target

Bank And Agency Costs

% in Post Establishment
£400,000.00

110%

£350,000.00
100%

£300,000.00
£250,000.00

90%

£200,000.00
80%

£150,000.00
£100,000.00

70%

£50,000.00
60%

£0.00
Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

50%

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Bank Costs

Agency Costs

Medical Agency Spend

Divisional KPI Information

% of Total Workforce Turnover (excluding
training grade medics) by Division

% Sickness Absence by Division
20%

10.0%

18%
16%

8.0%

14%
12%

6.0%

10%
8%

4.0%

6%
4%

2.0%

2%
0.0%

0%
Nov
Mental Health

Dec
Childrens

Jan

Corporate

LD

Dec

Medical

Mental Health

Jan
Childrens

Feb
Corporate

LD

% of Staff Compliant - Annual Mandatory
Training Day

% of Staff Appraised Since 1st February 2014
100%

100%
90%

92.46%

92.00%

80%

88.12%

87.89%

90%

70%
60%
50%

80%

40%
30%
70%

20%
10%
0%
Feb

Mar

Mental Health

Childrens

LD

Target

Apr

60%

Corporate
50%
Mental Health

Corporate

LD

% of Staff Compliant - Specialist Mandatory
Training - 3 Yearly

% of Staff Compliant - Specialist Mandatory
Training - Annual
100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%
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Childrens

0%
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Mental Health

Childrens
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Corporate
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Jul
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Corporate

Divisional Bank Costs

Divisional Agency Costs

£160,000.00

£300,000.00

£140,000.00
£250,000.00
£120,000.00
£200,000.00

£100,000.00
£80,000.00
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Executive Summary
Clinical Quality Indicators
Quality improvement data is provided to Trust Board for the period January 2014.
Further work is required to fully integrate this data to Finance and Human Resources data, to produce up to date
data that covers the same periods of time and a new format is being developed to produce this fully integrated
report.
5 x significant quality indicators with data have been selected .These are:•
•
•
•
•

Falls
Medication Errors
Self- Harm
Confidentiality
Behavioural/Aggression

Statistical trend estimation has been added to the report. The trend estimation is used to make and justify
statements about tendencies in data, by relating the measurements to the times at which they occurred. The time
frame used for the enclosed report is January 13 to January 14.
Of the 5 categories reported we have identified increasing trend estimation in Medication, Self-Harm,
Behavioural/Aggression and Confidentiality.
Falls have not seen a rise in incidents but on Salter ward, even though the trend is flat, the falls with harm have
increased with Salter ward have 4 STEIS reportable incidents which have resulted in patients sustaining
fractures.
A new QlikView group has been convened to look at how other data (with the exception of finance, which will
always be one month in arrears) can be captured and produced more quickly than it is at present. Work is now
taking place to explore whether HR’s ESR and ATL electronic systems and Bank and Rostering’s MAPs
Healthroster electronic systems could be linked to Qlikview.
Serious Incident Report
There were 4 Serious Incidents reported to the Area Team during January 2014:
4 for Adult Mental Health
0 or Children’s, Young Persons and Families
0 for Learning Disability
Mortality Data
Total 22 - Expected Deaths
Unexpected Death

14
08

3 were reported to the Local Area team (STEIS).
Monthly update on breaches of same sex accommodation
There were no breaches of same sex accommodation during January 2014.
Claims
New Claims – January 2014 - 0
Total No. Outstanding – 23
Employers Liability = 18
Public Liability = 5
1 Closed
Reported to NHSLA – 23
Inquests Outcomes
Inquests – January 2014 – 2 Concluded –

2 •
•

1 Killed Himself
1 Narrative – He killed himself whilst suffering from Paranoid thoughts and anxiety

2013 12

2013 08

2013 07

2013 06

2013 05

2013 04

2013 03

2013 02

2013 01

Brook Ward
Human Resources
Establishment
29.2
Vacancy Rate FTE
3.33
Vacancy Rate%
11.40%
Sickness
Data No Available
Workforce Training
Specialist
Annual 35%
3 Yearly 20%
Mandatory
92.00%
Induction
100.00%
Bank Rostering
Qualified
Total Requests
82
Hrs
633.0
% Bank Filled
9.7%
% Agency Filled
86.9%
% Unfilled
3.4%
HCW
Total Requests
143
Hrs
1088.5
% Bank Filled
44.4%
% Agency Filled
51.7%
% Unfilled
4.0%

HR / Workforce

The Deputy Modern Matrons are running refresher training for all nurses; the Mental Health Assurance Team has provided each inpatient site with an analysis of the medication
errors by ward and by profession (nursing and medical) and a Medication Errors Improvement Group has been established.

Several strategies are in place to reduce the number of errors at Brook as well as the other wards at Penn Hospital and Hallam and Edward Street.

Following a review of the incidents, the majority of the errors were made by permanent staff and not bank or agency.

The most common medicines administration errors are treatment sheet not signed by nurse to confirm administration. The most common prescribing errors are similar and tend
to be “admin” on treatment sheet.
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Falls Salter Ward

Statistical Trend
Salter Ward
Human Resources
Establishment
25.73
Vacancy Rate FTE
-2.27
Vacancy Rate%
-8.82%
Sickness
Data No Available
Workforce Training
Specialist
Annual 28.36%
3 Yearly 45.16%
Mandatory
100.00%
Induction
100.00%
Bank Rostering
Qualified
Total Requests
1
Hrs
6.5
% Bank Filled
100.0%
% Agency Filled
0.0%
% Unfilled
0.0%
HCW
Total Requests
176
Hrs
1429.3
% Bank Filled
71%
% Agency Filled
28.1%
% Unfilled
0.9%

HR/Workforce

4

In at least one of the incidents the Fall Safe check list was not completed, and the ‘Clinical Observations and Engagement of Patients Policy’ was not followed consistently
with regard to Level 1 observations, the quality of documentation was also highlighted, but no staffing issues were identified. These issues have all been addressed and we
are awaiting the outcome of the RCA into the 2 recent falls. But the initial findings are that all the Fall Safe documentation and assessments were completed.

Certain environmental factors have been identified in relation to the bathroom doors one is that they can be difficult to open without pressure being applied; this has now
been rectified by estates by altering the door mechanism. The other issue identified is that in some of the bathrooms the doors will not accommodate the walking frames
easily without them having to manoeuvre the frame to get into the bathrooms. Additionally there is also no call bell accessible from the floor if a patient should fall.

Falls have not seen a rise in incidents. There has been a decreasing trend over the last 3 months but on Salter ward, even though the trend is flat, the falls with harm have
increased with 4 of the incidents being STEIS reportable. There have resulted in patients sustaining fractures and RCA investigations completed. The last 2 incidents
occurred with 10 days of each other.

By Location

Falls
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2013 03
2013 04
2013 05
2013 06
2013 07
2013 08
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2013 10
2013 11
2013 12
2014 01
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2013 07
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2013 05

2013 04

2013 03

2013 02

2013 01

2012 12

Friar House
Human Resources
23.93
2.18

Establishment
Vacancy Rate
FTE
Vacancy Rate%
9.11%
Sickness
Data No Available
Workforce Training
Specialist
Annual 55.36%
3 Yearly 79.17%
Mandatory
100.00%
Induction
100.00%
Bank Rostering
Qualified
Total Requests
18
Hrs
150.2
% Bank Filled
22.9%
% Agency Filled
77.1%
% Unfilled
0.0%
HCW
Total Requests
111
Hrs
825.4
% Bank Filled
74.3%
% Agency Filled
23.1%
% Unfilled
2.6%

HR/ Workforce

In MH the Divisional Care Governance has requested the lead nurse to investigate national trends and activity with a view to considering self-harm policy, if adopted this policy
would be a Trust wide policy.

5

The incidence of self-harm within the division is characterised by high frequency, low level of harm by a small number of individuals thereby resulting in a significant reduction in
self-harm following their discharge. This has resulted in significant fluctuations month on month since August 2013 with a dramatic fall in January following discharge of a patient.
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Statistical Trend
CYPF Division
Human Resources
Establishment
382.46
Vacancy Rate FTE
47.87
Vacancy Rate%
12.52%
Sickness
Data No Available
Workforce Training
Specialist
Annual 50.25%
3 Yearly 68.68%
Mandatory
93.16%
Induction
95.00%
Bank Rostering
Qualified
Total Requests
N/A
Hrs
N/A
% Bank Filled
N/A
% Agency Filled
N/A
% Unfilled
N/A
HCW
Total Requests
N/A
Hrs
N/A
% Bank Filled
N/A
% Agency Filled
N/A
% Unfilled
N/A

HR/ Workforce

•
•
•

Information Governance Training taking place across Division
Record Keeping Training is taking place across the Division
Record Keeping Audit Programme continuing in 2014/15

Since October 13 the Division has had an interim Director who has made significant changes and some of the following initiatives have been implemented:

Some of the issues identified are:
• Clarification of what should be reported – ‘Datix reporter’ /discussions at Division Management Team Group and Divisional Risk Management Group.
• Changes in staffing within HV and School Age teams – recruitment taking place
• Relocation of some teams ( HV and School Age)

Confidentiality issues have been a recurrent issue within the Children Young People and families Division since June 2013. Since October there has been a significant decrease
in the number of incidents being reported but there has been a rise in January.
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Confidentiality Issues
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There are vacancies within the whole service at the Ridge Hill Centre, these comprise of both community and inpatient vacancies and these are being actively recruited to, health
care support workers have been difficult to recruit to, however recently these posts were advertised locally and there have been many applicants. Two new starters are now on
the unit this month. However the reason for the increase in incidents is due to patient behaviour and levels of distress, which is being managed appropriately. All incidents are
low level and are closely monitored within the Division. There is a staffing review taking place with a focus on the establishment at Ridge Hill and the deployment of staff within
the unit.

In recent months the occupancy at Ridge Hill has increased in Acute Assessment/Treatment. There have been three patients admitted who have required intensive support due
to behaviours that challenge, two patients requiring two to one care and support at times. This has significantly increased the use of bank and agency in the last three months
and is being closely monitored.

Behavioural/Aggression

18.12.13

02.01.14

Abscond

Category

2014/
124

STEIS
Ref

07

21

Unexpected Death

Totals:
0

0

0

Children, Young
People and
Families

22

8

14

Total

No

Inquest

There were no breaches reported during January 14.

2. Monthly updates on breaches of Same Sex Accommodation

Of the 8 unexpected deaths 3 were reported to the Local Area Team (STEIS) and an investigation commenced.

1

1

0

Learning
Disabilities

Sectioned patient tail gated an AMPH of the ward,
and purchased alcohol and Paracetamol.
Ambulance contacted and the patient was
transferred to the local A&E where patient suffered
a gastric bleed. Patient returned to the ward
following treatment.

Details

There were a total of 22 deaths reported in January 2014.

14

Expected Death

Mental Health

Below is the Trust mortality data for January 2013

Mortality Data

Incident
Date

Reported
to STEIS

The other serious incident is detailed below.

The Cause of Death for three of the four unexpected deaths was recorded has Natural Causes by the Coroner.

Four Serious Incidents were reported to the Area Team.

Serious Incident Report

Target Date
For RCA
completion
06.03.14

Internal investigation commenced
Email sent to Local Authority regarding
raising the AMPH’s awareness when
leaving the ward.

Assurance

8

1 Killed Himself
1 Narrative - He killed himself whilst suffering from Paranoid thoughts and anxiety

Inquests – January 2014 – 2 Concluded –

4. Inquests Outcomes

Reported to NHSLA – 23

1 Closed
0 New

Employers Liability = 18
Public Liability = 5

Total No. Outstanding – 23

Claims – January 2014

3. Claims

9
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Executive Summary

Two summary reports of Quality Assurance Walkthroughs in respect of the following:Newton House (Learning Disabilities
The challenges and response from the Division can be found on page 5.
Ridge Hill (Learning Disabilities)
The challenges and response from the Division can be found on page 8.
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Summary of Quality Assurance Walk Through at the Newton House – 15.01.14
The visiting team comprised 3 Board members – 2 Non-Executive Directors and an Executive Director. An
information pack was received 1 week in advance of the planned review visit. The information was useful,
however more recent data would have given the team a more accurate picture of compliance to appraisals,
training and vacancy rates. Newton House has very low staff turnover. It must be noted that as the staffing
compliment to this House is small, a small number of staff on sick leave, vacancies or appraisals would distort
the overall percentage.
Newton House takes transfers from Gerry Simon Clinic and forms part of the Forensic pathway. The House has 4
bedrooms for learning disability patients with limited escorted leave, who will, with support, transfer to the
community. As patients wishing to leave the House need to be escorted, this places demands on staff. There
are 3 Care Assistants and 1 Manager Vacancy, therefore Bank staff cover the posts and unless the staff member
knows the patient, they are not allowed to escort them off site. One view expressed was that patients should be
further down the pathway for transfer to be transferred to Newton House.
The information pack gave the visiting team an insight into Newton House and provided the opportunity to ask
relevant questions of the nurse in charge who was a regular member of the Nurse Bank. The House had 4 male
patients at the time of the visit.
The team had the opportunity to speak with 3 male patients. The nurse in charge was welcoming and escorted
the team around the House.
It was noted that the usual staffing levels were 1 nurse in charge, 1 Care Assistant and 1 Technical Instructor.
The House Manager retired during 2013 and no replacement has been appointed, however a band 6 nurse is
usually in charge. It was felt that more permanent staff were required to provide consistency and to ensure
staff who know patients and can take them on escorted leave, are available at all times.
The Nurse in Charge and the Technical Instructor were extremely knowledgeable of Newton House, its patients
and staff. A PLACE review was undertaken during April – June 2013 and Hallam St Hospital was given a red (RAG)
rating for the environment. During the walkthrough, the environment was in good condition, clean and
pleasant.
The Multi-Disciplinary Team Meeting takes place weekly, this is very effective and patients are involved.
Patients enjoy their own rooms and feel it’s a ‘home from home’ environment with personal activities taking
place. The only dislike with the 3 male patients was the portion and poor quality of food. The Nurse in Charge
explained that a new system had been introduced where food is delivered to the ward and once a week patients
will shop and cook for all patients at the House. The selection of halal meat was criticised and also the fact that
another patient would like halal meat but this is not allowed as he is not of a minority ethnic group.
All patients were complimentary about the staff, knew them by name and felt safe apart from when 1 patient
who has mood swings becomes upset. Patients’ notes were reviewed and the method of obtaining written
consent noted. Patients enjoy out of House activities but as they use shared activities with the whole of the
Hallam St site, they have experienced being discouraged by those outside the House to use the gym. It was
agreed that equal access to the gym must be promoted.
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Patients are involved in care planning and have regular 1-1s. They have a place to meet with relatives but sound
proofing and confidentiality is an issue and it was felt that further breakaway space needed to be considered.
There have been no serious incidents over the past 12 months and report of one complaint regarding
information to next of kin was satisfactorily concluded.
There are no dual trained (general and LD) staff in this House however, staff do access training via the Physical
Health Matron. Levels of trust were high between staff and patients. It was felt that more permanent male staff
are required.
3 patients are in the process of being transferred to the community and the team saw evidence of a step-bystep interactive plan which is discussed with the patient. Although this facility is for step down, the patients
have experienced delayed discharges due to the need for appropriate accommodation, funding and effective
out of area Local Authority procedures. All patients have been at the unit for at least 12 months when the
Nurse in Charge’s view was that the Step Down facility should be for around 6 months. Also, there does not
appear to be a contingency plan for the patient if the placement at Newton House breaks down as the previous
room in the Gerry Simon Unit will have been taken by another patient. All patients felt their care was effective.
There were no concerns from the staff regarding the future of Newton House. Positive patient outcomes were
evident as patients felt much better and had experienced the benefits of excellent staff support. One LD student
Nurse felt he’d had a positive experience and been well supported. One area where he felt could be improved at
the Trust is to further expand the knowledge of how to treat physical injury following self-harm. The student felt
a week placement in Accident & Emergency would prepare him for this.
Positive Findings from Newton House
- Low staff turnover
- Environment was in good condition, clean and pleasant
- Patient Feedback
- Knew staff by name
- Felt safe
- Care Planning Patients are involved in care planning and have regular 1-1s
- Levels of Trust levels are high between staff and patients
- Student Nurse Feedback felt he had experienced excellent staff support
- Transfer to community evidence of step by step interactive plan discussed with patient
Challenges for Newton House
-

-

-

-

Escorted leave Bank staff cover the posts and unless the staff member knows the patient, they are not
allowed to escort them
Staffing more permanent staff (some male) were required to ensure consistency and to ensure staff who
know patients and can take them on escorted leave are available at all times. House Manager retired during
2013 and no replacement has been appointed
Patient Feedback 3 patients highlighted the portions and poor quality of food, a new system has been
introduced where food would be delivered to the ward and once a week patients will shop and cook for
patients at the House. Selection of Halal meat criticised and also that another patient would like halal meat
but is not allowed as he is not of a minority ethnic group.
Shared use of gym patients have experienced being discouraged by those outside the House to use the gym.
Equal access to the gym is to be promoted
Breakaway space there is a place to meet with relatives, however sound proofing and confidentiality is an
issue and it was felt that further breakaway space needed to be considered
Discharge patients have experienced delayed discharges due to the need for appropriate accommodation,
funding and effective out of area Local Authority procedures. Patients have been in the unit for at least 12
months when as it’s a step down facility this should be around 6 months.
Student Nurse feedback Trust to further expand the knowledge of how to treat physical injury following
self-harm, a week’s placement in A&E he felt would prepare him for this.
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The visiting team would like to thank the staff and patients of the unit for their support and the time they gave
to facilitate the visit.

Response from Division for both positive findings and challenges
We welcome the recognition of enduring relationships with staff and service users on Newton House. The
smaller environment enables staff and patient trust to be developed as well as aiding rehabilitation into a
community setting at the end of the rehabilitation pathway. Staff are regularly trained and have excellent links
with MDT who provide further specialist input and skills to ensure that patients transfer through the pathway as
quickly as possible (in conjunction with the MOJ).
Staff at Newton House have welcomed the positive feedback and recognition of their hard work.
Escorted Leave – There are some occasions when the risk of unfamiliar bank members of staff means that
escort is not permitted. This is the exception however, and the decision is made as an MDT with final sign off by
the Responsible Clinician. Due to two long terms sicknesses, there have been an increase in bank staff over the
past three months, which is not usual for Newton House. These members of staff are being managed through
the sickness policy and will return as soon as possible.
Staffing – We have recently recruited another permanent staff member who is male. He is now only waiting for
CRB clearance and should be in post within the next 4-6 weeks. A Temporary ward manager has been
appointed two days per week (A. Bains) who provides managerial support to the Unit whilst ongoing
development of Langley house is reviewed and management for the forensic pathway is redesigned.
Patient Feedback – The quality of food has been discussed with estates for some time, hence the move towards
Unit level food preparation. The temporary ward manager (A. Bains) has been asked to work with J. Appleby to
ensure a greater selection of Halal meats are available and are accessible to all patients who wish to eat them.
Shared use of gym – Service Manager has contacted MH Service Manager to express difficulty and has been
reassured that the Gym is for equal access across the Hallam site. Newton team have been encouraged to
schedule activities further in advance and to ensure gym usage is improved.
Breakaway space – Unfortunately space at Newton house is very much at a premium. The service recognises
that this is an on-going issue and has fed this into discussions relating to the development of Langley House. We
will use our Divisional influence to ensure greater shared space/break away space is provided within the new
facility.
Discharge – There are a number of complicating factors in relation to delayed discharges. Firstly, as outlined by
the board, local authority placements are becoming more difficult to obtain (as a result of less funding being
available, particularly for specialist placements). It is important to point out that many of the patients at Newton
house also require Ministry of Justice approval for placements, which is also a delaying issue. We are continuing
to raise placements/delayed discharges with Chief Officers at both Local Authority and Clinical Commissioning
Groups. We have put this on the Divisional and Care Governance risk registers.
Student Nurse Feedback – Whilst we acknowledge that increased skills in the assessment and treatment of
physical issues would be a benefit, we do not have control of which placements student nurses are allocated to.
We will, however, engage more strongly with the Physical Health Matron and have asked the Lead Nurse to
facilitate this learning over the next few months.
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Summary of Quality Assurance Walk Through at the Ridge Hill –24.01.14
The visiting team comprised of 4 Board members; Chief Executive, Assistant Director of Nursing, Chairman and 1
Non-Executive Director. An information pack was received 1 week in advance of the planned walkthrough.
Walking onto the unit the visiting team felt that the atmosphere was relaxed and the staff were welcoming and
inviting. The information pack gave the visiting team the opportunity to ask relevant questions to the Ward
Manager. It was evident that the Ward Manager was committed to the service users and ward team. She
conveyed a depth of passion for the care of the service users in the delivery of her leadership role demonstrated
in the conversations the team had with her. The ward had full access to Multi-Disciplinary Team working and
found that this works really well and no issues were raised in this area.
Due to the acuity and limited availability of service users, 2 of the visiting team were able to speak to 2 service
users. Both were accompanied by staff members who were observed to be interacting well and in a therapeutic
manner. There was a feeling of warmth, care and compassion demonstrated in interpersonal interactions
between staff and the service users. One service user had memory related issues so was not able to answer any
specific questions but she was happily and therapeutically engaged by the staff member who was using her
personal picture stories and playing music of her favourite pop artist supplemented with pictures of him. The
team were able to join in with this activity. Her birthday cards were on display and she could relate to her cards
to stimulate discussions. The second service user was able to interact with us. He shared details of some of the
activities he has had the opportunity to be engaged in since being on the unit, feeling that they were meaningful
activities to him. He stated he was happy with his care and there was nothing he would wish to change about
the nature of his care and was happy with the level of support he was receiving. He also reported feeling safe
on the unit.
The visiting team noted that there was an extremely positive and caring attitude to all clients by all staff. It was
evident that the service users seen were being therapeutically engaged and treated with dignity, respect, care
and compassion. The team also found that service users were being involved and engaged in their care from
discussions held with 1 of the service users.
The staff member accompanying the service user expressed concerns about the reduction in choices of food
available for service users particularly as the week progressed. He felt that there were some restrictions being
put on the amount of food being ordered that reduced patient choice. This was shared with the Ward Manager
who explained that there were issues prior to Christmas; however, there was a move to placing orders twice a
week as opposed to the current weekly shop. Restrictions were being made by the Ward manager in relation to
maintaining healthy balanced diets and preventing overstocking of food.
The ward manager informed us that only 50% of staff had attended their food hygiene updates, due, initially to
the availability of courses. This was a concern particularly because this is the only unit that staff prepare and
cook patient food onsite. Staff are now being booked on their updates. During the walkabout and review of the
refrigerator it was reported that food items were not appropriately stored, (fridge had raw meat next to milk).
The ward manager said she would rectify this immediately. She explained that she has had limited contact with
the new Hospitality Manager, this is to be followed up via the Assistant Director of Nursing.
Discussion ensued regarding the 20% vacancy rate in December 2013. The team were advised that 2 staff
members have recently been recruited and the remaining 1.2 WTE vacancies were still be recruited to. Raised
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sickness levels last reported in November 2013 were due to staff members being on long term sick. However,
staff have now returned to work with 1 staff member remaining on long term sick. December’s figures were
anticipated to be much better.
The number of staff on each shift was reported to be 9 during the day and 8 at night. There were 6 patients in
the Unit. The Ward Manager felt that these numbers reflected the acuity of the patients and the number of
service users on clinical observations. At the time of the visit there was 1 Service user on 2:1 and 3 patients on
1:1 Clinical observations. There were also 3 patients on Section 3 of the Mental Health Act. Out of a total of 35
staff members 8 were trained registered nurses and the others were HCSW, a ratio of 1:4 qualified to HCSW.
The ward manager reflected that she had been without a deputy for some time but had just recruited to this
post. She acknowledged that there was a reliance on bank staff but that mostly the bank staff had worked many
shifts at Ridge Hill and familiar with the service user group. It was noted that there seemed to be a very large
number of staff for the number of clients on the Unit and although this was partially down to the nature of the
clients and its isolation from other units, it would be useful to review. Perhaps the over cautious management
of risk is also worthy of some review.
We heard from the Ward Manager that the team used a therapeutic positive behavioural approach to working
with this client group. As a result there had been no restraints for over 4 years. However, more recently this
has not been the case due to particularly challenging behaviours with one client. The Ward Manager shared
that there had been a significant amount of incidents reported in November 2013 of predominantly minor
assaults. At the end of the visit the physical intervention team were attending the ward to support with specific
‘holding skills’ for a patient requiring a specific treatment mode.
It was evident that there was a good understanding of safeguarding procedures as the manager recounted
procedures followed for reporting ; investigation in relation to an alleged incident that occurred in September
2013 (the case was investigated and shut within 24 hours as allegation not substantiated).
The visiting team were informed that all service users have a standard physical health assessment made
available in accessible format. Service users also have their annual health check through the GP linked to this
unit.
All patients have advocacy services involved in their care and most have family involvement. It was difficult to
fully assess this, however, from an equality and diversity perspective patients are treated as an individual this
was reflected in the description of the cooking of food on the unit to meet the diversity of the service users (i.e.
Halal meat is collected from a special shop from liaison with families).
The ward manager shared her frustrations when navigating her way through who is responsible for
maintenance/replacement of certain equipment etc. as this became a time consuming activity due to Ridge Hill
being a LIFT building. This means that there are certain rules about what can and cannot be done and what
BCPFT are responsible for, the ward manager found it difficult due to the uncertainty of who to contact for
what. Examples given were the significant amount of time it took to replace a washing machine hose and also
getting old furniture moved.
An environmental check was undertaken by 2 of the visiting team, they were pleased to note that the unit was
absolutely immaculate and in an extremely good state of repair. They found that the corridors and patients
public spaces were featureless, it was explained that the nature of the clients and the difficulties of getting in
pictures or other forms of ornaments to the building were very difficult as it was a LIFT project.
Concerns were also raised about the Rostering system. There were concerns that the system was indiscriminate
about the numbers of consecutive shifts appropriate for a staff member to work i.e. example of a 10 day stretch
at a time followed by nights. There was a view that it was time consuming to rectify and would save time if the
unit could manage shift rotas themselves.
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On reflection of the core differences since being managed by BCPFT the ward manager highlighted the
perception of increased ‘paperwork’, audits. The Ward manager expressed that this may be due to elements of
becoming more business-like but without having a deputy in post meant that the Ward manager felt more of
her time was taken away from direct patient care. This situation is being resolved with a deputy in post and the
Trust moving to electronic paper records. There were concerns conveyed regarding the transition to new folder
types which is being addressed to appropriate personnel.
Positive Findings from Ridge Hill
- Patient Feedback
 Felt the activities on the ward were meaningful to him
 happy with his care
 happy with the level of support he was receiving
 felt safe on the unit
- Positive and caring attitude to all clients by all staff
- Service users seen were being therapeutically engaged and treated with dignity, respect, care and
compassion
- Service users were involved and engaged in their care
- Restraints None for over 4 years due to therapeutic positive behavioural approach to working with this client
group.
- Good understanding of safeguarding procedures demonstrated via discussions with Ward manager
- Physical Health Assessments made available in accessible format
- Advocacy services all patients have this involved in their care
- Environment immaculate and in an extremely good state of repair
- Recruitment Deputy now in post and 2 further staff members recruited.
Challenges for Ridge Hill
- Reduction in choice of food available for service users particularly as the week progressed - some restrictions
being put on the amount of food being ordered which reduced patient choice. There is a move to placing
orders twice a week as opposed to the current weekly shop.
- Only 50% of staff had attended Food hygiene updates – this initially was due to the availability of courses.
Ward manager has had limited contact with the new Hospitality Manager, Assistant Director of Nursing to
follow this up.
- Maintenance/replacement of certain equipment etc. - the ward manager found it difficult to navigate due to
the uncertainty of who to contact for what due to it being a LIFT project.
- Staff Rostering System - concerns that the system was indiscriminate about the numbers of consecutive shifts
appropriate for a staff member to work.
- Amount of Paperwork - This situation is being resolved with a deputy in post and the Trust moving to
electronic paper records.
The visiting team felt that this was a very positive visit. The Unit Manager was very well informed and extremely
engaging and she received positive feedback to that effect from them.
Response from Division for both positive findings and challenges
The team are pleased that their positive and caring attitude towards clients was evident and commented on
positively. A lot of work has gone into building a culture of positive support, together with creating
individualised activities into each client’s day. The team works well with the wider MDT and is proud of its
person centred approach which links closely to the limited use of physical interventions in this area.
All staff have a good understanding of safeguarding procedures and have attended appropriate training.
The team has developed a range of accessible materials to help support clients and involve them in their care. A
number of staff have undertaken the ‘Making Information Accessible’ training and software is available in the
service to use as required.
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The environment is maintained to a high standard. The Domestic Service staff work in partnership with the staff
team to ensure the environment is well maintained whilst client needs are met.
Reduction in choice of food available for service users particularly as the week progressed – the service will
move to a delivery of food twice a week instead of once a week. The ward manager has worked on reducing
waste and over-stocking of food, whilst ensuring that healthy options are available and menu planning takes
place.
Only 50% of staff had attended Food Hygiene updates – staff are being booked onto updates as they become
available. The ward manager has the Hospitality Managers contact details and will make arrangements to meet.
Maintenance/replacement of equipment – the service has a Facilities Management provider linked to the LiFT
building and also has links to NHS Property Services and BCPFT Estates. Frustrations can occur in respect of how
these departments work together and thus organise and agree on how tasks/requests are completed. Since the
building was opened, a range of training and guidance has been utilised to guide staff on ‘who to call’. This will
be re-visited by the Service Manager to produce updated information for the team.
Staff Rostering System – the ward manager met with the Bank and Rostering team on a number of occasions to
set up the MAPS Health Roster electronic system for the service. Despite this initial set up process, the system
has little flexibility and continues to be time consuming and is often ‘off line’. The ward manager has requested
that all the qualified nurses have access so that they can look on the system readily (particularly in respect of
covering shifts) but this has taken some time to achieve. The ward manager would welcome a structured review
of the MAPS system, with involvement of end users. The preference would be that rota’s are produced locally,
however, if an electronic system is maintained it is hoped that this can be developed to be fit for purpose.
A review of staff numbers per shift will be undertaken with the ward manager. This will include reviewing levels
of client risk with the MDT; rota planning and any additional relevant factors.
Amount of Paperwork – the ward manager reflected that the amount of paperwork has grown since the
transfer to BCPFT and that this detracts from their time spent on patient care. The ward manager has been
involved in a number of task and finish groups that aim to develop and harmonise paperwork (i.e. nursing
documentation). It is important that this continues so that the division can establish robust tools and systems
with appropriate input as it moves forward. There has been an investment in additional hours of
administration support for the service and this is provided each morning to the ward by a member of the admin
team from the main building. The team is being encouraged to make good use of this resource. The ward
manager is supported to engage with information and data flows and is able to delegate some tasks to members
of the team.
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Executive Summary

Summary of key points
The 2013 Staff Survey took place between October and December 2013 with the
results published in February 2014. The report outlines the following:
•
•
•

The Trust’s top five ranking results compared to like Trusts.
The Trust’s bottom five ranking results compared to like Trusts.
The Trust’s largest local changes since the 2012 survey.

It is proposed that the Trust’s response focuses on a small number of themes,
and actions to address these. The key themes and actions are:
•

Training and Development
o Appraisal
o Mandatory Training/Specialist Mandatory Training
o Managing and Leading for Excellence

•

Health and Wellbeing
o Full review of staff support service.
o Re-tendering of Occupational Health
o Review of Trust’s Sickness Absence Policy
o Development of a Health and Wellbeing project

•

Engagement and Communication
o Introduction of a Team Brief process.
o Quarterly Leadership Forum
o On-going communication of results and progress of staff survey.
o Development of a workforce equality/diversity plan.

A full action plan will be developed and presented to the Workforce Development
Group.

1. Introduction
This paper outlines the results of the 2013 staff survey, and seeks agreement for the
set of actions developed.
2. Background
The National Staff Survey takes place every year across all NHS Trusts, and is
either undertaken as a full survey across all staff, or a sample survey. For the last
two years, 2012 and 2013, the Trust has undertaken a full survey of all staff, thereby
giving a full picture across the whole organisation. The full survey enables there to
be a bigger sample of responses, and as a result the figures and information
received are more robust.
The survey was undertaken between October and December 2013, with the analysis
of results compared with all other trusts received in February 2014.
The Trust’s response rate for the 2013 Staff Survey was 48% (870 responses). This
is a slight improvement on the 2012 response rate which was 47%. Nationally, the
mean response rate for mental health trusts is 48%, but the overall national
response for all trusts has decreased slightly from 50% to 49%, demonstrating that
our direction of travel is opposite to the national trend.
Last year the Trust again focussed on a specific number of key areas rather than
respond to each particular outcome. These specific work areas were:
•
•
•

Training and Development
Engagement and Communication
Raising/Reporting Concerns

Work has continued through the year and has included continuation of the work on
the new approach to appraisal, continued revamp of the content and delivery of
mandatory training, continued roll-out of the Managing for Excellence Programme for
managers which included a module on management of bullying and harassment,
and the launch of the ‘See Something Say Something’ campaign to make staff aware
of how to raise/report concerns. Some of the projects undertaken are on-going
pieces of work that will continue into this year.

3. Results
All key findings are rated and comparisons made with both the previous year’s
results, and a national average for mental health/learning disability trusts. These
scores are then categorised into a ranking order when compared with these like

trusts. Ranking being: Worst 20%; below average; average; above average and
best 20%.
The Trust has scored below average, or worst 20% on 19 out of the 28 Key Findings.
For the majority of these scores the Trust scores are only 1-2% below the national
average. However, the Trust has not decreased its scores on any of the 28 Key
Findings, with the findings showing no statistical change or an increase on the 2012
results.
On 3 out of the 28 key findings, the Trust has significantly increased its scores, and
on 7 out of the 28 key findings the Trust is rated either above (better than) average
or within the highest (best) 20%.
One of the overall indicators analysed as part of the staff survey is that of staff
engagement. This indicator is scored on a range of 1 – 5 with 1 indicating that staff
are poorly engaged, and 5 indicating that staff are highly engaged. This year’s
results have shown no change on the previous year, although scores below average
when compared to the national average for other mental health/learning disability
trusts. The Trust scored 3.66 (73%), with the national average score being 3.71
(74%).
This indicator is made up of Key Finding (KF)22 – Staff inability to contribute towards
improvements at work; KF24 – Staff recommendation of the trust as a place to work
or receive treatment; and KF35 – Staff motivation at work. Results are:
2012 results

2013 results

Trust rating

Staff
Engagement

Trust results

Trust result

National
average

KF22 – Staff
ability to
contribute
towards
improvements at
work

71%

72%

72%

Average

KF24 – Staff
recommendation
of the trust as a
place to work or
receive
treatment

69.4%

69.6%

71%

Below average

KF25 - Staff
motivation at
work

76.6%

75.8%

77%

Below Average

Key Finding 24 is the key finding considered for the Friends and Family Test (staff
recommendation of the trust as a place to work or receive treatment).
All the findings from the Trust are ranked, as indicated above, and both the top and
bottom ranking factors are identified. These are:
The Trust’s top five rankings are:
(The key findings which the Trust compares most favourably with other like
Trusts)
•
•
•
•
•

KF10 Percentage of staff receiving health and safety training in last 12
Months (90%)
KF7 Percentage of staff appraised in last 12 months (95%) (this score
was in the bottom five rankings in 2012)
KF14 Percentage of staff reporting errors, near misses or incidents
Witnessed in the last months (94%)
KF26 Percentage of staff having equality and diversity training in last
12 months (76%)
KF8 Percentage of staff having well structured appraisals in last 12
Months (45%)

The Trust’s bottom five rankings are:
(The key findings which the Trust compares least favourably with other like
Trusts)
•
•
•
•
•

KF20 Percentage of staff feeling pressure in last 3 months to attend work
When feeling unwell (27%) (the lower the score the better)
KF15 Fairness and effectiveness of incident reporting procedures (67.4%)
KF4 Effective team working (74.8%)
KF6 Percentage of staff receiving job-relevant training, learning or
Development in last 12 months (77%)
KF9 Support from immediate managers (74.2%)

Largest Local Changes since the 2012 Survey:
(The key findings where staff experiences have improved since the 2012
survey)
•
•

KF7

Percentage of staff appraised in last 12 months
2012 – 84%
2013 – 95%
KF26 Percentage of staff having equality and diversity training in last 12
months

•

2012 – 49%
2013 – 76%
KF10 Percentage of staff receiving health and safety training in last 12
months
2012 – 72%
2013 – 90%

As has been demonstrated, in the areas that the focus has been on, i.e. training and
development, there has been significant improvement in the overall scores
specifically in relation to appraisals and mandatory training.
Some of the key messages that have been highlighted by our staff survey provider is
that they struggled to find areas that have deteriorated, this reflects that with our
scores there has either been an improvement, or no statistical change. Their
recommendations for the coming year are that there is a need to review the
effectiveness of appraisals and the training provision; look at how objectives feed
into the wider Trust objectives; and to prioritise the issue of staff stress and how staff
can deal with conflicting priorities more effectively.

4. Proposed Trust Response
Once again, by taking the approach of focussing on a small number of key areas we
have seen improvements in the target areas, the biggest successes being appraisals
and mandatory training subjects such as equality and diversity and health and
safety. Again, our survey provider, Quality Health, has encouraged us to continue
with this approach as it has proven to be the most effective. Therefore, again it is
proposed to focus on specific projects of work that will address a number of key
findings or further consolidate the improvements to date:
The key themes that have been identified are:
•
•
•
4.1

Training and Development
Engagement and Communication
Health and Well-being
Proposed Actions

Key Theme: Training and Development
To address: KF6

%age of staff receiving job-relevant training, learning or
development in the last 12 months.
KF9 Support from immediate Managers
KF23 Staff job satisfaction.

KF27 % believing the Trust provides equal opportunities for career
progression or promotion
Proposed Approach:
Appraisal:
•
•
•

Continued development of the revised appraisal approach to include an
evaluation on the quality of the appraisals undertaken.
Linkage of incremental pay progression to individual’s performance.
Managers to attend the Managing for Excellence programme, specifically the
Appraisals module in order to ensure that the appraisals that they undertake
are structured, meaningful and effective.

Mandatory Training
• Continued development of both the Annual Mandatory Training and Specialist
Mandatory Training. The first year of the Annual Mandatory Training is now
completed, with the Trust achieving over 95% attendance. Year 2 has now
been developed and is being implemented. This has involved changes in the
content of the training day.
The same approach has been applied to the Specialist Mandatory Training,
and the implementation of this is now being undertaken. This includes the
specialist mandatory training that needs to take place both on an annual basis
and a three yearly basis with the target audiences being the staff that require
the specific training.
Managing for Excellence
•

Continued roll out of the Managing for Excellence training programme for
managers. This is a programme of training specifically aimed at middle and
senior managers to provide them with the skills and experience to apply HR
policies and manage staff effectively. Whilst there has been good attendance
at this training, it is now planned to target specific levels of management.

Leadership
•

Development of a Leadership Forum for senior managers across the Trust.
Arrangements are already in place for the first of these to take place. These
will take place on a quarterly basis.

Key Theme: Health and Wellbeing
To address: KF3 Work pressure felt by staff
KF12 % suffering work-related stress in last 12 months
KF20 % feeling pressure in last 3 months to attend work when feeling
unwell.
Proposed Approach:
•

Undertake a full review of the current staff support service provision.
Currently the staff support service provides staff counselling, coaching, team
building and mediation. A number of these services are now provided within
the Trust itself. Also, it was agreed at the time of the Occupational Health
tender that the service would be reviewed after 12 months. Therefore, it is
proposed that this review takes place to ensure that we provide an effective
and efficient service to the Trust.

•

Re-tender Occupational Health Services. This contract was awarded to the
current provider two years ago. Unfortunately, there have been difficulties in
working with the private provider and therefore, in order to look to improve the
service in a costly way, it is proposed to re-tender the occupational health
service.

•

Further development and review of the Trust’s sickness absence policy
following feedback from both managers and staff side. This will include a
review and simplification of trigger points for staff to be referred to
Occupational Health and to be formally managed under the policy.

•

Development of a health and wellbeing project.

Key Theme: Engagement and Communication
To address: KF4
KF9
KF11
KF21

Effective team working.
Support from immediate managers.
% suffering work-related stress in last 12 months.
% reporting good communication between senior management
and staff.
KF27 % believing the Trust provides equal opportunities for career
progression or promotion.

Proposed Approach:
•

Introduction of a team brief process across the Trust to ensure communication
of both organisation wide and local issues.

•

Organisation of a Leadership forum for senior managers across the Trust.
Arrangements are already in place for the first of these to take place. These
will take place on a quarterly basis.

•

Communication of the results of the 2013 staff survey to be sent from the
Chief Executive and Staff Side lead. This will be attached to payslips in order
to ensure that all staff receive a copy. Updates will then be communication
throughout the year.

•

Development of a workforce equality/Diversity plan. This will be a joint plan
developed by Workforce and Equality and Diversity to identify how BME staff
within the Trust can be supported to develop their careers.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, there have been some substantial improvements in some of the
scores within the 2013 staff survey results, especially in the areas of appraisal and
mandatory training, and whilst there are still areas that need improvement, there has
been no decrease in the scores since 2012.
The survey continues to identify the areas where the Trust needs to improve and, as
in previous years, it is proposed to focus on a number of key projects to address the
results rather than putting in place numerous initiatives/actions to address individual
issues. The key areas have been highlighted in this report, however, a detail action
plan will be drawn up, presented and agreed by the Trust’s Workforce Development
Group.

6. Recommendation
That the above information be noted, and the proposed actions agreed.

Agenda item no.: 3
Enclosure no.: 3.5
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Responding to the Francis Report
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Andy Green, Company Secretary

Author:

Alison Barrett, Head of Corporate Services

Purpose:

Information; Approval; Review; Discussion

Strategic & risk relationship:
Strategic objective: All
High Level Risk: N/A
Recommendations:
To note the report.
The Board to determine whether any further action is required before the
Trust publishes its response to the Francis recommendations, in
accordance with the Secretary of State’s direction.

Equality & Diversity implications:
There are no specific implications to consider.

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:
Not applicable

Executive Summary
The Francis Report was issued on 6 February 2013.
The report was considered by the Board at its strategy day on 13 February
2013 actions were agreed as part of the response to the recommendations
relevant to the Trust as a provider of NHS services.
A further report was presented to the Board at its strategy day 26 February
2014 providing an overview of actions taken to date and an update of
progress made against each recommendation. Some work on providing a
full report back was still in progress.
A table is now attached as appendix 1 with a full update.
Further updates will be provided to the board at a future meeting in 2014.

The report presented to the Board at its strategy day is attached as appendix 2
for information.

Report presented to the Board Strategy Day 26 February 2014
Robert Francis QC published his report on 6 February 2013 calling for fundamental
change in the NHS following the failings at the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation
Trust.
The Director of Nursing & Professional Practice presented a paper for Board
discussion at the Board Strategy and Development Day, on 13th February 2013 in
respect of how the Trust had and might respond to the recommendations within the
“Francis Report”.
It noted that the Francis report made 290 recommendations and an initial
assessment indicated ‘that … 28% are likely to require a response from the Trust
(with just under half having existing work programmes that could be built upon). A
further 27% are likely to require Trust action at some point, but this would need to be
defined by external bodies such as commissioners or the CQC. The remaining 55%
of actions are unlikely to require Trust action as they apply to other agencies such as
Monitor”.
The Board recorded:
‘…that the Trust had taken some positive steps after the publication of the initial
reports a couple of years ago, resulting in moves to increase the positive assurance
of services to the board.”
The following actions were agreed by the Board:
•

•
•

a plan be drawn up to establish both a series of independently facilitated
“focus groups” of staff (and users and carers) and a supporting
communications strategy (via Grapevine, and the website for example).
Consideration would also be given to facilitating specific learning sessions for
clinical leaders within the Trust, perhaps led by those involved in the inquiry.
It was agreed that a statement outlining the Boards approach be
communicated across the Trust.

It was recognised that the Trust’s Quality Improvement Business Plan (QIBP) and
work undertaken in respect of improvements at the Penn Hospital site had ensured
significant progress already at that stage. In addressing many of the issues identified
further work has been undertaken, and includes:
•

A staff Communication and Engagement Plan outlining activities across the
Trust to implement the recommendations of Francis and improve/increase
awareness and understanding generally. A report was presented to Board at
its November 2013 meeting on the significant progress made on that plan.

•

The ‘Trust Behaviours’ was launched in December 2013 via its newsletter
‘Grapevine’.

•

“Caring Counts - A Strategy for Nursing, allied health professionals,
Psychological Therapists and Care Staff” to promote delivery of

Compassionate Care’ was agreed by the Board in November 2013 and
formally launched in December 2013.
•

A Leadership Development Group has been established to address the
leadership needs of the Trust.

•

Significant work was already being undertaken in respect of effective
complaints handling which also meets the requirements of Francis and further
work around independence in complaints investigation is being developed.

•

A programme of Quality Assurance walkthroughs take place at inpatient
facilities across the Trust by executive and non-executive director, and
outcomes from these visits are reported back to the service areas and the
Board itself.

However, whilst it is important to recognise that significant work has progressed, the
Trust does not have a formal record of its responses to the relevant
recommendations, which may need to be published in line with the request by the
Secretary of State.
To that end a small working group* has been established to compile evidence of the
actions taken and being taken against each recommendation.
The attached document is a summary of the work in progress. It has been circulated
to relevant Directors and other senior managers for them to report back on the
progress achieved and areas still being worked on and/or requiring further
development.
It is envisaged that there will be some areas identified which will require further
action if we are to ensure we have responded fully to all the relevant Francis
recommendations.
It is proposed that further updates be presented to the Board within 2014 when the
Board can then determine whether it needs to take any further action.

*The group comprises of the Associate Chief Operating Officer, Divisional Director for Mental Health,
Associate Director Business Intelligence and Transformation, Head of Communications, Head of
Human Resources and Head of Corporate Services.

4

3

2

1

Rec. No

Theme

Recommendation

Person Responsible

The NHS and all who work for it must adopt and demonstrate a shared culture in
which the patient is the priority in everything done. This requires:
• A common set of core values and standards shared throughout the system;
• Leadership at all levels from ward to the top of the Department of Health, committed
to and capable of involving all staff with those values and standards;
• A system which recognises and applies the values of transparency, honesty and
candour;
• Freely available, useful, reliable and full information on attainment of the values and
standards;
• A tool or methodology such as a cultural barometer to measure the cultural health of
all parts of the system.

It is recommended that:
• All commissioning, service provision regulatory and ancillary organisations in
healthcare should consider the findings and recommendations of this report and
decide how to apply them to their own work;
• Each such organisation should announce at the earliest practicable time its decision
on the extent to which it accepts the recommendations and what it intends to do to
implement those accepted, and thereafter, on a regular basis but not less than once
a year, publish in a report information regarding its progress in relation to its planned
actions;
• In addition to taking such steps for itself, the Department of Health should collate
information about the decisions and actions generally and publish on a regular basis
but not less than once a year the progress reported by other organisations;
• The House of Commons Select Committee on Health should be invited to consider
incorporating into its reviews of the performance of organisations accountable to
Parliament a review of the decisions and actions they have taken with regard to the
recommendations in this report.

Chris Oakes

Susan Claire Marshall

Check values of Trust against Department of Health
constitution
Leadership Development programme
Behaviour
Being developed nationally
Local quality initiatives – Nov 13
Board development
Trust staff behaviours developed with input from service
users, members, Governors and staff. New Trust behaviours
have been developed and are being embedded within the
organisation, including within appraisals, Trust Induction,
Annual Mandatory training day and the Trust Staff Excellence
Awards
New appraisal system in place to ensure key messages are
shared and staff receive development to support the culture.

Commenced February 2013
Focus Group
Board Strategy Day - paper excercise with Board
Statement on Trust Website
Quality Improvement Business
Plan already in place covering recommendations from
Francis
The Board recevies regular updates against key aspects of
the report and an extensive QIBP has been in place.

Progress Achieved

OD diagnostic being piloted in an inpatient area to inform the
development of the wider approach to OD
Leadership forum being developed to enhance leadership
practice to support culture.
Further embed Trust behaviours and integrate into
recruitment and the new leadership development approach
currently being developed.

Introduction

Progress View

Clarity ofvalues and
principles

The core values expressed in the NHS Constitution should be given priority of place
and the overriding value should be that patients are put first, and everything done by
the NHS and everyone associated with it should be informed by this ethos.

The NHS Constitution should be the first reference point for all NHS patients and staff
and should set out the
system’s common values, as well as the respective rights, legitimate expectations
and obligations of patients.

Susan Claire Marshall

Refer to recommendation 2 above and we may need to
ensure our own values are reconciled with the NHS
Constitution.

This may need to be revisited and further promotion of the
NHS Constitution - under review nationally.
6Cs adopted and used to drive compassion in practice and
Dignity agenda, and other principles and values.

.
.
Grapevine Live Events

The patient must be the first priority in all of what the NHS does. Within available resources, they must receive effective services from caring, compassionate and committed staff, working with a common culture, and they must be protected from avoidable harm and
deprivation of their basic rights.

Implementing the
recommendations

These recommendations require every single person serving patients to contribute to a safer, committed, compassionate and caring service

Accountability for implementation of the recommendations

Appendix 2

Chris Oakes

Andy Green

Person Responsible

Progress Achieved

NHS Values and Constitution to be incorporated into
employment contracts.

Code of Conduct to be developed for all staff and managers.
Code of accountability for NHS Boards part of Job
Descriptions for NEDs, Executive Directors and the
Chairman,
Board Away Day.
Regular updates for Executive Committee and updates via
Chief Executive paper to Board.

Progress View

Julie Darby - update needed.
Add new clause to new contracts of employment. Include
NHS Values / Constitution on induction.

Julie Darby - update needed

Contractors providing outsourced services should also be required to abide by these
requirements and to ensure that staff employed by them for these purposes do so as
well. These requirements could be included in the terms on which providers are
commissioned to provide services.

The NHS Constitution should include reference to all the relevent professional and
managerial codes by which NHS staff are bound, including Code of Conduct for NHS
Managers.

The NHS Constitution should incorporate an expectation that staff will follow guidance
and comply with standards relevent to their work, such as those produced by the
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence and, where relevent, the Care
Quality Commission, subject to any more specific requirements of their employees.

Reporting of incidents of concern relevant to patient safety, compliance with
fundamental standards or some higher requirement of the employer needs to be not
only encouraged but insisted upon. Staff are entitled to receive feedback in relation to
any report they make, including information about any action taken or reasons for not
acting.

8

9

10

12

Sue Marshall

Incident reporting.
Raising concerns at work currently under review.
Whistleblowing e.g. raising concerns policy in place
Grievance procedure in place and management training
provided
Bullying and Harassment procedure and management
training provided
Raising concerns campaign undertaken last year
Anonymous complaints and whistleblowing cases are
reported to the Trust Board
Session incorporated into Trust Induction around Raising
Concerns at work

Need to ensure this is embedded into contracts with
outsourced services

Whistleblowing e.g. raising concerns policy being reviewed
Work to look at how feedback is communicated to staff once
concerns have been raised.

Geoff Nixon - update needed

No provider should provide and there should be zero tolerance of, any service that does not comply with fundamental standards of service. Standards need to be formulated to promote the likelihood of the service being delivered safely and effectively, to be clear
about what has to be done to comply, to be informed by an evidence base and to be effectively measurable.

A common culture made real throughout the system – an integrated hierarchy of standards of service

Enshrined in the NHS Consititution should be the commitment to fundamental standards which need to be applied by all those who work and serve in the healthcare system, Behaviour at all levels needs to be in accordance with at least these fundamental standards

Fundamental standards of behaviour

All NHS staff should be required to enter into an express commitment to abide by the
NHS values and the Constitution, both of which should be incorporated into the
contracts of employment.

7

Recommendation

In reaching out to patients, consideration should be given to including expectations in
the NHS Constitution that:
Staff put patients before themselves;
• They will do everything in their power to protect patients from avoidable harm;
• They will be honest and open with patients regardless of the consequences for
themselves;
• Where they are unable to provide the assistance a patient needs, they will direct
them where possible to those who can do so;
• They will apply the NHS values in all their work

Theme

5

Rec. No

Appendix 2

Recommendation

Any example of a serious incident or avoidable harm should trigger an examination
by the Care Quality Commission of how that was addressed by the provider and a
requirement for the trust concerned to demonstrate that the learning to be derived
has been successfully implemented.

Trust Boards should provide, through quality accounts, and in a nationally consistent
format, full and accurate information about their compliance with each standard which
applies to them. To the extent that it is not practical in a written report to set out
detail, this should be made available via each trust’s website. Reports should no
longer be confined to reports on achievements as opposed to a fair representation of
areas where compliance has not been achieved. A full account should be given as to
the methods used to produce the information. To make or be party to a wilfully or
recklessly false statement as to compliance with safety or essential standards in the
required quality account should be made a criminal offence.

Sue Marshall

Sue Marshall

Person Responsible

The Care Quality Commission and Monitor should consider how best to enable
governors to have access to a similar advisory facility in relation to compliance with
healthcare standards as will be available for compliance issues in relation to breach
of a licence (pursuant to section 39A of the National Health Service Act 2006 as
amended), or other ready access to external assistance.

Accountability of Providers There should be a requirement that all directors of all bodies registered by the Care
Directors
Quality Commission as well as Monitor for foundation trusts are, and remain, fit and
proper persons for the role. Such a test should include a requirement to comply with
a prescribed code of conduct for directors.

Requirement of training of
Directors

Theme

78

79

86

Rec. No

Recommendation

A requirement should be imposed on foundation trusts to have in place an adequate
programme for the training and continued development of directors.

Arrangements must be made to ensure that governors are accountable not just to the
immediate membership but to the public at large – it is important that regular and
constructive contact between governors and the public is maintained.

76

Monitor and the Care Quality Commission should publish guidance for governors
suggesting principles they expect them to follow in recognising their obligation to
account to the public, and in particular in arranging for communication with the public
served by the foundation trust and to be informed of the public’s views about the
services offered.

The Council of Governors and the board of each foundation trust should together
consider how best to enhance the ability of the council to assist in maintaining
compliance with its obligations and to represent the public interest. They should
produce an agreed published description of the role of the governors and how it is
planned that they perform it. Monitor and the Care Quality Commission should review
these descriptions and promote what they regard as best practice.

Enhancement of role of
Governors

Person Responsible

Andy Green

Progress Achieved

Serious incidents are reported to the Board, including RCAs.
Lessons Learnt process in place.

Guidance is issued by NHS England and Monitor regarding
the content of the Quality Accounts Report this is not yet
issued but we would develop outside of the guidance /
mandate.
Re wilful or recklessly false statement will be addressed in
the current care bill passing through parliament.
Guidance has now been published and the QA is in the
proces of being completed.

Lessons Learnt to be embedded across the Trust.

*Further clarification required from Sue Marshall.

Progress View

Progress Achieved

There is no overall programme but there is in place:
Board Development programme
Perseonal Development Programme
and to consider the work of the Nomination Committee

This is a CQC and Monitor action however, we need to
ensure we meet these standards.

This is to monitor action but with implications fo rthe Trust to
ensure directors comply with the Code of Conduct

Needs to ensure this is happening as far as possible,
Membership Development Strategy addresses this. This also
needs to be applied to the NEDs.

Progress View

Annual Report. Election Information. To give further
*Further discussion required
consideration to something more formal such as 'Schedule of
matters reserved', which requires further discussion.

This will need to link into the Membership Development
Strategy ensuring meaningful engagement

Responsibility for, and effectiveness of, regulating healthcare systems governance - Monitor's healthcare systems regulatory functions

Use of information about
compliance by regulator
from:
Quality accounts

Responsibility for, and effectiveness of, healthcare standards

Theme

75

74

44

37

Rec. No
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National Patient Safety
Agency functions

National Patient Safety
Agency functions

98

100

Individual reports of serious incidents which have not been otherwise reported should
be shared with a regulator for investigation, as the receipt of such a report may be
evidence that the mandatory system has not been complied with.

Reporting to the National Reporting and Learning System of all significant adverse
incidents not amounting to serious untoward incidents but involving harm to patients
should be mandatory on the part of trusts.

The Department of Health and NHS Commissioning Board should consider what
steps are necessary to require all NHS providers, whether or not they remain
members of the NHS Litigation Authority scheme, to have and to comply with risk
management standards at least as rigorous as those required by the NHS Litigation
Authority.

The recommendations and standards suggested in the Patients Association’s peer
review into complaints at the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust should be
reviewed and implemented in the NHS.

113

Comments or complaints which describe events amounting to an adverse or serious
untoward incident should trigger an investigation.

Patient feedback which is not in the form of a complaint but which suggests cause for
concern should be the subject of investigation and response of the same quality as a
formal complaint, whether or not the informant has indicated a desire to have the
matter dealt with as such.

112

Complaints handling

Provider organisations must constantly promote to the public their desire to receive
and learn from comments and complaints; constant encouragement should be given
to patients and other service users, individually and collectively, to share their
comments and criticisms with the organisation.

111

Lowering barriers Actual or intended litigation should not be a barrier to the
processing or investigation of a complaint at any level. It may be prudent for parties in
actual or potential litigation to agree to a stay of proceedings pending the outcome of
the complaint, but the duties of the system to respond to complaints should be
regarded as entirely separate from the considerations of litigation.

110

Lowering barriers

Methods of registering a comment or complaint must be readily accessible and easily
understood. Multiple gateways need to be provided to patients, both during their
treatment and after its conclusion, although all such methods should trigger a uniform
process, generally led by the provider trust.

109

114

Sue Marshall

Sue Marshall

Susan Claire Marshall
or Sue Marshall

Needs further discussion as to whether we decide to do this
voluntarily

Incidents are reported to the National Reporting and Learning
System, feedback via the NRLS would be helpful for the Trust
to receive.
NRLS 6 monthly benchmarking data is received by the Trust
and a report is completed for ExEc Committee

Susan Claire Marshall

Susan Claire Marshall

• Complaints involving RCA or SUI are escalated to PEI
manager
• PEI work closely with Governance Assurance Team to
ensure cohesive response
Escalation process developed, which sets out escalation
process for extreme / high level complaints to divisional
director or manager.

Response to the Ann Clwyd and T Hart report
Reviewed, and any recommendations not currently in policy
will be amended.
Annual and quarterly reports Board

Local meetings / Patient Councils.
The Trust has a PALS Scheme aligned to the complaints
process.
Reviewed to ensure consistent standard across (internal
audit).
Supports patient opinion website

Action is taken following upheld complaints in all divisions
and the outcomes are to be reported regularly to the
Governance Committee. All divisions are required to develop
improvement plans. Measures in place to ensure outcomes
of complaints are acted upon.
Patient Councils / meetings.

PEI links with Litigation Coordinator during complaint
process.
Complaint responded to separately to findings / outcomes of
litigation process.

Comprehensive approach taken, including multiple methods Deep dives into complaints and RA reviews of compliments.
of contact. Range of leaflets and posters produced including Lessons learnt.
in an accessible format and regular monitoring of approach in Patient and staff stories to Boards and Committees.
place. Draft Patient Experience Strategy. Database in
place.

Patients raising concerns about their care are entitled to: have the matter dealt with as a complaint unless they do not wish it; identification of their expectations; prompt and tyhorough processing; sensitive, responsive and accurate communication; effective and
implemented learning; and proper and effective communication of the complaint to those responsible for providing the care.

Effective Complaints handling

NHS Litigation Authority
Improvement of Risk
Management

91

Enhancement of the role of supportive agencies

Appendix 2

Theme

The Care Quality Commission should have a means of ready access to information
about the most serious complaints. Their local inspectors should be charged with
informing themselves of such complaints and the detail underlying them.

121

133

Commissioners should require access to all complaints information as and when
complaints are made, and should receive complaints and their outcomes on as near
a real-time basis as possible. This means commissioners should be required by the
NHS Commissioning Board to undertake the support and oversight role of GPs in this
area, and be given the resources to do so.

120

Role of Commissioners in
complaints

Commissioners should be entitled to intervene in the management of an individual
complaint on behalf of the patient where it appears to them it is not being dealt with
satisfactorily, while respecting the principle that it is the provider who has primary
responsibility to process and respond to complaints about its services.

Commissioning for Standards

Overview and scrutiny committees and Local Healthwatch should have access to
detailed information about complaints, although respect needs to be paid in this
instance to the requirement of patient confidentiality.

119

Subject to anonymisation, a summary of each upheld complaint relating to patient
care, in terms agreed with the complainant, and the trust’s response should be
published on its website. In any case where the complainant or, if different, the
patient, refuses to agree, or for some other reason publication of an upheld, clinically
related complaint is not possible, the summary should be shared confidentially with
the Commissioner and the Care Quality Commission.

Learning and Information
from Complaints

118

Where meetings are held between complainants and trust representatives or
investigators as part of the complaints process, advocates and advice should be
readily available to all complainants who want those forms of support.

A facility should be available to Independent Complaints Advocacy Services
advocates and their clients for access to expert advice in complicated cases.

Support for Complainants

Recommendation

Person Responsible

Progress Achieved

• We provide information to the Governance Assurance Unit
for Quality Assurance Walk-throughs
• Monthly CCC registers are provided to divisional leads and
governance managers
• Provide information when requested form divisions for CQC
inspections

This is already in place CCC reports are provided to Dudley
Clinical Commissioning Groups and discussed.

This has never been requested to date and consideration
would need to be given on how this could be produced if
requested due to issues outlined at recommendation 118.

Information Governance precludes responses to complaints
being published on website. Although responses can be
anonymised, the nature of each complaint could lead to a
breach of confidentiality as the person concerned could
possibly be identified.
As part of the lessons learnt process, upheld complaints are
investigated by the divisions.

Advocacy services work closely in some complaints along
with PEI staff and lead investigator who are able to provide
advice

• All complainants are offered a meeting
• Advocacy offered at this point
• Details of advocacy agencies are detailed in CCC leaflet
• PEI work with Changing our Lives for complainants within
LD services

RCAs carried out by independent investigator who works with
PEI Manager to coordinate responses along with service area
senior manager.

Complaints responses contain contact information for
referring complaint to Ombudsman initially.
Responses to complaints sent via the CCG or involving the
Commissioner Standard
CCG are sent to complainant but copied to CCG.

Susan Claire Marshall

Investigations Arms-length independent investigation of a complaint should be
initiated by the provider trust where any one of the following apply:
• A complaint amounts to an allegation of a serious untoward incident;
• Subject matter involving clinically related issues is not capable of resolution without
an expert clinical opinion;
• A complaint raises substantive issues of professional misconduct or the
Susan Claire Marshall
performance of senior managers;
• A complaint involves issues about the nature and extent of the services
commissioned.

Progress Made on Recommendations / Evidence

Investigations

117

116

115

Rec. No

Appendix 2
Progress View

Theme

Clear lines of responsibility For an organisation to be effective in performance management, there must exist
supported by good
unambiguous lines of referral and information flows, so that the performance
information flows
manager is not in ignorance of the reality.

Clear metrics on Quality

142

143

Candour about harm

174

176

Full and truthful answers must be given to any question reasonably asked about his
or her past or intended treatment by a patient (or, if deceased, to any lawfully entitled
personal representative).

Where death or serious harm has been or may have been caused to a patient by an
act or omission of the organisation or its staff, the patient (or any lawfully entitled
personal representative or other authorised person) should be informed of the
incident, given full disclosure of the surrounding circumstances and be offered an
appropriate level of support, whether or not the patient or representative has asked
for this information.

Every healthcare organisation and everyone working for them must be honest, open
and truthful in all their dealings with patients and the public, and organisational and
personal interests must never be allowed to outweigh the duty to be honest, open
and truthful.

Openness with Regulators Any statement made to a regulator or a commissioner in the course of its statutory
duties must be completely truthful and not misleading by omission.

Principles of openness,
transparency and candour

173

175

Paul Stefanoski /
Mark Senior
Sue Marshall

Andy Green

Andy Green

Person Responsible

We have developed a quality dashboard (Nov 13; Board) to
identify early warning signs of potential reduction in quality.
Revised Quality Strategy to be cvompleted Marsch 2014
This is being further developed.

• Governance structures
• Executive portfolios (Nominations Committee Dec 13)

Requirement of licence conditions.

• Licence conditions – monitor
• Quality inpatient assessments
• CQC inspections
• Quality Governance framework
• Mental Health wards are audited by the external
organisation JHHCA
• A relaunch of CQC essential standards undertaken across
the Trust

Progress Achieved

Sue Marshall

• Policy on Openness. As Above

• Policy on Openness. As Above

• Policy on Openness
• SUI process reviewed
• Being Open – policy updated
• Code of Conduct, e.g. Nursing, Managers, Constitution
As Above

• Policy on Openness
• Policy on Raising Concerns at Work
• Dignity Roadshow
• Creative Strategy Work
• 6’C’s Work
• Clinical Strategy
• Values and Grapevine Live Work
Being Open Policy Review April 13
Whistleblowing Policy Review July 14

Progress View

Duty of Candour - as it develops nationally

Openness, transparency and candour
Openness – enabling concerns and complaints to be raised freely without fear and questions asked to be answered.
Transparency – allowing information about the truth about performance and outcomes to be shared with staff, patients, the public and regulators.
Candour – any patient harmed by the provision of a healthcare service is informed of the fact and an appropriate remedy offered, regardless of whether a complaint has been made or a question asked about it.

Metrics need to be established which are relevant to the quality of care and patient
safety across the service, to allow norms to be established so that outliers or
progression to poor performance can be identified and accepted
as needing to be fixed.

Performance managers
Where concerns are raised that such standards are not being complied with, a
working constructively with performance management organisation should share, wherever possible, all relevant
regulators
information with the relevant regulator, including information about its judgement as
to the safety of patients of the healthcare provider.

140

The first priority for any organisation charged with responsibility for performance
management of a healthcare provider should be ensuring that fundamental patient
safety and quality standards are being met. Such an organisation must require
convincing evidence to be available before accepting that such standards are being
complied with.

Recommendation

The need to put patients
first at all times

Performance and Strategic Oversight

139

Rec. No

Appendix 2

Candour about Incidents

Enforcement of the duty
Statutory duties of candour
in relation to harm to
patients

Statutory duty of openness There should be a statutory duty on all directors of healthcare organisations to be
and transparency
truthful in any information given to a healthcare regulator or commissioner, either
personally or on behalf of the organisation, where given in compliance with a
statutory obligation on the organisation to provide it.

Focus on culture of caring

180

181

182

185

There should be an increased focus in nurse training, education and professional
development on the practical requirements of delivering compassionate care in
addition to the theory. A system which ensures the delivery of proper standards of
nursing requires:
• Selection of recruits to the profession who evidence the:
- Possession of the appropriate values, attitudes and behaviours;
- Ability and motivation to enable them to put the welfare of others above their own
interests;
- Drive to maintain, develop and improve their own standards and abilities;
- Intellectual achievements to enable them to acquire through training the necessary
technical skills;
• Training and experience in delivery of compassionate care;
• Leadership which constantly reinforces values and standards of compassionate
care;
• Involvement in, and responsibility for, the planning and delivery of compassionate
care;
• Constant support and incentivisation which values nurses and the work they do
through:
- Recognition of achievement;
- Regular, comprehensive feedback on performance and concerns;

A statutory obligation should be imposed to observe a duty of candour:
• On healthcare providers who believe or suspect that treatment or care provided by it
to a patient has caused death or serious injury to a patient to inform that patient or
other duly authorised person as soon as is practicable of that fact and thereafter to
provide such information and explanation as the patient reasonably may request;
• On registered medical practitioners and registered nurses and other registered
professionals who believe or suspect that treatment or care provided to a patient by
or on behalf of any healthcare provider by which they are employed has caused
death or serious injury to the patient to report their belief or suspicion to their
employer as soon as is reasonably practicable.
The provision of information in compliance with this requirement should not of itself
be evidence or an admission of any civil or criminal liability, but non-compliance with
the statutory duty should entitle the patient to a remedy.

Guidance and policies should be reviewed to ensure that they will lead to compliance
with Being Open, the guidance published by the National Patient Safety Agency.

“Gagging clauses” or non disparagement clauses should be prohibited in the policies
and contracts of all healthcare organisations, regulators and commissioners; insofar
as they seek, or appear, to limit bona fide disclosure in relation to public interest
issues of patient safety and care.

Restrictive Contractual
clauses

Recommendation

Any public statement made by a healthcare organisation about its performance must
be truthful and not misleading by omission.

179

Theme

Openness in public
statements

177

Rec. No

Appendix 2

Susan Claire Marshall /
Joyce Fletcher

Sue Marshall

Person Responsible

Progress Achieved

As Above

Training sessions with students and preceptors
Dignity work
6'C's Creative Strategy / miscellaneous work
Leaders - responsible for leading key elements
Quality goals in strategy
Including priorities on Compassion in Care
Ongoing work with LETC/LETB arrangement
NHS Leadership Academy has enrolled staff on
courses/programmes.

This is addressed in the Care Bill

Duty of Candour Process implemented across the Trust and
moniotred by the Governance Assurance Unit.

• Policy on Openness
Being Open Policy

Gagging clause not current practice in AfC contracts.
HR have confirmed that we have not such clauses in our
policies / contracts

• Annual Reports
• Disclosures
• Auditors Report
All our performance related stateemnts /reports are a true
reflection of the Trusts position at the time the statemetn
/reports was completed.

Progress View

Will need applying as new Policies updated / ready for
review.

Ward nurse managers should operate in a supervisory capacity, and not be officebound or expected to double up,
except in emergencies as part of the nursing provision on the ward. They should
know about the care plans relating to every patient on his or her ward. They should
make themselves visible to patients and staff alike, and be available to discuss
concerns with all, including relatives. Critically, they should work alongside staff as a
role model and mentor, developing clinical competencies and leadership skills within
Susan Claire Marshall /
the team. As a corollary, they would monitor performance and deliver training and/or
Joyce Fletcher Review
feedback as appropriate, including a robust annual appraisal.

195

Healthcare providers should be encouraged by incentives to develop and deploy
reliable and transparent measures of the cultural health of front-line nursing
workplaces and teams, which build on the experience and feedback of nursing staff
using a robust methodology, such as the “cultural barometer”.

Measuring cultural health

Strengthening the nursing
professional voice

198

202

All healthcare providers and commissioning organisations should be required to have
at least one executive director who is a registered nurse, and should be encouraged
to consider recruiting nurses as non- executive directors.

Commissioning arrangements should require the boards of provider organisations to
seek and record the advice of its nursing director on the impact on the quality of care
and patient safety of any proposed major change to nurse staffing arrangements or
provision facilities, and to record whether they accepted or rejected the advice, in the
latter case recording its reasons for doing so.

204

205

Recognition of the importance of nursing representation at provider level should be
given by ensuring that adequate time is allowed for staff to undertake this role, and
employers and unions must regularly review the adequacy of the arrangements in
this regard.

Training and continuing professional development for nurses should include
leadership training at every level from student to director. A resource for nurse
leadership training should be made available for all NHS healthcare provider
organisations that should be required under commissioning arrangements by those
buying healthcare services to arrange such training for appropriate staff.

197

Nurse Leadership

As part of a mandatory annual performance appraisal, each Nurse, regardless of
workplace setting, should be required to demonstrate in their annual learning portfolio
an up-to-date knowledge of nursing practice and its implementation. Alongside
developmental requirements, this should contain documented evidence of recognised
training undertaken, including wider relevant learning. It should also demonstrate
commitment, compassion and caring for patients, evidenced by feedback from
patients and families on the care provided by the nurse.
This portfolio and each annual appraisal should be made available to the Nursing and
Midwifery Council, if requested, as part of a nurse’s revalidation process.
At the end of each annual assessment, the appraisal and portfolio should be signed
by the nurse as being an accurate and true reflection and be countersigned by their
appraising manager as being such.

Person Responsible

194

Nursing

Recommendation

Recruitment for values and Healthcare employers recruiting nursing staff, whether qualified or unqualified, should
commitment
assess candidates’ values, attitudes and behaviours towards the well-being of
patients and their basic care needs, and care providers should be required to do so
by commissioning and regulatory requirements.

Theme

191

Rec. No

Appendix 2

Progress View

SC Marshall's comments

Quality Impact Assessments went to Executive Board in 2013 (check date)
Staffing levels review
Regular updates to Board
Paper to Board

This is a statutory requirement for the executive directors and
we are compliant in respect of the NED requirement.

A comprehensive whole-Trust approach is being developed to Check with HR re staff forum
address the leadership challenges and this is moving forward. SC Marshall's comments
Further comments from Julie Darby

Internal audit report on Dignity and Respect
To undertake staff survey (internal)
Internal staff survey

• Nursing Strategy (Board Nov 13)
Leadership, management strategy and training
Organisations

• Clinical Strategy report to the Executive Committee earlier in
2013
• Clinical Strategy AHP Strategy (Board Nov 13)
Matron / Lead nurse structure
Mentors / Preceptor programme
Inpatient staffing reviews indemnity

• Watching Brief
Check the Nursing Strategy (Board Nov 13) as changes to
• NMC committed to introducing appropriate and effective
the appraisal policy may be required.
model of affordable revalidation to enhance public protection
• Consultation in place – ends 31st March 2014

This is addressed in the Clinical Strategy (Board Nov 13) and
the Competency Framework for Nursing Staff.
Behaviours Strategy has been developed and launched in
Grapevine 13 Dec. It will be embedded in the induction
process, mandatory training, appraisals, etc.

Progress Achieved

Theme

Recommendation

Leadership Framework

Common Selection Criteria A list should be drawn up of all the qualities generally considered necessary for a
good and effective leader. This in turn could inform a list of competences a leader
would be expected to have.

Enforcement of standards
and accountability

216

217

218

Serious non-compliance with the code, and in particular, non-compliance leading to
actual or potential harm to patients, should render board-level leaders and managers
liable to be found not to be fit and proper persons to hold such positions by a fair and
proportionate procedure, with the effect of disqualifying them from holding such
positions in future.

Identification of who is
responsible for the patient

Teamwork

236

237

There needs to be effective teamwork between all the different disciplines and
services that together provide the collective care often required by an elderly patient;
the contribution of cleaners, maintenance staff, and catering staff also needs to be
recognised and valued.

Hospitals should review whether to reinstate the practice of identifying a senior
clinician who is in charge of a patient’s case, so that patients and their supporters are
clear who is in overall charge of a patient’s care.

Approaches applicable to all patients but requiring special attention to the elderly

Caring for the Elderly

A common code of ethics, standards and conduct for senior board-level healthcare
leaders and managers should be produced and steps taken to oblige all such staff to
comply with the code and their employers to enforce it.

Shared code of ethics

215

The leadership framework should be improved by increasing the emphasis given to
patient safety in the thinking of all in the health service. This could be done by, for
example, creating a separate domain for managing safety, or by defining the service
to be delivered as a safe and effective service.

Commissioning arrangements should require provider organisations to ensure by
means of identity labels and uniforms that a healthcare support worker is easily
distinguishable from that of a registered nurse.

Leadership

Strengthening identification There should be a uniform description of healthcare support workers, with the
of healthcare support
relationship with currently registered nurses made clear by the title.
workers and nurses

208

207

Rec. No
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Susan Claire Marshall
and Joyce Fletcher

Chris Oakes

Chris Oakes

Susan Claire Marshall /
Joyce Fletcher

Person Responsible

Progress Achieved

(check date)

Trust values are to be integrated into the recruitment press
Managing for excellence will become mandatory for
development of management skills in all management and
leadership roles, and become a Trust KPI
Identified leaders in relevant talent pools will be expected to
complete the Leadership development framework

Leadership Development Framework to be linked to quality
strategy and 6 C’s
Consultation with service users on Leadership Development
Framework, and exploration of potential for service user
involvement within delivery approach

Teams in place.
Assurance via annual NHS staff satisfaction survey results.

All individuals on CPA have a named nurse.
To be reviewed - key priorities in nursing strategy.

Interpret as a Trust-wide initiative

Likely to be addressed by the Care Bill
Further national guidance to be received
Unacceptable behaviour and performance from mangers will
be dealt with through the capability or disciplinary procedures

Workshops on leadership development may begin to address
this
Feedback gathered from Leadership consultation workshops,
to inform development of Leadership Development
Framework
Trust Leadership Development Framework to describes key
areas for leaders to develop and demonstrate
Managing for Excellence programme develops the
management skills required to support the leadership process
Leadership roles include person specification with required
leadership skills
Leaders are expected to demonstrate and model Trust
behaviours

Workshops on leadership development may begin to address
this
Consultation workshops on Leadership Development
Framework complete
Draft leadership development framework agreed
Specific leadership interventions being developed

Progress View

Working group to take forward. Ensure consistent job titles
across organisation.
Change all titels in future.

There is a Board Code of Conduct
HR to update/advise
Need to develop a Managers Code of Conduct
Judy Griffiths
Code of conduct to be developed for managers and linked to
Trust behaviours
Code of Conduct to be shared Embedded as part of
managing for excellence training

The Uniform Policy was agreed by the Executive Committee
2013 - HCSW in uniforms

Review of Cavendish Report
Review of uniform policy
Registered and unregistered nurses uniforms (different)

Continuing responsibility
for care

Hygiene

Provision of food and drink The arrangements and best practice for providing food and drink to elderly patients
require constant review, monitoring and implementation.

Medicines administration

Recording of routine
observations

239

240

241

242

243

Recommendation

238

The recording of routine observations on the ward should, where possible, be done
automatically as they are taken, with results being immediately accessible to all staff
electronically in a form enabling progress to be monitored and interpreted. If this
cannot be done, there needs to be a system whereby ward leaders and named
nurses are responsible for ensuring that the observations are carried out and
recorded.

In the absence of automatic checking and prompting, the process of the
administration of medication needs to be overseen by the nurse in charge of the
ward, or his/her nominated delegate. A frequent check needs to be done
to ensure that all patients have received what they have been prescribed and what
they need. This is particularly the case when patients are moved from one ward to
another, or they are returned to the ward after treatment.

All staff and visitors need to be reminded to comply with hygiene requirements. Any
member of staff, however junior, should be encouraged to remind anyone, however
senior, of these.

The care offered by a hospital should not end merely because the patient has
surrendered a bed – it should never be acceptable for patients to be discharged in
the middle of the night, still less so at any time without absolute assurance that a
patient in need of care will receive it on arrival at the planned destination. Discharge
areas in hospital need to be properly staffed and provide continued care to the
patient.

Regular interaction and engagement between nurses and patients and those close to
them should be systematised through regular ward rounds:
• All staff need to be enabled to interact constructively, in a helpful and friendly
fashion, with patients and visitors.
• Where possible, wards should have areas where more mobile patients and their
visitors can meet in relative privacy and comfort without disturbing other patients.
• The NHS should develop a greater willingness to communicate by email with
relatives.
• The currently common practice of summary discharge letters followed up some time
later with more substantive ones should be reconsidered.
• Information about an older patient’s condition, progress and care and discharge
plans should be available and shared with that patient and, where appropriate, those
close to them, who must be included in the therapeutic partnership to which all
patients are entitled.

Theme

Communications with and
about patients

Rec. No

Appendix 2

Susan Claire Marshall

Person Responsible

Progress Achieved

Records Audit
News
Physical Healthcare Policy

This is addressed by the Policies we have in place and
through Medicine Management Committee
Medicines Competency framework
Audit activity
Reporting to Board

• Infection Control Policy
• PLACE and Quality assurance walk-through
• Food Hygiene Training
• Policy in place
• Dietician Support
• MUST assessments in place
• Food & Hydration Group in place

Infection Control Policy
PLACE and Quality assurance walk-through
New Uniform Policy
Audits

Do not have discharge areas. Not applicable to services
offered by Trust.

Protected time to care
Productive model
Customer Care training

Progress View

Debbie Mason / SC Marshall to advise

Does this apply to us?
Care programme approach?

Check with Divisional Directors.
Review of Discharge summaries and audit use of meeting
space for relatives in ward areas.

Theme

Accountability for Quality
accounts

247

Each quality account should be accompanied by a declaration signed by all directors
in office at the date of the account certifying that they believe the contents of the
account to be true, or alternatively a statement of
explanation as to the reason any such director is unable or has refused to sign such
a declaration.

It should be a criminal offence for a director to sign a declaration of belief that the
contents of a quality account are true if it contains a isstatement of fact concerning an
item of prescribed information which he/she does not have reason to believe is true at
the time of making the declaration.

Results and analysis of patient feedback including qualitative information need to be
made available to all stakeholders in as near “real time” as possible, even if later
adjustments have to be made.

Using Patient Feedback

Follow up of Patients

249

250

255

256

A proactive system for following up patients shortly after discharge would not only be
good “customer service”, it would probably provide a wider range of responses and
feedback on their care.

Healthcare providers should be required to have their quality accounts independently
audited. Auditors should be given a wider remit enabling them to use their
professional judgement in examining the reliability of all
statements in the accounts.

248

Healthcare providers should be required to lodge their quality accounts with all
organisations commissioning services from them, Local Healthwatch, and all systems
regulators.

Each provider organisation should have a board level member with responsibility for
information.

Board Accountability

245

Recommendation

Common information
There is a need for all to accept common information practices, and to feed
practices, shared data and performance information into shared databases for monitoring purposes. The
electronic records
following principles should be applied in considering the introduction of electronic
patient information systems:
• Patients need to be granted user friendly, real time and retrospective access to read
their records, and a facility to enter comments. They should be enabled to have a
copy of records in a form useable by them, if they wish to have one. If possible, the
summary care record should be made accessible in this way.
• Systems should be designed to include prompts and defaults where these will
contribute to safe and effective care, and to accurate recording of information on first
entry.
• Systems should include a facility to alert supervisors where actions which might be
expected have not occurred, or where likely inaccuracies have been entered.
• Systems should, where practicable and proportionate, be capable of collecting
performance management and audit information automatically, appropriately
anonymised direct from entries, to avoid unnecessary duplication of input.
• Systems must be designed by healthcare professionals in partnership with patient
groups to secure maximum professional and patient engagement in ensuring
accuracy, utility and relevance, both to the needs of the individual patients and
collective professional, managerial and regulatory requirements.
Systems must be capable of reflecting changing needs and local requirements over
and above nationally required minimum standards.

Information

244
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Susan Claire Marshall
and Sue Marshall

Sue Marshall

Paul Stefanoski

Paul Stefanoski

Person Responsible

CPA approach

Patient Experience Strategy is being developed; need to
ensure this is included
Included in Quarterly and Annual Reports but real time
feedback under progression.

This may be addressed in the Care Bill.

Mandates are in place to do this.

Mandates are in place to do this.

Mandates are in place to do this.

Deputy Chief Executive's role

Progress Achieved

SC Marshall

Check the infrastructure strategy to the Boards Feb 13 / June
2013 strategy
Also check with Sandra Harris as to whether we are
compliant.

Progress View

• What is the precise issue or concern in respect of which change is necessary?
• Can the policy objective identified be achieved by modifications within the existing
structure?
• How are the successful aspects of the existing system to be incorporated and
continued in the new system?
• How are the existing skills which are relevant to the new system to be transferred to
it?
• How is the existing corporate and individual knowledge base to be preserved,
transferred and exploited?
• How is flexibility to meet new circumstances and to respond to experience built into
the new system to avoid the need for further structural change?
• How are necessary functions to be performed effectively during any transitional
period?
• What are the respective risks and benefits to service users and the public and, in
particular, are there any risks to safety or welfare?

Impact and risk assessments should be made public, and debated publicly, before a
proposal for any major structural change to the healthcare system is accepted. Such
assessments should cover at least the following issues:

Impact assessments
before structural change

286

Both the bereaved family and the certifying doctor should be asked whether they
have any concerns about the death or the circumstances surrounding it, and
guidance should be given to hospital staff encouraging them to raise any concerns
they may have with the independent medical examiner.

It is important that independent medical examiners and any others having to
approach families for this purpose have careful training in how to undertake this
sensitive task in a manner least likely to cause additional and unnecessary distress.

Appropriate and sensitive
contact with bereaved
families

281

280

Making more of the Coronial process in healthcare-related deaths

Coroners and Inquests

The only practical way of ensuring reasonable accuracy is vigilant auditing at local
level of the data put into the system. This is important work, which must be continued
and where possible improved.

Improving and assuring
accuracy

Recommendation

269

Theme

Enhancing the use,
All healthcare provider organisations, in conjunction with their healthcare
analysis and dissemination professionals, should develop and maintain systems which give them:
of healthcare information
• Effective real-time information on the performance of each of their services against
patient safety and minimum quality standards;
• Effective real-time information of the performance of each of their consultants and
specialist teams in relation to mortality, morbidity, outcome and patient satisfaction.
In doing so, they should have regard, in relation to each service, to best practice for
information management of that service as evidenced by recommendations of the
Information Centre, and recommendations of specialist organisations such as the
medical Royal Colleges.
The information derived from such systems should, to the extent practicable, be
published and in any event made available in full to commissioners and regulators,
on request, and with appropriate explanation, and to the extent that is relevant to
individual patients, to assist in choice of treatment.

262
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John Campbell and
Dr Steven Edwards

Dr Steven Edwards

Sue Marshall

Susan Claire Marshall
and Sue Marshall

Person Responsible

Progress Achieved

Progress View

• Quality Impact Assessment
• Duties of Boards and Governors enshrined in the
Constitution
• Monitor licencing conditions re commissioner requested
services

Area for development and to establish a formal policy

Clinical Audit
Governance toolkit and assessment

SC Marshall and Debbie Mason

Need real time feedback. Transformation funding bid
Current feedback mechanisms are:
submitted.
• National Community / In-Patient Survey
• Questionnaires
• Complaints, concerns and compliments
• Service user and carer involvement
• Make A Difference Groups (Mental Health)
• Patient Councils
• Patient, Carer and staff stories
• Local arrangements (patient and carer forums and groups,
service audits, questionnaires etc)
• Volunteering
• Trust and Quality goal
• Mortality data
• Inpatient Surveys – published in QA
• Community Survey
To be addressed further in the Patient Experience Strategy
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1

Not applicable

Executive Summary
Summary Report of the Care Quality Commission’s Quality and Risk Profile (QRP)
for Black Country Partnership NHS Foundation Trust for the month of January
2014
Outcome 1 – Respecting and involving people who use services
Risk estimate moved from High Green to Low Green.
2 new Positive comments received from the CQC compliance review visits to
Orchard Hills and Hallam Street.
Outcome 4 – Care and Welfare of people who use services
Risk estimate moved from Low Yellow to High Yellow.
For the period of 01.01.13 – 31.03.13 the number of episodes of absence without
leave (AWOL) for the number of patients detained under the Mental Health Act
1983 shown on the QRP as ‘Worse than Expected’.
For the period of 01.01.13 – 31.03.13 the Proportion of adults on Care Programme
Approach receiving secondary mental health services in employment ‘Worse than
expected’. This item has shown on the QRP for the periods of 2012/13: Q2 and
Q3 and Q4.
Action Plan in Place
Outcome 6 – Co-operating with other providers
Risk estimate stayed the same but as High Yellow.
For the period of 01.01.13 – 31.03.13 the Proportion of adults on Care Programme
Approach receiving secondary mental health services in employment shown on
the QRP as ‘Worse than expected’. This item has shown on the QRP for the
periods of 2012/13: Q2 and Q3 and Q4.
Action Plan in place
Outcome 7 – Safeguarding people who use services from abuse.
Risk estimate stayed the same but as High Yellow.
Outcome 14 – Supporting staff
Risk estimate stayed the same but as High Yellow.

2

Summary Report on the CQC Quality Risk Profile for January 2014
Current risk estimates for the essential standards for quality and safety are:
Risk
Estimate
No Data
Insufficient
Data

Frequency

Low Green

1

High Green

0

Low Yellow

11

High Yellow

4

Low Amber

0

High Amber

0

Low Red

0

High Red

0

Outcomes

0
0
1-

Respecting and involving people who use
Services

2 - Consent to care and treatment
5 - Meeting nutritional needs
8 - Cleanliness and Infection Control
9 - Management of medicines
10 - Safety and suitability of premises
11 - Safety, availability and suitability of equipment
12 - Requirements relating to work
13 - Staffing
16 - Assessing and monitoring the quality of service
provision
17 - Complaints
21 - Records
4 - Care and welfare of people who use services
6 - Co-operating with other providers
7 - Safeguarding people who use services from abuse
14 - Supporting Staff

KEY TO RISK ESTIMATES

3

The table below lists the two most recent Risk Estimates for each of the 16 Essential Standards:

4

5

6

7

Outcome 4 – Care and
Welfare of people who use
services

Risk estimate moved from High Green
to Low Green.

Outcome 1 – Respecting
and involving people who
use services

3 new Positive comments received
from the CQC compliance review
visits to Ridge Hill, Orchard Hills and
Hallam Street.

2 new Positive comments received
from the CQC compliance review
visits to Orchard Hills and Hallam
Street.

Positive

Outcomes

For the period of 01.01.13 – 31.03.13 the
Proportion of adults on Care Programme
Approach receiving secondary mental
health services in employment shown on
the QRP as ‘Worse than expected’. This
item has shown on the QRP for the periods
of 2012/13: Q2 and Q3 and Q4.

For the period of 01.01.13 – 31.03.13 the
number of episodes of absence without
leave (AWOL) for the number of patients
detained under the Mental Health Act 1983
shown on the QRP as ‘Worse than
Expected’.

Risk estimate moved from Low Yellow to
High Yellow.

Negative

Review of CQC Profiles listed above

The 3 CMHTs and AOT have a
specific job broker linked to
their team from In2 Work, who
regularly attend team meetings
to discuss and accept
appropriate referrals.

In2Work and Beeches Rd
have ‘merged’ providing
vocational training,
employment opportunities and
employment support for users.

Mental health division have an
action plan to address this by
strengthening the locks to the
main doors and for those most
likely to abscond at mealtimes
to have their meals in their own
room

Comments

Risk estimate stayed the same but
as High Yellow.

3 new Positive comments received from
the compliance review visits to Ridge Hill,
Orchard Hills and Hallam Street.

Outcome 14 – Supporting
staff

8

Risk estimate stayed the same but
as High Yellow.

3 new Positive comments received from
the compliance review visits to Ridge Hill,
Orchard Hills and Hallam Street.

Outcome 7 – Safeguarding
people who use services
from abuse.

For the period of 01.01.13 –
31.03.13 the Proportion of adults
on Care Programme Approach
receiving secondary mental health
services in employment shown on
the QRP as ‘Worse than expected’.
This item has shown on the QRP
for the periods of 2012/13: Q2 and
Q3 and Q4.

Risk estimate stayed the same but
as High Yellow.

3 new Positive comments received from
the compliance review visits to Ridge Hill,
Orchard Hills and Hallam Street.

Outcome 6 – Co-operating
with other providers

Negative

Positive

Outcomes

The 3 CMHTs and AOT have a
specific job broker linked to their
team from In2 Work, who regularly
attend team meetings to discuss
and accept appropriate referrals.

In2Work and Beeches Rd have
‘merged’ providing vocational
training, employment opportunities
and employment support for users.

As indicated above

Comments
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Strategic & risk relationship:
Strategic objective:
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All strategic objectives.
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Recommendation(s):
The Board of Directors notes the content of the report.

Equality & Diversity implications:
Continued progress with the Equality and Diversity Strategy ‘Play Fair’.

Duty with regards to NHS Constitution:
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Executive Summary:

The report aims to bring to member’s attention issues that will assure or alert the
Board with regard to policy changes, business and strategic matters or qualitative
and operational details that have performance or risk implications.

STRATEGY AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT
Sandwell Mental Health Services
As the Board will remember, a significant redesign of Community Mental Health
Services has been underway, this will deliver a new more integrated pathway for our
clients with a single point of access. It has the support of the Sandwell and West
Birmingham CCG and Sandwell Local Authority.
I am able to inform the Board that the consultation period has now been completed
with no significant issues being raised and the Mental Health Division will now move
to the implementation phase, subject to the resolution of some estate issues.
Cavendish Review
Again this review arose as a result of the Francis Report, the findings raised
concerns about the lack of value the NHS and Social Care placed on the Healthcare
Support Worker role (HCSW). It recognised that a significant number of the
workforce were HCSWs who now spend more direct time with patients than
registered nurses.
The report comments on the 12 hour shift patterns and whether staff are able to
maintain a consistent quality of care delivery over this time. The other 4 key areas
were recruitment and training, leadership, management and supervision.
This is to alert the Board that those additional resources will be needed, particularly
in training and development. There is already work underway to review the 12 hour
shift patterns.
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
CQC
On 26th February CQC undertook an unannounced compliance visit to Pond Lane
Learning Disability Unit and assessed standards 1, 4, 7, 14 and 16. I am pleased to
inform the Board that we were compliant in all areas.
As I reported last month, we only have one area the McArthur Unit that has not been
assessed this year and we anticipate this will happen within the next two weeks.
We commenced the awareness raising sessions with groups of staff to alert them to
the changes in the inspection regime.
RISK AND INTERNAL CONTROL
Clinical Audit Programme
The Business and Performance Committee (previously the Executive Committee)
received an update on the 3 Divisional and 1 Corporate Clinical Audit Programmes
for trust-wide and supra-divisional audits for 2013/14.

Of the 102 audits undertaken, all are progressing on schedule or are completed with
exception of an Epilepsy Medical Audit that has been delayed due to long term
sickness; a Patient Experience Audit in Children’s Services which has been delayed
due to capacity issues, and a Record Keeping Audit across all services that are
waiting for its update.
Governance Assurance Report Quarter 3
The Business and Performance Committee (previously the Executive Committee)
received the above report and although this will be considered in more detail at the
Quality and Safety Committee (previously the Care Governance Committee) some of
the key areas to note are as follows;
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Of the total number of incidents reported the 5 highest categories were
Behaviour and aggression, Assaults, Falls, Medication Errors and
Absconds/AWOLS.
Assaults and medication errors have shown slight
increases compared with Q2 and Falls and Absconds have shown a decrease.
Although the assaults to staff have shown an increase this does fluctuate
depending on the nature of the patient group at the time. The Committee also
received a report regarding Physical Assaults to staff, this benchmarked the
Trust across Mental Health services in the West Midlands and this
demonstrated that the organisation has the lowest number of assaults per 1000
staff. Our commitment to MAPA training I am sure has contributed to this.
There is a rigorous compulsory medicines management update training taking
place.
There have been no grade 3 or 4 pressure ulcers reported.
No VTE’s (Venous Thrombosis) were reported.
There were 5 UTE’s (Urinary Tract Infections).
There was a slight increase in Safeguarding incidents reported (increase of 6).
There was one new claim reported. Claims have increased nationally
particularly in relation to clinical negligence, however the Trust has only had 2
in 2 years. With regard to employers/public liability claims there was a
significant increase when the 4 organisations came together.
There were 46 alerts and 9 drug alerts issued by the Central Alert System all
were cascaded to the divisions and feedback received regarding action.
There is also considerable data within the Quality Governance Assurance
Report regarding the Benchmarking summary of Patient Safety Incident
Reporting that requires further analysis by the Patient Quality and Safety
Committee due to the differing sizes and make up the other benchmarked
organisations.

Suffice to say from a Board assurance point of view the only areas in which the Trust
was an outlier was the reporting of aggressive disrupted behaviour.
Adult Safeguarding
The Business and Performance Committee (previously the Executive Committee)
received the Adult Safeguarding report for Quarter 3.

The Trust attends all 4 Adult Safeguarding Boards (SAB) across the Black Country
and continues to work in partnership with the agencies represented.
A recent peer review in Wolverhampton undertaken by the Local Government
Association identified the following strengths; strong partnerships, collective
responsibility, well worked action plans with priorities, overall good practise and
improving.
The Trust is also represented at the 2 MARACs (Multi Agency Risk Assessment
Committee) in Sandwell and Wolverhampton. These committees meet fortnightly to
share information on high risk cases of Domestic Violence. Research has
recognised that 20% of female Mental Health users will be experiencing current
abuse and 50-60% will have experienced historical abuse.
OTHER EXCEPTIONAL ISSUES OR MATTERS OF INTEREST
•

There is significant pressure nationally with regard to the tariff allocated to
Mental Health. The Foundation Trust Network, the NHS Confederation, the
Mental Health Network, Mind and other Mental Health Charities, the Northern
Mental Health Network, as well as individual organisations, have all been
making significant representations to NHS England, Monitor, Ministers and
MPs. The response has not thus far made any difference.

•

Children and Young People’s Mental Health continues to be a major issue for
us as an organisation and the country as a whole. On Friday again there was a
young person in a police station and not a bed available in the whole country.

•

The FTN is reporting that 44% of members will be reporting deficits at the end
of 2013/2014.

•

Susan Claire Marshall Director of Nursing leaves the organisation on the 31st
March; I am pleased to report that an Interim Director has been appointed for a
period of 6 months to enable a new appointment to take place.
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Executive Summary - The Governance Committee of 7th February 2014:
Provided the following assurance to the Board of Directors:
•

-

•

•
•

•

•

•

A valuable discussion was held to agree the format of future Governance Committee
meetings and to ensure that the key elements identified in the Internal Audit review of
Trust compliance to Monitor’s Governance Framework (November 2013), are
addressed. These included :
Approval of the Committee’s TOR – approved Dec 2013.
Robust link to Care Governance Committee – There was no report at Committee
from Care Governance Committee as the Medical Director had given apologies.
Committee agreed that at all future meetings a written report is to be provided by the
Medical Director on all aspects of the Care Governance’s agenda and outcomes to
ensure a clear thread to the Governance Committee.
Approval of the Annual Cycle of Business – approved Feb 2014 and to ensure all
programmed reports are received by Committee in a timely manner.
Future reviews of High Level Risk Register Mitigation Plans and Director
accountability for their delivery.
The PLACE visit report provided assurance on progress and that Review Team training
is now being undertaken and that the process for contacting further Trust members to
participate in reviews would be agreed outside the meeting.
The Complaints handling report provided assurance that the Trust is working in
accordance with existing national policy guidelines.
The outcome of the National Community Mental Health Survey was presented however,
further assurance for a more robust action plan was requested from the Mental Health
Division.
The Equality and Diversity report was presented and further assurance on the suitability
of the Equality & Diversity Strategy Group’s TOR and its Governance reporting
mechanism was requested.
An informative presentation was given by a Psychologist based at Penn Hospital on the
changes to the ‘Making and Difference Group’ and the lessons learnt and joint working
with the Sandwell Group.
All actions on the Committee’s log are up to date.

Identified the following risks & issues for future / further consideration:
•

-

-

It was agreed that the Committee must be clear on the relevance of the reports it
receives and its role on actioning recommendations. To this end, the following was
agreed:
A grid would be developed to cross reference all items on the Cycle of Business to
identify at which meeting each report is presented and the expected outcome for each
meeting eg approval, to note, for information etc. Internal Audit agreed to support this
action.
All items ‘to note’ will be received for information only and it will be assumed that all
members have read the report prior to Committee.
The February meeting disappointedly had only 1 Executive Director (Deputy Chief
executive) in attendance. It was agreed that this is unacceptable and that future low
attendance would result in postponement of the meeting.

Made the following decisions:
•
•
•
•

Future meetings will be focused and strict timeframes will be adhered to.
No papers will be tabled on the day unless in exceptional circumstances to be agreed
with the Committee’s Chair and Company Secretary.
There will be a clear focus on assurance for each presentation including patient
experience items
The Committee Chair and the Company Secretary will meet to discuss future agenda
items, including clarity of what and who will be required to present.
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Executive Summary
The Audit Committee met on 18th February 2014 and below is a summary of the
main points arising from the meeting.
Clinical Audit Programme
The committee received the Clinical Audit Programme for 2013/14. This showed
a great improvement over the last year. Whilst there was undoubtedly clinical
audit activity taking place in most service areas, the next stage of development
was to ensure that clinical audit requirements are better planned, co-ordinated,
monitored and matched to the resources available. Structured programmes that
incorporate and balance national directives, strategic objectives and local
priorities are the recognised mechanism to achieve this.

Review of Quarter 3 Submission to Monitor
The committee approved the responses of the Trust submitted in relation to the
Monitor Quarter 3 Survey.
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MINUTES OF THE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD AT 3PM ON THURSDAY 5TH DECEMBER 2013
IN MEETING ROOMS 2&3, DELTA HOUSE
Present:
Mrs Vicky Harris
Mrs Jackie Smart
Mrs Pauline Werhun

Non-Executive Director (Chair)
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance:
Ms Diane Cartwright
Ms Karen Dowman
Dr Stephen Edwards
Mrs Natalie Grainger
Mr Andy Green
Mrs S C Marshall
Mrs B MacDonald

Internal Audit Manager
Chief Executive
Medical Director
Governance Support Manager
Company Secretary
Director of Nursing and Professional Practice
Head of Governance Assurance

ITEM
NO

AGENDA ITEM
APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from:
Mr Paul Stefanoski – Director of Resources, Deputy Chief
Executive
Mr Bob Piper – Chairman
Ms Sue Marshall – Director of Children’s, Young People and
Families

1.0

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Mrs Werhun declared that she was currently working as a part
time project manager at Wolverhampton CCG until the end of
January 2014.

2.0

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
2.1 Minutes of the meeting dated 3rd October 2013
The minutes were agreed as a true and accurate record subject
to the following amendment:
Page 7, item 9.0 to read: Thursday 5th December 2013 at 3pm,
Meeting Rooms 2 & 3, Delta House.
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ACTION

3.0

MATTERS ARISING
3.1 Agreed Actions Schedule
The schedule was discussed and updated.
3.2 Update on promoting work with Changing our Lives
Deferred to February 2014 meeting.
3.3 Triangle of Care
Ms S C Marshall confirmed that the ‘Triangle of Care’ model was
being reviewed within the Mental Health Division and
recommendations were being worked through. Mr Campbell and
Ms Marshall were liaising to provide a synopsis of the report.
3.4 Update on admission of minors to adult wards
Dr Edwards discussed the increasing pressure on adult mental
health beds which has become a national issue. It has been
previously reported that minors are more frequently being
admitted to Hallam Street Hospital which the CQC are
increasingly unwilling to accept.
Dr Edwards confirmed that it has been agreed that minors will
no longer be admitted to Hallam Street Hospital due to the high
risks to the service. This will result in minors having no bed or
being taken out of area.
It was reported that the Specialist Commissioning and CCG
have advised of 3 crisis beds in a private facility within the West
Midlands however it is felt that this is not adequate.
Ms Dowman confirmed that discussions had taken place with
Sandwell and West Birmingham around a facility within A&E for
minors, however this has not progressed any further. She
advised that tier 4 development plans continue and further
feedback would be provided as necessary.

4.0

INTERNAL ASSURANCE
4.1 Quality Dashboard
Mrs Macdonald presented the report and confirmed that the
integrated performance report was now integrated with Datix
and the data can now be combined.
The report had been presented at Board and however there
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SM

were issues the finance and workforce data not being reported
in the same timeframe as Datix and further work is required to
fully integrate the data in order to produce data that covers the
same period of time. Work was continuing to include
benchmarking information where possible to measure the
outcome for each quality indicator.
In response to a question from Mrs Smart, Mrs Macdonald
advised that Dudley and Wolverhampton staff need to start
using the Oasis system in order to include their data. Ms
Dowman added that this was included in the infrastructure
Strategy and at this stage no decision had been made on the
Children’s Division who use a different system which may not be
compatible with Oasis.
Mr Green reported that Datix records issues from across the
whole organisation.
4.2 Clinical Audit Plan
Mrs Macdonald presented the report which provided the Clinical
Audit Programme 2013/14 for all divisions.
In response to a question from Mrs Harris, Mrs Macdonald
confirmed that the tracker would be developed to track progress
and agreed that a further column could be added for ‘progress’.
Ms Dowman queried how the routine audits were RAG rated as
it was not clear. Mrs Macdonald confirmed that the ratings were
given for their timing against schedule.
In response to a query from Mrs Harris, Mrs Macdonald agreed
to check some of the Audits listed for physiotherapists and
occupational therapists as they are often involved in other audits
which could include the same information.
It was confirmed that the 2014/15 plan would be reported at the
April 2014 meeting.
SM
4.3 Governance Assurance Quarterly Report Quarter 1
Mrs Macdonald presented the report which was provided for
information. It was agreed that the quarter 2 report would be
circulated separately.
BM
4.4 Internal Assurance Reviews
Ms Cartwright presented the report which indicated the main
outcomes of the Internal Audit Review, highlighting the resultant
Internal Audit assurance opinion rating with a summary of
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agreed actions.
In response to the recommendations from the audit on
complaints, Mrs S C Marshall confirmed that the Patient
Experience team are now working more closely with divisions in
order to review complaints and lessons learnt.
4.5 Prevention Strategy
Mrs S C Marshall presented the report which provided
assurance that the Trust seeks to prevent abuse from happening
as well as protecting once abuse had occurred. She advised that
the action plan attached would ensure that the strategy is fully
implemented.
4.6 Internal Audit Review: Quality Governance Framework
It was agreed that in light of the Internal Audit Assurance review,
the full Quality Governance Framework would be presented at
an extra ordinary meeting to take place in January 2014 before it
is approval by the Board of Directors.
DC/NG
5.0

EXTERNAL ASSURANCE
5.1 CQC Inspection Tracker
The CQC Inspection Tracker was provided for information.

7.0

The Chair agreed to take item 7.1 next on the agenda
POSITIVE ASSURANCE: PATIENT EXPERIENCE
7.1 Presentation on Clinical Audits
(i) The prescribing of Anti-hypoglycaemia medications as PRN,
Dr Stephen Hemblade
(ii) Autism diagnosis in children and young people, Laura
McGowan
(iii) Prescribing pattern and management of people with
emotionally instable borderline personality and compliance to
NICE guidelines, Dr M Ikramullah.

6.0

GOVERNANCE
6.1 Terms of Reference and Annual Cycle of Business
Mr Green presented the proposed amendments to the
committee’s terms of reference. Following discussion around the
proposed changes to membership and quoracy, all changes
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were agreed.
Mr Green presented the annual cycle of business and asked for
any amendments to be sent to himself by the end of December.
It was agreed that the final version of the cycle of business
AG
would be presented at the February 2014 meeting.
6.2 Risk Register: Review Mitigation Plans
Mr Green confirmed that himself and Mrs Werhun had not yet
met but planned to meet before the meeting in February 2014
and report back to the meeting.
PW/AG
8.0

ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS
(i) Mrs S C Marshall confirmed that the Nursing ??? Strategy
would be launched on Tuesday 10th December 2013.
(ii) Mrs S C Marshall confirmed that five staff had been named
as ‘Care Makers’.

9.0

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 6th February 2014 at 3pm.
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MINUTES OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD AT 9.30AM ON TUESDAY 21ST JANUARY 2014
IN MEETING ROOM 1 & 2 DELTA HOUSE
Present:
Mr. Bryan Stock
Mrs. Vicky Harris
Mr. Bob Piper
Mr. Paul Riley
Mrs. Jackie Smart
Mrs. Pauline Werhun

Non-Executive Director (Chair)
Non-Executive Director
Chairman
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance:
Ms. Karen Dowman
Mrs. Natalie Grainger
Mr. Andy Green
Mrs. Elaine Horton
Mr. Charles Knight
Ms. Sue Marshall
Ms. Julie Mee
Mrs. Jeanette Price
Mr. Mohammed Ramzan
Mr. Simon Reeves
Mr. Paul Stefanoski
Mrs. Jenny Tymon

Chief Executive
Governance Support Manager
Company Secretary
Financial Controller
Internal Audit
Director of Children’s, Young People and Families
Internal Audit
Local Counter Fraud Specialist
External Audit
Lead Nurse, Learning Disabilities
Director of Resources, deputy Chief Executive
Internal Audit

ITEM
NO

AGENDA ITEM
APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from:
Ms. Diane Cartwright – Internal Audit
Dr. Stephen Edwards – Medical Director
Mr. Parmjit Sahota – Non-Executive Director

1.0

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Mrs Werhun declared that she was currently working as an
Interim Project Manager at Wolverhampton CCG.

2.0

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
2.1 Minutes of the meeting held on 30th October 2013
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ACTION

The minutes were agreed as a true and accurate record.

5.0

At the request of the Chair item 5.1 was taken next on the
agenda
INTERNAL AUDIT
5.1 Internal Audit Review: Quality Governance Framework
Mr Stock invited Internal Audit to present their report and to
attempt to substantiate their amber-green risk rating which
appeared to be at odds with the report.
Mr Knight presented the report which provided a review of the
quality governance arrangements within the Trust and identified
key issues for further improvement.
Mrs Tymon advised that quality governance systems and
processes were still being developed both within the divisions
and corporately and the Governance Assurance Unit are
progressing with the implementation of new systems to oversee
the delivery of governance and risk requirements. She added
that many of the new processes should be in embedded by
March 2014 and some before this date.
Mrs Tymon raised that quality objectives should cascade from
Corporate into the Quality Strategy into divisions and this should
be made clear and transparent. Ms Marshall confirmed that she
was committed to re-writing the strategy to reflect this.
Mrs Tymon commented that following TCS, divisions have
worked as stand alone business units and have developed their
own processes and systems which has resulted in this process
becoming fragmented.
Ms Marshall advised that data flow between divisions would be
looked at as output needs to be the same. She raised that the
outcome of the recent Board self assessment on quality
governance has shown that the Board are not clear on Quality
Governance.
In response to a question from Mr Stock, Ms Marshall confirmed
that fundamental to moving to a different position would be
improving data flows and work is progressing on benchmarking
and developing a quality dashboard.
Ms Marshall advised that a recommendation would be made to
the Board at its January 2014 meeting for the ‘Caring Counts’
Strategy to be adopted as the Trusts Quality Strategy.
Mrs Harris commented that the Governance did not discuss the
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report in detail as it was agreed for Non-Executive Directors to
attend this meeting to go through it in detail. She raised the
importance of updating on the position of the action plan.
Mrs Werhun felt disappointed that the Trust was working in a
disjointed way however felt that good progress was already
being made to achieve some of the areas suggested within the
report.
Mrs Tymon advised that the Trust should address all
recommendations set out in the action plan and bring forward
completion dates if possible.
Mr Piper raised his disappointment in the findings of the report
and asked how we could assure Monitor that plans were in place
to address the issues. Ms Marshall answered that the
recommendations appended to the report should be adopted
and if achieved would put the Trust in a more favourable
position.
Mr Piper felt that this would not assure Monitor that we have
sufficient quality governance within the Trust and the capacity to B Piper
address. He suggested consulting an external organisation to
provide their view on Governance across the whole
organisation. It was agreed that the committee would support
this and that Mr Piper would make a recommendation to the
Board of Directors at its January 2014 meeting.
Ms Dowman raised her concerns and stated that this was an
issue and that processes should be urgently put in place. She
added that the implementation needed to be understood by the
organisation.
Mr Green raised the potential discord between the quality
Strategy and the wider strategy and suggested a wider piece of
work to link this together.

3.0

Mrs Harris and Mrs Werhun left the meeting at 10.20am.
MATTERS ARISING
There were no matters arising.

4.0

GOVERNANCE,
CONTROL

RISK

MANAGEMENT

AND

INTERNAL

4.1 Limits and Frameworks for Procurement Approved
Process
Mr Stefanoski presented the report which provided an update on
progress regarding the procurement of goods at an operational
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level. He reported that a number of changes had been made to
achieve sustainable improvements and that performance
information would be reported to Executive Committee quarterly.
Mr Riley advised that this had initially been raised at Investment
Committee and felt that progress was being made.
Ms Dowman commented that a further concern was that no
priority was given to the importance of clinical requests and felt
satisfied that this was now being addressed.
4.2 Update on re-structure of Finance Department
Mr Stock commented that this report had been requested after
concerns had been raised by both External Audit and Monitor.
Mr Stefanoski presented the report which provided an update on
the restructure of the Finance Department. He raised that
although the new team was now in place there was a risk getting
up to speed at such a busy time.
Mr Stefanoski raised that slower progress than anticipated had
been made with credit control due to capacity issues.
Mr Ramzan felt that positive steps were being made with the
new structure providing additional capacity, and raised the
importance of continuity at senior management level during the
M Ramzan
transition.
It was confirmed that the External Audit Interim Report would be
presented at the April 2014 meeting.
4.3 Progress on IG Toolkit
Mr Stefanoski presented the report presented the report which
provides a summary of the Trust’s compliance with IG Toolkit at
as November 2013 and highlighted to the committee the
requirement to achieve level 2 compliance in all areas by 31st
March 2014.
In response to a question from Mr Piper, Mr Stefanoski
confirmed that one of the main obstacles in the completeness of
information mapping was the reliance of information from the
former PCT and CCG’s.
In response to a question from Mr Riley, Mr Stefanoski
confirmed that the consequence of not achieving level 2 was
that it is a compliance requirement of standard NHS contract
and would therefore affect the Trust’s ability to obtain contracts.
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Mr Green advised that he was not aware of Monitor taking
Trusts to task on non compliance of the IG Toolkit under the new
regime and potentially if not compliant would have to report to
Monitor to determine action.
The committee requested assurance that the Trust would
achieve level 2 compliance in all areas by 31st March 2014.
Mr Stefanoski advised that he can assure the committee that
resources will be put into achieving the work that needs to be
carried out.
4.4 Update on Clinical Supervision
Mr Reeves presented the report which provided an update on
the work plan of the Trust Supervision Network Group following
internal audit review.
The report outlines the complexity of the task of training,
delivering, recording and monitoring of supervision across the
organisation and makes recommendations.
In response to a question from Mr Stock, Mr Reeves confirmed
that a timetable of work was not yet in place.
In response to a question from Mr Green, Mr Reeves confirmed
that resources to deliver would be manageable within existing
resource.
6.0

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
6.1 Review Action Log
See action log.

7.0

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 18th February 2014 at
9.30am
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